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Ein beobachtbarkeitsmotiviertes Systemkonzept für
monokular-inertiale Eigenbewegungs- und
Landmarkenpositionserfassung
Eigenbewegungs- und Umgebungserfassung ist eine der zentralen Heraus-
forderungen für den Betrieb mobiler Agenten, wie beispielsweise Raum- und
Luftfahrzeuge, unbemannte Fluggeräte oder gar Smartphones. Ziel ist es,
verlässliche Aussagen über die Eigenbewegung des Agenten, d.h. seine Po-
sition, Geschwindigkeit und Lage, in Kombination mit einer Karte seiner
Umgebung, d.h. die Positionen von Landmarken, zu erhalten. Für die
genannten Agenten führen Anforderungen bezüglich Gewicht, Energiever-
brauch und Kosten zu einer bevorzugten Nutzung von leichten, effizienten
und günstigen Sensoren. Die Kombination aus monokularer Kamera und
Inertialmesseinheit erfüllt diese Anforderungen und liefert
• gemessene Inertialgrößen, d.h. Agentenbeschleunigung und -drehrate,
• gemessene Bildmerkmale, d.h. Bildkoordinaten von natürlichen Land-
marken in seiner Umgebung.
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Die Eigenbewegungs- und Landmarkenpositionsbestimmung basierend auf
dieser Sensorkombination weist jedoch eine inhärente Skalierungsmehrdeutig-
keit auf, welche nur für hochdynamische Bewegungstrajektorien aufgelöst
werden kann. Klassische Ansätze, wie Simultaneous Localization and Map-
ping (SLAM), erzeugen häufig keine skalierten, verlässlichen und konsistenten
Schätzungen für die Eigenbewegung und die Umgebung des Agenten. In
dieser Doktorarbeit wird ein neuartiges, alternatives Systemkonzept für die
monokular-inertiale Eigenbewegungs- und Landmarkenpositionserfassung
vorgestellt. Dieses Systemkonzept ist maßgeblich motiviert durch eine de-
taillierte Analyse der Beobachtbarkeits- und Konsistenzeigenschaften des
klassischen SLAM, welches auf einer weltzentrischen Modellierung des Agen-
ten und seiner Umgebung basiert. Innerhalb des neuen Systemkonzeptes
werden
• eine körperzentrische Modellierung des Agenten und seiner Umgebung,
• eine pseudo-weltzentrische Bewegungspropagation,
• und geschlossene Initialisierungsprozeduren
eingeführt. Dieser Ansatz erlaubt es, die günstigen Beobachtbarkeitseigen-
schaften körperzentrischer Modellierung und die günstigen Propagationseigen-
schaften weltzentrischer Modellierung zu kombinieren. Sowohl die Fähigkeiten
als auch die Limitierungen dieses Ansatzes werden abschließend mit Hilfe von
Simulationen und einem starken Fokus auf Schätzkonsistenz demonstriert.
An Observability-Driven System Concept for
Monocular-Inertial Egomotion and Landmark Position
Determination
Egomotion and environment perception is one of the key challenges for the
operation of various mobile agents, such as space- and aircraft, unmanned
aerial vehicles or even smartphones. The goal is to establish reliable estimates
of an agent’s egomotion, i.e. position, velocity and orientation, in combination
with a map of its environment, i.e. landmark positions. Tight requirements
for the aforementioned agents like weight, energy consumption and cost lead
to the desire to utilize lightweight, power-efficient and cheap sensors. The
combination of a monocular camera and an inertial measurement unit fits
these requirements. It provides
• measured inertials, i.e. acceleration and angular rate of the agent,
• measured keypoints, i.e. image coordinates of naturally occurring
landmarks in its environment.
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Egomotion and landmark position determination performed with this sensor
setup, however, suffers from an inherent scale ambiguity, which can only
be resolved for excited agent motion. Classic approaches, like simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM), often fail in establishing scaled, reliable
and consistent estimates for the agent’s egomotion and its environment. In
this thesis a novel alternative system concept for monocular-inertial egomotion
and landmark position determination is introduced. It is mainly motivated
by an in-depth analysis of the observability and consistency of the classic
SLAM approach, which is based on a world-centric model of the agent and
its environment. Within the novel system concept
• a body-centric agent and environment model,
• a pseudo-world centric motion propagation,
• and closed-form initialization procedures
are introduced. This approach allows for combining the advantageous ob-
servability properties of body-centric modeling and the advantageous motion
propagation properties of world-centric modeling. A consistency focused
and simulation based evaluation demonstrates the capabilities as well as the
limitations of the proposed concept.
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1 Introduction
Machine Vision has become one of the top research topics of our time. As
the name indicates, it is intended to make machines see. Thus, the major
goal is to provide machines with means for understanding and interpreting
their environment and their own motion within it, in a very similar way
humans or most other animals do. Pushed by recent advances in computer
sciences the possibilities and applications, that would benefit from reliable
environment and egomotion perception, seem countless. Mobile robots, re-
gardless if ground based, flying, swimming or diving, are intended to perform
tasks autonomously, without the need for human interaction. Men operated
machinery, especially automobiles, more and more assist the operator, or
driver, in making the right decisions, based on machine vision. The future
goal therein is to make them drive semi or fully autonomously as well. Smart-
phones and other smart objects may perceive its surroundings and their
relative motion, in order to provide a natural and seamless interface for the
user and many other features that enrich the interaction with technology.
Depending on the specific application, available sensors, which would al-
low for achieving these goals, vary greatly. External infrastructure, such
as global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), cell tower or network based
positioning, Car-to-Car or Car-to-X communication, can give global reference.
However, it does not help to provide information about an agent’s direct
environment, if it is not known beforehand in form of a map.1 Furthermore,
this infrastructure may not be accessible during all stages of the agent’s op-
eration, which in any case requires for an infrastructure independent backup.
Active sensing, as provided by laser scanners, ultrasonic proximity detectors,
time-of-flight cameras and many others, offer rich and highly capable means
for environment perception. The provided information, however, comes at
a cost: These systems are often expensive, in acquisition and maintenance,
fairly large and heavy as well as quite energy consuming. These properties
make them rather unattractive, especially for consumer grade applications.
1In the sense of this publication, an agent may be any of the aforementioned sensor
platforms, which is intended to perceive its environment and its motion therein by
evaluating these measurements.
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It is the opinion of the author, that digital cameras have become the ”holy
grail” for environment and egomotion perception, thus machine vision. To-
day cameras are rather inexpensive, lightweight and energy-efficient. While
the information gathered through pure vision is very rich, it lacks depth
information due to the projection of a 3-dimensional environment onto a
2-dimensional image plane. Figure 1.1 highlights this property and illustrates
the resulting scale ambiguity. If no information about the size of an object is
available, its sole projection on the image plane offers no information whether
it is rather large but far away (blue) or small and nearby (green). In order to
avoid this scale ambiguity, additional information must be acquired.
object projections
image plane
nearby objectdistant object
focal point
Figure 1.1: Simple schematic example for scale ambiguity by image projection.
Again many options exist, which may provide this information. One of these
is to pose a reference object of known size within the observed environment.
This, however, requires preparation and thus does not allow application
in truly unstructured and unprepared environments. Observing the same
object from two distinct camera positions is a very promising approach, if
the displacement, also known as the baseline, between these positions is
known. Stereo cameras offer these properties by combining two cameras on
one stereo rig, which is then calibrated in order to determine the baseline.
While this setup is appealing, it is not without drawbacks: Two cameras are
more expensive than one, if the baseline changes it needs to be recalibrated
and the depth perception capability is proportional to the baseline itself.
Sensors from other domains provide means for displacement determination
with a single monocular camera in motion. This concept is also known as
motion stereo. For ground operating agents odometry can be utilized. A more
general - yet still inexpensive, lightweight and energy-efficient - alternative,
which also allows aerial operation, is coupling an inertial measurement unit
(IMU ) and a monocular camera. The inertial measurement unit, which shall
be considered here, consists of a 3-axes accelerometer and a 3-axes gyroscope.
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Figure 1.2: Gedankenexperiment: Schematic visualization of subsequent landmark ob-
servations with a large landmark distance and high camera velocity (blue) as well as
small landmark distance and low camera velocity (green) for a camera motion with
(a) constant velocity, where only the velocity-distance ratio can be determined and
(b) acceleration, where velocity and distance can be determined.
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The combined monocular-inertial sensor setup potentially allows for solving
the scale ambiguity inherent to monocular cameras and may therefore be
regarded as the minimal combination of sensors which allows for aided visual
environment and egomotion perception. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic visu-
alization of a 2-dimensional gedankenexperiment with two basic scenarios,
which are intended to intuitively highlight the ability of this sensor setup to
solve the scale ambiguity. It will also provide a first insight into the expectable
conditions that need to be met in order to recover the scale. Both scenarios
feature two cameras and their linear trajectories, along which they observe the
same stationary landmark at the same time instances. These time instances
are marked by the depiction of the cameras and rays indicating the directions
of the according landmark observation. In both cases the green camera is
moving at a small distance to the landmark with a low velocity, while the
blue camera is moving at a large distance to the landmark with a high velocity.
For a constant velocity motion, as shown in Figure 1.2 (a), both cameras
capture the same bearing angle to the landmark at the same time instances.
In fact there exist infinitely many velocity/distance combinations, yielding
the same landmark bearing observations. Thus, only the velocity-distance
ratio can be determined by these observations, while the actual scale of either
of these quantities can not be determined. Knowledge about the acceleration
will not help to reveal the scale for a constant velocity motion, since the
acceleration is zero for this trajectory.
This changes for non-zero acceleration trajectories as depicted in Figure
1.2 (b). Different velocity-distance ratios may still result in the same land-
mark bearings at the same time instances. However, they differ in the
acceleration which is necessary to achieve this.
This gedankenexperiment indicates
• that monocular-inertial sensor fusion may be capable for scaled envi-
ronment and egomotion determination,
• that only certain conditions allow for achieving this goal, and
• that environment and egomotion determination are directly coupled.
These considerations form the basis for the development of the system concept
for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark determination presented in
this publication.
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Figure 1.3 provides a schematic representation for the full 3-dimensional
system setup. In the sense of this publication, an agent is considered to be
a free floating sensor platform which performs a rigid body motion. The
accelerations and angular rates driving this motion can be captured by an
inertial measurement unit. The agent’s perception of the environment, due
its position and attitude within it, is captured by a monocular camera. These
measurements provide the interface for monocular-inertial egomotion and
landmark determination.2
global landmark positionsinitial position, velocity & attitude
measured inertials measured keypoints
monocular-inertial
egomotion and landmark position determination
egomotion & landmark positions
inertial measure-
ment unit
acceleration & angular rate
rigid body motion
position, velocity & attitude
monocular
camera
Agent
gravity
Figure 1.3: Block diagram depicting an agent undergoing rigid body motion and equipped
with an inertial measurement unit as well as a monocular camera, whose outputs are
used for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination.
The main objective is to determine scaled information about an agent’s
egomotion, while also providing the distances to naturally occurring landmarks
in its vicinity. A major focus therein is for this information to be highly
reliable. Therefore, several questions arise, that will be addressed in the
following chapters:
2In areal applications and robotics the monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark
determination block is often referred to as navigation block. It can thus be interpreted
as part of a guidance navigation and control (GNC ) loop, for the autonomous operation
of various agents from these domains. (i.e. mobile robots, unmanned aerial vehicles
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV ) and many others more).
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Question 1: Which algorithmic approaches could be utilized for monocular-
inertial egomotion and landmark position determination?
Question 2: Which physical quantities are determinable with the monocular-
inertial sensor setup?
Question 3: Which conditions need to be met in order to resolve the scale
ambiguity with the monocular-inertial sensor setup?
Question 4: How reliable will the acquired egomotion and landmark position
information be?
The following chapters are intended to provide a broad discussion on these
issues and novel insight into the properties of monocular-inertial egomotion
and landmark position determination. Based on these considerations a novel
system concept will be presented, that allows for recovering scaled information,
which will then be evaluated based on simulations, in order to gain insight
into the expectable performance and reliability of this setup.
Chapter 2 - State of the Art To this point monocular-inertial egomotion
and environment determination, was only referred to as an unspecified concept.
Chapter 2 provides insight into the state of the art on this topic, which evolves
around so-called simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM ). Algorithmic
approaches, like state estimation filters and closed-form solutions to the
problem, will be recapitulated. In order to identify the determinable physical
quantities and required determination conditions, observability analyses found
in literature will be analyzed. Furthermore, known consistency issues of the
aforementioned approaches and their probable causes will be discussed. This
investigation will highlight the importance of the chosen parameterization
for the quantities, which ought to be determined, in order to assure reliable
results. Subsequently, open questions and own contributions will be derived.
Chapter 3 - Basics In order to allow for a mathematically and physically
consistent and yet comprehensible derivation and discussion of the derived
system concept, Chapter 3 will provide basic definitions. Among these are a
unified nomenclature, coordinate frame definitions, sensor models and a brief
recapitulation on state of the art approaches to the problem.
Chapter 4 - System Concept The contributions derived in Chapter 2
allow for establishing the system concept for the presented monocular-inertial
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egomotion and landmark position determination framework. This system
concept is outlined in Chapter 4. It shows the interaction of the proposed
state estimation, motion accumulation and initialization procedures. The
main focus therein will be on the interfaces between these modules.
Chapter 5 - State Estimation The core element of the proposed system
concept is a novel system model. It will be the basis for establishing the
state estimation module, which will therefore be derived and discussed in
Chapter 5. An observability analysis will then give insight into the improved
properties of the novel approach, if compared to the classic system model
recapitulated in Chapter 3.
Chapter 6 - Motion Accumulation While the system model introduced in
Chapter 5 is well suited for the state estimation process itself, its kinematic
properties, however, make it little attractive for state propagation. Therefore,
a unified state propagation module, which will be called motion accumulation,
will be proposed. It is based on an alternative system model, which will be
derived and discussed in Chapter 6.
Chapter 7 - Initialization Procedures In Chapter 7 two initialization
procedures for the state estimation process will be introduced. The first
procedure allows for determining landmark distances based on a priori avail-
able egomotion information. The second method does not rely on a priori
knowledge and furthermore provides egomotion information solely based on
monocular-inertial measurements. Both procedures consist of closed-form
solutions, which directly utilize the accumulated motion.
Chapter 8 - Evaluation and Discussion The proposed system concept as
well as its separate components will be evaluated and discussed in Chapter 8.
This evaluation will be conducted through flight simulations of a fixed-wing
unmanned aerial vehicle equipped with a monocular camera and an inertial
measurement unit. The presented experiments will allow for further under-
standing the interdependencies between the utilized algorithmic approaches,
the considered physical quantities, the required conditions and the resulting
reliability of the determination process.
Chapter 9 - Conclusion Chapter 9 will provide a concluding discussion
of the presented system concept for observability-driven monocular-inertial
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egomotion and landmark position determination. Therefore, it will summa-
rize the main contributions presented in this publication, discuss current
limitations and outline a path for further research on this topic.
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As outlined in Chapter 1, this publication will be concerned with scaled
egomotion and environment perception, based on combining measurements
from an inertial measurement unit and a monocular camera. Within that
introduction, however, neither the term egomotion nor the term environment
was defined by according physical quantities. In the sense of this publication
egomotion quantities may be an agent’s position, its velocity and its attitude
with respect to a reference frame. The environment on the other hand can
be characterized by a set of objects or landmarks in the agent’s vicinity,
whose positions can be gathered within a sparse map. Traditionally the
processes egomotion determination and environment perception are referred
to as localization and mapping.
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping Some of the first successful al-
gorithmic approaches to localization and mapping were presented by Brooks
(1985) and Smith and Cheeseman (1986). While both approaches differ with
respect to the specific implementation, both formalized the insight, that
neither localization nor mapping can be conducted independently, if no prior
information about either the environment or the egomotion is available. This
insight led the path to what is known today as simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM ). Especially Smith and Cheeseman (1986) is often
referred to as the first applicable solution to this problem, paving the road
for later research in this field. This understanding stems from three major
contributions:
1. The pose of the agent (i.e. its position and attitude) and the positions
of landmarks (i.e. the map of the environment) were combined within
an unified state description.
2. This state was interpreted in a probabilistic manner, by also considering
its uncertainty in the form of a covariance matrix.
3. By also considering environment perception uncertainties, state hypothe-
ses can be updated through a state estimation framework, minimizing
the overall state uncertainty.
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In essence Smith and Cheeseman (1986) applied a state estimation method,
also known as the extended Kalman filter (EKF). Within the following decades,
so-called EKF-SLAM became synonymous for mobile robot localization.
Monocular SLAM The approaches to simultaneous localization and map-
ping presented in Brooks (1985) and Smith and Cheeseman (1986) were
developed and applied with two assumptions in mind: For one, the according
agent operates in environments with three dimensions of freedom (DoF),
as is the case for ground robots. Furthermore, the environment sensor is
capable of providing bearing and distance to objects, as is the case with laser
rangefinders and other depth perception capable sensors. Davison (2003) and
Davison et al. (2004) were among the first to apply digital monocular cameras
for environment perception and as the only sensor utilized at all. Davison
et al. (2007) refined the approach into what they called MonoSLAM, also
known as monocular or bearing-only SLAM, which became synonymous for
simultaneous localization and mapping based on a monocular camera images.
The main focus was to achieve real-time camera localization, based on a sparse
environment map constructed from large image patches, which were identified
and tracked throughout subsequent camera images. Therefore, mapping
was more or less only conducted as means for localization and egomotion
determination. In order to model the hand-held camera motion, a constant
velocity state propagation model was applied. Acceleration and rotation was
modeled as unknown system inputs, which were assumed Gaussian. Civera
et al. (2008) and Civera et al. (2010) additionally proposed the utilization of
the inverse depth parameterization as opposed to a classic Cartesian land-
mark position representation. This alternative parameterization allows for
upholding the Gaussian assumption for close and far away landmarks and
provides means for an undelayed landmark initialization within the SLAM
framework.
However, there is one problem, that all of these approaches have in common.
If the camera is the only sensor, as is the case in pure monocular SLAM,
the scale ambiguity, which was highlighted in Chapter 1, can not be avoided
for unknown environments. Therefore, Davison (2003), Davison et al. (2004)
and Davison et al. (2007) introduced information about the scene scale by
initializing the estimation process with a sheet of a4 paper, i.e. a known
object. While this provides an initial estimate of the scale, it does not help
to avoid drift of the scale when the known object is removed or out of sight.
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Advances to substantially reduce the scale drift for large trajectories were pre-
sented by Engel et al. (2014), which were also demonstrated to operate on a
smartphone by Schoeps et al. (2014). One of their main contributions is to uti-
lize image intensities (keyframes), rather than identifying single object points
(keypoints). This approach is therefore highly beneficial for environment
mapping, however, computationally intensive if egomotion determination is
of greater interest, which will be the case in this publication.
Aided Monocular SLAM As outlined in Chapter 1, a promising approach
for solving or avoiding scale ambiguity is to acquire additional information, by
utilizing sensors from other domains. For wheeled ground robots an odometer
can be utilized to capture the agent’s velocity or displacement increments,
which directly provide information about the camera displacement between
captured images, hence the baseline due to motion. Within the EKF-SLAM
framework these measurements can be considered as system inputs, as for
example done by Boberg et al. (2009) or Huang (2013). By considering the
according kinematics in the estimator’s system model, the motion of the
platform and thus the change of its state can be propagated. This process is
often referred to as prediction step or time update in state estimation and
will often also be called motion propagation throughout this publication.
For aerial vehicles, or other 6-DoF localization and mapping applications,
inertial measurement units pose as a great alternative for providing system
input measurements. So-called 6-DoF IMUs consist of a 3-axes accelerometer
and a 3-axes gyroscope, essentially capturing the translational and rotational
forces acting upon the agent’s body. Even though the term inertial mea-
surements, if literally interpreted, does not cover geomagnetic field direction
and air pressure, 9- or 10-DoF IMUs include the former or both of these
quantities, respectively. Among others Kendoul et al. (2009) and Lynen et al.
(2013) utilized a pressure sensor in addition to a monocular camera and a
6-DoF inertial measurement unit, in order to fully recover scaled egomotion
and object distance. Both approaches feature loosely coupled state estimation
frameworks, that consist of nested extended Kalman filters for separating
vision based and inertial based motion determination. Achtelik et al. (2011)
and Tkocz and Janschek (2014c) additionally added magnetometer measure-
ments to further improve the estimation process. These approaches show
how 6-DoF SLAM may benefit, if more sensors than the minimal monocular-
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inertial setup are considered. Still the aforementioned sensors are not without
flaws: Magnetometer readings are highly affected by ferromagnetic objects
or electromagnetic fields, while air pressure sensors are sensitive to changes
of weather conditions. Other researchers such as Kim and Sukkarieh (2003)
or Bryson and Sukkarieh (2006) utilized environment perception sensors,
which are capable of providing bearing and range information, thus the full
Cartesian position, of a landmark with respect to the agent.
Monocular-Inertial SLAM A great deal of research has been devoted to
investigating and developing monocular vision based localization and mapping
algorithms, which are solely aided by a 6-DoF inertial measurement unit. As
mentioned before, this sensor setup has some very appealing properties. It is
lightweight, energy-efficient and fairly cheap. These properties led to a wide
utilization for customer grade environment and egomotion detection in de-
vices like smartphones, which then again led to an increased research interest
on the topic. Another urge for omitting additional sensors, in favor for the
minimal monocular-inertial setup, is to shift the overall system complexity
from hardware to software. That is reducing the utilization of sensors, if
algorithmic refinement may give comparable results for a certain task. This
approach is further encouraged by advances in mobile computing, providing
more and more computational power in yet light and energy efficient packages.
Langelaan and Rock (2004) and Langelaan (2007) investigated monocular-
inertial SLAM for aerial vehicles operating in forests, thereby highlighting the
importance of appropriately dealing with the nonlinearities inherent to this
system class. Their approach therefore utilizes an alternative to the extended
Kalman filter, the unscented Kalman filter (UKF). A brief introduction and
discussion of the unscented Kalman filter will be given in Subsection 2.1.1.
The group around Sukkarieh was also concerned with UAV operation, but for
more general scenarios. While still assuming range/bearing measurements to
landmarks, Bryson and Sukkarieh (2006) presented a compelling observability
analysis for airborne SLAM in general, which will be discussed in detail
in Subsection 2.3. Bryson and Sukkarieh (2007) then shifted focus to the
pure monocular-inertial sensor setup, also proposing a delayed landmark
initialization method. Pinies et al. (2007) applied the undelayed landmark
initialization via inverse depth parameterization in combination with an
unscented Kalman filter. Lupton and Sukkarieh (2008) presented a square
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root information filter for removing scale biases and ambiguity from 6-DoF
monocular SLAM using inertial measurements, stating that sufficient motion
is necessary for the scale of the map to become observable. Which motion
specifically can be regarded as sufficient, however, was not specified further.
Another group, which is very active in the field of monocular-inertial UAV
navigation, is located at the ETH in Zürich. Weiss and Siegwart (2011) in-
troduced a real-time metric state estimation approach for monocular-inertial
systems, emphasizing on the fact that absolute scale recovery is crucial for
robot control. Their approach to tackle scale determination is to decouple
vision based and inertial based pose estimation, as opposed to the standard
unified data fusion within a single state estimator, such as the extended
Kalman filter. Weiss et al. (2012) refined this approach, which led to an
impressive and very comprehensive UAV navigation and control framework,
that was then presented by Weiss et al. (2013). These publications also
featured observability analyses based on the work of Martinelli (2011c), which
indicate that the global position of the agent as well as the yaw angle are
not observable with the monocular-inertial sensor setup. Furthermore, it is
stated, that non-zero acceleration and angular motion has to occur in at least
two axes, in order to render the rest of the considered states observable. The
aspect of system observability will be further discussed in Subsection 2.3.
Impressive work regarding smartphone based structure from motion (SfM )
was presented by Ham et al. (2015), utilizing batch optimization methods.
Structure from motion could be interpreted as SLAM with a focus on abso-
lute scale object reconstruction, hence environment mapping. Traditionally
performed offline, the algorithm from Ham et al. (2015) allows for online
determination.1
Preliminary Conclusion The aforementioned publications only cover a small
subset of the research that has been conducted on SLAM in general, monocular
SLAM and monocular-inertial SLAM. Among these publications, the main
focus varies: Applications range from agent motion estimation, so-called
visual odometry to full fledged environment mapping. Different algorithmic
approaches and system models were applied and investigated. The aspects
state observability and estimation consistency are not always considered,
1Note that while quite appealing, batch optimization methods will not be further investi-
gated in this publication.
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even though they are of crucial importance for the development of any state
estimator. In the following sections, these aspects and their consideration
in literature are reviewed in detail and implications on the development
of a monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination
framework are highlighted.
2.1 Algorithmic Approaches
This section will provide an overview on the algorithmic approaches typically
utilized for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark determination. It
therefore addresses
Question 1: Which algorithmic approaches could be utilized for monocular-
inertial egomotion and landmark position determination?
from the introduction in Chapter 1. In essence there exist filter-based and
closed-form approaches. The former will be discussed in Subsection 2.1.1,
whereas the latter will be outlined in Subsection 2.1.2.
2.1.1 Filter-Based Approaches
The most common approach, for conducting simultaneous localization and
mapping in general and combining vision data and inertial measurements
specifically, is to apply estimation filters.2 Regardless of the specific approach,
estimation filters are applied to SLAM in order to recursively improve an
hypothesis of the unified state, based on the available measurements. Figure
2.1 visualizes the operation of filter-based approaches. During the propagation
step measurements of the system inputs (i.e. acceleration and angular rate)
are utilized in order to propagate the state. This step therefore requires
a model of the system kinematics for the considered system. Whenever
measurements of the system outputs (i.e. keypoints/landmark projections)
are available, they can be compared with predictions of these quantities
through a model of the system’s output equations. In this update step
the residual is then weighted in order to minimize the overall estimation
uncertainty and to improve the hypothesis regarding the system state. In
SLAM this state typically consists of egomotion quantities and landmark
2Very comprehensive compendia on these probabilistic approaches can be found in Thrun
et al. (2005) within the scope of robotic applications and Bar-Shalom et al. (2001) for
navigation in general.
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positions as proposed by Smith and Cheeseman (1986). This subsection will
provide a discussion on the most commonly applied estimation filters in the
context of egomotion and environment determination. These filters mainly
differ regarding the representation and propagation of uncertainty, which is
the backbone of the estimation process.
UpdatePropagation
pred. egomotion &
landmark positions
egomotion & landmark
position estimates
modeled
output equations
(landmark observations)
modeled
system kinematics
(agent motion)
residual
weighting
egomotion & landmark position estimates
-
global landmark positionsinitial position, velocity & attitude
measured inertials measured keypoints
inertial measure-
ment unit
acceleration & angular rate
rigid body motion
position, velocity & attitude
monocular
camera
Agent
gravity
Figure 2.1: Block diagram depicting the recursive operation of filter-based approaches and
their application to monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination.
Extended Kalman Filter SLAM As already mentioned, Smith et al. (1987)
proposed an estimation framework for simultaneous localization and mapping,
which essentially was based on an extended Kalman filter. Due to the
nonlinearities in SLAM, which mostly stem from the inherent coordinate
transformations from the body frame to the world frame and vice versa, the
Kalman filter (KF) can not be applied directly. Therefore, in its extended
version, the nonlinear system kinematics and output equations are linearized
through a first order Taylor series approximation. Subsequently signals,
whose uncertainties can sufficiently be approximated to be Gaussian, can be
propagated and fused through the linearized system. This approach to data
fusion is very straight forward and well understood, which makes it one of the
most commonly used approaches for SLAM in general, but also for monocular
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(e.g. Davison et al. (2007)) and monocular-inertial (e.g. Weiss et al. (2013))
SLAM. However, it is often questioned if the extended Kalman filter is the
best option for the inherently nonlinear SLAM problem. Subsection 2.4 will
therefore provide an in-depth discussion on consistency issues associated with
the linearization step.
Unscented Kalman Filter SLAM Julier et al. (1995) as well as Julier
and Uhlmann (1997) stated that the linearization of the system model
for extended Kalman filtering may not allow for a sufficiently accurate
propagation of uncertainties, which they argued to be the main cause of
SLAM consistency and convergence issues. They therefore introduced a state
estimation framework, which Julier and Uhlmann (2004) referred to as the
unscented Kalman filter. The main difference to the extended Kalman filter is
the method for uncertainty propagation. Instead of linearizing the nonlinear
system model by Taylor approximation, a statistical linearization is performed
through so-called sigma-points. These sigma-points are a minimal set of
sample points within the uncertainty region, which sufficiently represent the
uncertainty of a given covariance matrix. These points can then be propagated
through the nonlinear system equations and thereafter approximated by an
enclosing covariance. The state update is performed in a similar manner, by
also utilizing the nonlinear output equations. This approach is widely accepted
and adopted throughout the robotics community. As mentioned before
Langelaan (2007) and Pinies et al. (2007) for example successfully applied
the unscented Kalman filter to monocular-inertial SLAM. In Subsection 2.4,
however, counter examples are cited, that indicate that the UKF does not
fully avoid inconsistent estimation results either.
Particle-Filter SLAM Especially for ground robotics another approach for
more accurately propagating uncertainties in SLAM was developed by Thrun
et al. (2000), utilizing a particle filter (PF). Instead of using a minimal set of
points within a Gaussian uncertainty covariance, as in unscented filtering, the
whole uncertainty region is approximated by a set of particles. Each of these
particles then represents one hypothesis on one or multiple physical quantities,
which can be propagated through the nonlinear system. The validity of each
particle is then tested by utilizing the system output, hence environment ob-
servations. Improbable hypotheses are then disregarded and new particles are
spread in a so-called resampling step. The major advantage of this approach
is the ability to also represent non-Gaussian uncertainty, which is not possible
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by utilizing covariances. Additionally, multiple hypotheses can be held within
the estimation framework. Montemerlo et al. (2002) developed the so-called
FastSLAM, which applies particle filtering to navigation of wheeled ground
robots. The greatest drawback of this approach, however, is the high number
of particles, which is necessary in order to cover sufficiently many hypotheses
in the desired state space. Montemerlo et al. (2003) refined the approach in
order to reduce the number of required particles by incorporating environment
measurements prior to the resampling step. This so-called FastSLAM 2.0,
however, is still not widely used for 6-DoF monocular-inertial SLAM due to
the higher dimensionality if compared to ground SLAM. However, it will be
shown in Subsection 2.4 that particle filters are also subject to inconsistency,
regardless of their better representation of non-Gaussian uncertainty and the
ability for nonlinear propagation.
Conclusion on Filter-Based Approaches A question that arises after a
first review of these filter approaches is: Could there be another cause for
estimation inconsistency in simultaneous localization and mapping, if better
consideration of the system model’s nonlinearities does not circumvent them?
As indicated before, this aspect will be further reviewed in Section 2.4.
2.1.2 Closed-Form Approaches
A very appealing alternative to filter based approaches, for scaled velocity and
landmark distance determination, are closed-form solutions to the problem. In
filter based approaches current measurements are continuously fused with the
current state hypothesis, which essentially combines all past measurements.
These estimation techniques are therefore quite robust once consistently con-
verged. In contrast to this, closed-form solutions combine only a subset of past
observations, in order to determine an instantaneous state hypothesis, which
is independent from any state that might have been determined beforehand.
Figure 2.2 depicts this process, which requires the open loop integration of
inertial measurements (motion accumulation). Among these approaches is
the algorithm presented by Kneip et al. (2011a). Under the assumption, that
the inertial measurements are neither corrupted by biases nor superimposed
by gravitational acceleration, measured acceleration and angular rates are
recursively accumulated. The result is an approximation for the accumulated
motion, hence the agent’s motion, in-between observations of a single land-
mark in three consecutive camera images. Both, the accumulated motion
and the landmark observations are then utilized to establish a linear system,
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram depicting the instantaneous determination of an agent’s ego-
motion and landmark positions based on a subset of (buffered) keypoint measurements
and the agent’s accumulated motion.
which can be solved to yield in a closed-form solution for the agent’s velocity
and the distance to the observed landmark. Kneip et al. (2011a) applied an
algorithm called random sample consensus (RANSAC ), in order to determine
the landmark that is suited best among the set of tracked landmarks. Since
sensor biases could be assumed to be known through calibration, the biggest
drawback of this approach is its inability to determine the agent’s attitude in
order to account for gravitational acceleration. It therefore relies on external
attitude information, which renders it not suitable for stand-alone operation.
Tkocz and Janschek (2014a) extended this approach, in order to allow for
additionally determining the direction of gravity, by adding measurements
of a magnetometer. Furthermore, with a total of four consecutive landmark
sightings, this approach also requires one additional landmark observation, if
compared to the original by Kneip et al. (2011a). While these enhancements
did allow for the gravity compensation, the utilization of magnetometer
measurements introduced trajectory dependencies, which were investigated
in detail by Tkocz and Janschek (2015). Specifically it was shown, that
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this setup only allows for the determination of the desired quantities if the
measured magnetic field is not collinear with the direction of motion.
Kneip et al. (2011b) approached the problem from a different angle, by
calculating delta velocities from inertial measurements in between three con-
secutive landmark observations. While this algorithm allows for determining
the direction of gravity without magnetometer measurements, it, however,
provides two distinct solutions, which need to be distinguished heuristically.
Martinelli (2011a) presented a closed-form solution for attitude and speed
determination by fusing monocular vision and inertial sensor measurements.
Martinelli et al. (2011) extended the algorithm to also cope with biased
accelerometer measurements and to consider more than one single landmark.
Martinelli (2011b) provided an in-depth discussion on these approaches,
summarizing and extending the former approaches and derived means for
determining the agent’s attitude, velocity and accelerometer bias through
a closed-form solution. These outputs are then utilized as inputs for an
extended Kalman filter. This impressive work was also put to the test in
simulations and real UAV high dynamic flight scenarios. Next to these con-
tributions Martinelli (2011b) also presents an observability analysis, which
provides insight into which physical quantities are observable and which con-
ditions should be met, if only monocular images and inertial measurements
are utilized. It is stated that ”excessive motion” and at least four consecutive
camera images are necessary for the close-form solution to be applicable. The
specific results of the observability analysis will be discussed in Subsection 2.3.
As for the direction of gravity, the approach of Martinelli (2011b), similarly
to the one of Kneip et al. (2011b), results in two distinct solutions, which
need to be tested for validity further.
Weiss et al. (2013) utilized the principles inherent to closed-form solutions in
order to determine the scale of the desired state, when fusing their unscaled
vision based state hypothesis with their IMU based state hypothesis.
Conclusion on Closed-Form Approaches All of these close-form approaches
focus on egomotion determination rather than on mapping. Short term en-
vironment perception is therefore only means to that end. One of the big
advantages is that closed-form solutions allow for instantaneous state de-
termination, by utilizing a minimal set of measurements. However, this is
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also their biggest drawback. The accuracy of the determined result greatly
depends on the accuracy of these measurements. Martinelli (2011b) and Weiss
et al. (2013), however, showed how filter based approaches and closed-form
solutions can be combined, in order to exploit the advantages of both worlds.
Tkocz and Janschek (2014c) utilized the closed-form solution from Tkocz
and Janschek (2014a) for scaled filter state initialization, which can only be
performed if the agent motion and the magnetic field are not collinear. A
question that may come to mind is, whether closed-form solutions could also
be applied for the initialization of pure monocular-inertial SLAM.
2.2 Agent and Environment Modeling
One fundamental aspect in simultaneous localization and mapping that has
not been discussed so far, is the choice regarding the reference frame for
expressing the agent’s pose as well as the map of its environment. In fact, this
aspect is rarely discussed in literature. Interestingly, Smith and Cheeseman
(1986) and Brooks (1985) already entered into a debate, whether mapping
should be conducted with respect to a world (i.e. global) frame or the agent’s
body (i.e. local) frame. As will be shown in this section, the choice regarding
the reference frame also has strong implications on overall system modeling
for the agent and its environment, which concerns
Question 2: Which physical quantities are determinable with the monocular-
inertial sensor setup?
World-Centric Agent and Environment Models In Figure 2.3 (a) a world-
centric3 system model for the agent and its environment is shown, which
visualizes the basic argument of Smith and Cheeseman (1986). They argued,
that their probabilistic approach allows for the transformation and fusion
of uncertain information, such as the local landmark observations and the
global body position, into any reference frame. This reference frame may
therefore very well be a global world frame, allowing a world-centric agent
and environment model to feature the agent’s global pose as well as global
positions of landmarks, hence a global map of the environment. With regard
3Note that Smith and Cheeseman (1986) and Brooks (1985) used the terms global and
local reference frame. The terms world-centric and body-centric agent and environment
model are introduced here to not only reflect the differences regarding the choice of the
reference frame, but also its implications regarding the subsequent system modeling.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic visualization of world-centric and body-centric agent and environ-
ment models.
to system modeling, the world-centric agent and environment state for the
simple example, depicted in Figure 2.3 (a), would contain
• the agent’s position with respect to the world (global) frame, expressed
in the world (global) frame,
• the agent’s attitude4 with respect to the world (global) frame,
• the agent’s velocity4 with respect to the world (global) frame, expressed
in the world (global) frame,
• the position of landmarks with respect to the world (global) frame,
expressed in the world (global) frame.
Body-Centric Agent and Environment Models Figure 2.3 (b) depicts the
counterpart to the world-centric approach, which is a body-centric3 system
model of the agent and its environment. It therefore visualizes the core
argument concerning the reference frame as given by Brooks (1985). While
a global reference frame is quite appealing with regard to the desire to
perform global localization and mapping, he argued that a local environment
representation should be considered instead. This view follows the conviction,
that if only local observations are available, then only local positions of
4 not depicted in Figure 2.3
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landmarks can be utilized to represent that map of the environment and thus
implicitly also the agent’s position within it. With regard to system modeling,
the body-centric agent and environment state for the simple example, depicted
in Figure 2.3 (b), would only contain
• the agent’s velocity5 with respect to the world (global) frame, expressed
in the body (local) frame,
• the position of landmarks with respect to the body (local) frame,
expressed in the body frame,
and would therefore not contain any information regarding the agent’s global
position or its global attitude.
Landmark Kinematics World-centric agent and environment models seem
to have superior properties if compared to their body-centric counterparts.
First and foremost, these are the kinematics of landmark positions within
the utilized reference frame. Since defined globally, landmarks in a world-
centric agent and environment model can be assumed stationary. Thus, even
when the agent moves, their positions do not change globally, rendering the
landmark kinematics trivial. For body-centric agent and environment models
the picture is quite different. Since landmarks are defined with respect to the
body frame, their position within this frame changes in accordance with the
agent’s motion. This disadvantage leads to considerable higher computational
load for the state propagation of body-centric agent and environment models,
if compared to their world-centric alternative. This property gains great
importance if the according agent and environment model is utilized within a
filter-based state estimation framework, since it directly affects computational
demand during the propagation step as depicted in Figure 2.1.
Landmark Observations Another aspect, which is also rarely discussed,
is the difference regarding nonlinearities in world-centric and body-centric
agent and environment models. These differences especially have an impact
on the output equations of the considered system, that is the reconstruction
of landmark observations from the system states. Within a state estimation
framework, this impacts the update step. In body-centric agent and envi-
ronment models the local landmark position directly reflects local landmark
observations. Therefore, their reconstruction does not require nonlinear frame
5 not depicted in Figure 2.3
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transformations. In world-centric agent and environment models local land-
mark observations need to be reconstructed through the global agent pose
in combination with the global landmark positions. The result subsequently
needs to be transformed into the local frame. This frame transformation
process is inherently nonlinear, which directly impacts the update step in
filter-based approaches, as depicted in Figure 2.1.
Conclusion on Agent and Environment Modeling As mentioned before,
over the years Smith’s and Cheesemen’s probabilistic framework grew very
popular within the robotics community. Its wide adoption for simultaneous
localization and mapping, however, also lead to a broad utilization of world-
centric agent and environment models. In fact, among the approaches cited
in this review so far, only the research groups Civera et al., Martinelli and
Tkocz & Janschek emphasize on the utilization of body-centric agent and
environment models. The other publications featured world-centric agent
and environment models. The discussion above highlights the differences
between world-centric and body-centric representations and motivates further
investigation. A question that may arise is, whether one modeling approach
is superior over the other or if their advantages could even be combined.
2.3 Observability Considerations
Control theory textbooks like Adamy (2009) state:
Observability is the ability to determine the initial state of a system,
based on the knowledge of its input and output trajectories for a given
time interval.
Adamy (2009) also pointed out, that proving observability is crucial for
the stability of a nonlinear state estimator on one hand, however, also
not trivial to accomplish on the other hand. In essence, if a system is
observable, each physical quantity included in its state can be determined by
evaluating measurements of the system’s input and output. If a system is
not observable, only a subset of these physical quantities can be determined.
Thus, investigating the observability of the system containing of the agent
and its environment provides further input regarding
Question 2: Which physical quantities are determinable with the monocular-
inertial sensor setup?
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Furthermore, Adamy (2009) stated that in contrast to linear systems, ob-
servability of nonlinear systems may depend on the trajectory of the system
input. In the case of monocular-inertial SLAM, these inputs are the forces
acting upon the agent, represented by the inertial quantities acceleration
and angular rate. This dependency was already outlined in Chapter 1 and
depicted in Figure 1.2 as a means for recovering the overall scale. Investi-
gating the observability of the agent and environment system therefore also
addresses
Question 3: Which conditions need to be met in order to resolve the scale
ambiguity with the monocular-inertial sensor setup?
The basic theory for determining the observability of a nonlinear system
goes back to the work of Hermann and Krener (1977). According to this
publication, an observability matrix for a nonlinear system can be established
by stacking the Jacobians of its Lie derivatives. These Lie derivatives need
to be determined recursively, one time less than the number of system states.
If the observability matrix has full rank, the system is observable.6
3-DoF Agent and Environment Model Observability One of the first
analyses for 2-dimensional, thus 3-DoF, ground based SLAM with odometry
and range/bearing measurements was presented by Lee et al. (2006). The
conducted observability analysis was similar to the one outlined above and
based on the work of Hermann and Krener (1977). Lee et al. (2006) therefore
found the world-centric agent and environment model, utilized in classic
SLAM approaches, to be not observable. Through further investigation they
revealed, that at least two landmarks, whose global positions are known, need
to be considered in order to achieve full observability. While never stated
directly, it is safe to assume, that the unobservable modes are the agent’s
global position in combination with the global position of the landmarks.
This also meets the intuition: Since no global reference measurements are
available with the sensor setup investigated, only relative information about
the agent’s position with respect to the observed landmarks can be determined.
Vidal-Calleja et al. (2007) provided a similar investigation for the case of
bearing-only measurements, like those from a monocular camera. In contrast
to the method for observability determination utilized by Lee et al. (2006),
6See Subsection B.2 for a recapitulation of the mathematical definitions for investigating
the observability of a system.
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they transformed the agent and environment model into an error based repre-
sentation, which allows for a piecewise linear approximation and thus a linear
observability analysis. It was shown that bearing-only SLAM suffers from the
same observability deficiencies as range/bearing SLAM, which are the global
position of the agent and the landmarks. Additionally, due to the lack of
range information in the bearing-only setup, motion is required to render the
scale observable. It was confirmed, that known global landmark positions help
to assure observability. Furthermore, it was also shown that a body-centric
agent and environment state representation, or sensor-centric as they call it,
avoids these observability issues by only considering a relative map of the
environment in the first place. Body-centric agent and environment models
therefore do not contain agent’s global position, which is thus completely
omitted from the system state.
While these publications highlight the observability deficiencies regarding the
global agent and landmark positions, they do not mention the observability
properties of the agent’s attitude. However, as indicated before, it would seem
counterintuitive, if the agent’s global attitude was observable. This is because
the utilized sensor setups, consisting of an odometer and either range/bearing
or bearing-only sensors, do not provide global attitude reference either. This
hypothesis is supported by the nonlinear observability analyses from Huang
et al. (2008) for EKF-SLAM and Huang and Roumeliotis (2008) for UKF-
SLAM. Therein the differences of the observability properties, inherent to the
nonlinear SLAM problem, and the observability properties of their linearized
approximations were argued to be the main cause for filter inconsistencies,
which will be discussed in detail in Subsection 2.4.
The unobservability of global position and attitude information was also
shown by Wang and Dissanayake (2008) by using the Fisher Information
Matrix, which should have full rank for an observable system. While empha-
sizing on the improved observability of body-centric agent and environment
models, as opposed to world-centric agent and environment models, they also
highlighted trajectory dependencies. Specifically these are the collinearity of
motion direction and feature observation direction, which ought to be avoided
to achieve full observability, even with the body-centric agent and environ-
ment model. Another interesting approach presented, was the experimental
validation of these dependencies through simulation and numeric evaluation
of the rank criterion.
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Boberg et al. (2009) stated, that surprisingly little research can be found on
the impact of different coordinate frames on the filter error convergence. They
presented an observability analysis for a planar unicycle robot model, with
linear and angular velocities as inputs and 3-dimensional bearing measure-
ments to landmarks as the output. They found the classic world-centric agent
and environment model to be generally unobservable and highly nonlinear.
Therefore, a robot-centric, hence body-centric, state representation, with
landmarks expressed in spherical coordinates, was proposed.
Martinelli (2010) presented a novel approach to nonlinear observability anal-
ysis based on the concept of so-called continuous symmetries, which is an
extension to the work of Hermann and Krener (1977). Therein the approach
was applied to the case of odometry and bearing-only sensor calibration for
ground robots as well as IMU and camera navigation for aerial vehicles. Note
that the latter case will be discussed in the next paragraph. The former
case was outlined by Martinelli (2011c) in more detail. The introduced
concept of continuous symmetries is intended to not only answer the question
whether the state of an agent and environment model is observable or not,
but to also reveal the subspace of the state that is fully observable. In
order to reveal the continuous symmetries, inherent to a certain system, its
observability matrix, containing the gradients of the Lie derivatives of the
system output, is computed. A continuous symmetry is then defined by
a non null vector belonging to the null space of this matrix. For the case
of ground robot navigation, the analysis reveals that the global position of
the agent and the position of a single landmark are not observable through
odometry and bearing-only measurements. These states are substates of
the world-centric agent and environment model that was utilized implicitly.
Through determination of the continuous symmetries an alternative and fully
observable system model was derived. Without being labeled as such by
Martinelli (2010) and Martinelli (2011c), this alternative system model is the
body-centric agent and environment representation for ground based SLAM.
These publications also highlighted the dependency of nonlinear observability
on the specific trajectory. For the problem of sensor-to-sensor calibration, also
presented there, circular trajectories were identified to be required in order
to render the derived substate observable. Martinelli (2010) and Martinelli
(2011c) also stated, that this substate does not necessarily need to have an
interpretable physical meaning.
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6-DoF Agent and Environment Model Observability For airborne agents
Bryson and Sukkarieh (2006) presented one of the first observability analyses,
that was further extended by Bryson and Sukkarieh (2008). Their system
setup consisted of a 6-DoF inertial measurement unit and a range/bearing
sensor, which provides a relative position to artificial patches placed in the
environment. Similar to the approach from Vidal-Calleja et al. (2007), they
conducted their observability analysis by transforming the agent and envi-
ronment model into an error state form. As was the case for ground based
SLAM, they found the global position to be unobservable. It, however, re-
mains puzzling that the attitude of the agent, or more specifically its heading,
was identified to be observable. This again seems counterintuitive, since,
similarly to the 3-DoF case, no reference concerning the global heading can be
acquired with the considered sensor setup. However, the direction of gravity,
should be identifiable through the gravitational acceleration superimposing
the accelerometer measurements. Bryson and Sukkarieh (2006) and Bryson
and Sukkarieh (2008) nevertheless provided insight for two important aspects:
First, in order to prove the results of their observability analysis for a world-
centric agent and environment model, they also conducted an analysis for
a body-centric alternative. It was shown, that this body-centric agent and
environment model was fully observable, while the world-centric counterpart
was not. Their final range/bearing-inertial-SLAM algorithm, however, still
utilizes the world-centric system representation. The second aspect was the
identification of input trajectories, which provide better observability and thus
better estimation accuracy. Specifically circular and S-shaped trajectories
were stated to assure the highest estimation accuracy.
A very thorough observability analysis for pure 6-DoF monocular-inertial
SLAM was presented by Kelly and Sukhatme (2011). The aim of their work
was to achieve sensor-to-sensor self-calibration through an unscented Kalman
filter performing simultaneous localization and mapping. Similar to the 3-DoF
observability analysis provided by Lee et al. (2006), Kelly and Sukhatme
(2011) based their work on the findings regarding nonlinear observability pre-
sented by Hermann and Krener (1977). The agent and environment model’s
state for the observability analysis consisted of
• the position of the IMU with respect to the world (global) frame,
expressed in the world (global) frame,
• the velocity of the IMU expressed in the world (global) frame, expressed
in the world (global) frame,
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• the attitude (quaternion) of the IMU with respect to the world (global)
frame,
• the direction of gravity expressed in the body (local) frame,
• the intrinsic gyroscope and accelerometer biases,
• the intrinsic position of the camera with respect to the IMU,
• the intrinsic attitude (quaternion) of the camera with respect to the
IMU,
• and a scale factor.
While their full agent and environment model utilizes landmark bearing
observations, the one used for the observability analysis assumes a structure
from motion image preprocessing, which directly provides an unscaled camera
position and attitude with respect to the world frame. Furthermore, the
world frame is fixed by so called anchors, which essentially are landmarks that
ought to be visible in the camera images continuously. The unit quaternion
constraint is considered through a pseudo measurement. With this setup
Kelly and Sukhatme (2011) determine that
• the direction of gravity expressed in the body (local) frame,
• the intrinsic gyroscope and accelerometer biases,
• the intrinsic position of the camera with respect to the IMU,
• the intrinsic attitude (quaternion) of the camera with respect to the
IMU,
• and the scale factor, i.e. the metric scene structure
are observable and can be estimated simultaneously. Due to the anchoring
of the world frame and the assumed unscaled camera position and attitude
measurements, however, these results do not quite cover the general case of a
truly free floating monocular-inertial setup.
As discussed for the 3-DoF case, Martinelli (2010) introduced the concept
of continuous symmetries, in order to determine the observable substate for
a given sensor setup. Martinelli (2011b) and Martinelli (2012) applied this
method for the derivation of a closed-form solution to monocular-inertial
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navigation, which was discussed in Subsection 2.1.2. Similar to the case of
ground robots, this derivation was based on the results of the observability
analysis, which allows for the determination of the observable subspace for
the 6-DoF sensor setup. The world-centric agent and environment model
that was utilized consisted of
• the agent’s position with respect to the world (global) frame, expressed
in the world (global) frame,
• the agent’s velocity with respect to the world (global) frame, expressed
in the world (global) frame,
• the agent’s attitude (quaternion) of the agent’s body with respect to
the world (global) frame.
Furthermore, a single landmark was assumed to be located at the origin of
the world frame, which reduces the size of the state vector, since the agent’s
position and the landmark’s position are inverse vectors in that case. The
output of the system therefore consisted of the projection (keypoint) of said
landmark and a pseudo measurement for the quaternion unity norm. In
contrast to Kelly and Sukhatme (2011) the world frame was not anchored
and no structure from motion image preprocessing was assumed. The results
of the observability analyses from Martinelli (2010) were therefore much more
general. Note that even though not stated by the author explicitly, the agent
and environment model outlined above is world-centric. Martinelli (2010)
summarized that only
• the landmark’s position with respect to the body (local) frame, ex-
pressed in the body (local) frame,
• and the agent’s velocity with respect to the world (global) frame,
expressed in the body (local) frame,
are observable, if no gravity is present. If gravity is present,
• the agent’s attitude (quaternion) components that define the direction
of gravity
become observable as well. Consequently, albeit implicitly, Martinelli (2010)
proposed the utilization of a body-centric agent and environment model
for monocular-inertial state estimation. Martinelli (2011b) extended the
investigation to show that
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• the positions of multiple (currently visible) landmarks with respect to
the body (local) frame, expressed in the body (local) frame,
• and the intrinsic gyroscope and accelerometer biases
are observable as well. The latter, however, are only observable if sufficient
motion is applied to the agent. Martinelli (2011b) stated that acceleration
and angular motion about at least two axes is necessary. These results were
also adopted by Weiss et al. (2012) and Weiss et al. (2013).
The group around Huang, Dissanayake and Roumeliotis extended their ob-
servability analyses for the 2-dimensional case to the 3-dimensional case.
Hesch et al. (2014) presented the so-called observability constrained vision-
aided inertial navigation system (OC-VINS). It was based on a full nonlinear
observability analysis, which bears great similarities to the one presented and
utilized by Martinelli (2010). Hesch et al. (2014) stated, that this observabil-
ity analysis allowed them to identity the observable subspace for the 6-DoF
sensor setup as
• the landmark’s position with respect to the body (local) frame, ex-
pressed in the body (local) frame,
• the agent’s velocity with respect to the world (global) frame, expressed
in the body (local) frame,
• the direction of gravity, expressed in the body (local) frame,
• and the intrinsic gyroscope and accelerometer biases.
This observable subspace was then utilized to introduce correction biases for
the standard world-centric EKF-SLAM in order to constrain its estimation
behavior to its observability properties. Without being labeled as such, the
presented observable subspace and the according system model is the body-
centric agent and environment representation for visual-inertial egomotion
and environment determination. However, it was not utilized by Hesch et al.
(2014) for egomotion and environment determination directly.
Conclusion on Observability Considerations The discussed observability
analyses indicate that body-centric agent and environment models pose as an
observable alternative for classic world-centric agent and environment models
for SLAM in general. For the monocular-inertial sensor setup sufficient motion
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is required to ensure full observability. In general, it was confirmed that the
global agent’s global position and its global heading are not observable. Even
though the attitude is not fully observable, all of the above publications still
feature quaternions as means for attitude representation, which does not
directly allow for omitting the global heading. The main drawback of body-
centric agent and environment models, which is the higher computational
load for landmark position propagation, was not addressed in any of the
aforementioned publications. This is especially important if a single state
estimation filter is considered, as opposed to the nested frameworks of Weiss
et al. (2012) and Weiss et al. (2013).
2.4 Consistency Investigations
According to Bar-Shalom et al. (2001) the following can be stated:
Consistency of a state estimation filter is given, if the estimation errors
have mean zero (i.e. the estimates are unbiased) and have a covariance
matrix as calculated by the filter.
Bar-Shalom et al. (2001) also provided consistency criteria for an estimation
filter as follows: The state errors should be acceptable as zero mean and
have magnitude commensurate with the state covariance as yielded by the
filter, the innovations should also have the same property and the innovations
should be acceptable as white. It was further outlined, that only the latter
two can be tested for a certain application with real data, while the first and
most important criterion can only be tested with simulations. The according
test metrics are the normalized (state) estimation error squared (NEES) and
the normalized innovation squared (NIS) respectively7. Investigating the
consistency for monocular-inertial egomotion and environment estimation
thus provides an answer to
Question 4: How reliable will the acquired egomotion and landmark position
information be?
That is, if the state estimates are inconsistent, new information acquired
by the sensors is not fused correctly, which leads to poor filter performance
at best, but possibly also to filter divergence. Interestingly, however, the
7See Subsection B.3 for a recapitulation of the mathematical definitions for investigating
the consistency of a system.
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consistency of estimation results is not evaluated very often, if algorithms
and results for simultaneous localization and mapping are presented. Mostly
only the pure estimation errors of the state are evaluated. Less often the
estimated covariance is included in the discussion of results. Metrics like the
NEES appear to be even less common.
World-Centric Agent and Environment Models As indicated in Subsec-
tion 2.1.1, the nonlinearities inherent to the SLAM problem are often consid-
ered to be the main cause for estimation inconsistencies and filter divergence.
One of the first investigations on this topic was provided by Julier and
Uhlmann (2001). For 3-DoF SLAM utilizing a range/bearing sensor, they
found the classic SLAM approach to yield in inconsistent, specifically over-
confident estimates. Without being stated explicitly, the classic nonlinear
world-centric agent and environment model was utilized. These inconsisten-
cies could even be witnessed if there was no process or input noise and if the
agent was stationary. It was speculated that the main cause for this could
be found in the linearization step of the extended Kalman filter. Since the
nonlinearities are inherent to the problem, it was stated that conventional
covariance tuning, hence artificially inflating the covariance matrix, does not
help to circumvent this problem. As outlined in Subsection 2.1.1, Julier and
Uhlmann (1997) developed the unscented Kalman filter, in order to better
account for nonlinearities by stochastic linearization. It was already outlined
that the unscented Kalman filter found wide application for simultaneous
localization and mapping, as for example by Langelaan (2007). He also
identified the linearization errors to be the main cause of monocular-SLAM
consistency and convergence issues, which led to the adoption of the UKF.
Julier and Uhlmann (2007), however, found that even the unscented Kalman
filter suffers from inconsistencies if applied for SLAM. The main cause was
identified to be need for keeping correct track of cross-covariances throughout
the whole estimation process. Thus, even though linearization errors in the
UKF framework are smaller if compared to the EKF, their impact accumu-
lates and results in inconsistent estimates nevertheless. It was stated that
especially the linearity properties of the output equations have great impact
on estimation consistency. Julier and Uhlmann (2007) therefore proposed an
algorithm called covariance-intersection as an alternative for the classic EKF
or UKF update step.
Experimental proof for general EKF-SLAM inconsistency was also provided
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by Bailey et al. (2006a). In their study for ground based robots they found,
that filters like the unscented Kalman filter or the iterated extended Kalman
filter indeed improve the local linearization, but do not prevent inconsistency.
By performing the linearization about the true state, instead of the estimated
state, they were able to show that attitude estimates have the largest impact
on overall filter inconsistency. Bailey et al. (2006b) showed that even particle
filters like FastSLAM and FastSLAM 2.0 produce overconfident estimates.
Huang and Dissanayake (2006) also confirmed that EKF-SLAM gives consis-
tent estimates if linearization is performed about true state. Linearization
about the estimated state was stated to result in inconsistent, in fact over-
confident, estimates. They also highlighted that this is even the case if the
investigated ground robot is stationary. Huang and Dissanayake (2007) then
speculated that especially the nonlinearities of the output measurements
may have the largest impact on filter consistency. As already discussed
in Subsection 2.3, Huang et al. (2008) and Huang and Roumeliotis (2008)
pointed out, that observability deficiencies of SLAM result in inconsistent es-
timation results for extended Kalman as well was unscented Kalman filtering.
Huang et al. (2008) therefore proposed the application of their first estimates
Jacobian EKF (FEJ-EKF), Huang and Roumeliotis (2008) introduced the
observability constrained UKF (OC-UKF), and Huang et al. (2010) presented
the observability constrained EKF (OC-EKF). The latter was further re-
fined by Hesch et al. (2014), who emphasized the abilities of the so-called
observability constrained vision-aided inertial navigation system (OC-VINS),
also utilizing an extended Kalman filter. All four of these filter extensions
are intended to improve estimation consistency by taking into account the
observability properties of 3-DoF SLAM. Nevertheless, world-centric, hence
inherently unobservable, agent and environment models were still utilized.
Most recently Zhang et al. (2017) presented the right invariant error EKF
(RI-EKF) and conducted a convergence and consistency analysis for
• classic world-centric EKF-SLAM,
• body-centric EKF-SLAM,
• the first estimates Jacobian EKF (FEJ-EKF),
• as well as the right invariant error EKF (RI-EKF).
While Zhang et al. (2017) conclude, that the RI-EKF outperforms the other
approaches, they also state that the body-centric approach has comparable
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convergence and consistency properties for low and medium measurement
noise. Notably, they find the classic world-centric EKF-SLAM to completely
diverge in their experiments.
Body-Centric Agent and Environment Models Also for the case of ground
robots, Castellanos et al. (2004) confirmed, that classic world-centric EKF-
SLAM suffers from inconsistencies, especially for large environments. It
was again shown that linearization about the true state results in consistent
estimates, whereas linearization about the estimated state does not. As an
effective countermeasure body-centric, or robot-centric as they call it, state
parameterization is proposed. Castellanos et al. (2007) refined the approach
and showed that body-centric mapping results in smaller linearization errors
and higher consistency.
Williams and Reid (2010) also highlighted the benefits of a body-centric
agent and environment model in comparison to its classic world-centric coun-
terpart. They presented a body-centric EKF-SLAM approach for pure vision
based visual odometry, hence egomotion determination rather than mapping.
Improved consistency of this alternative state representation is then evaluated
through simulation based consistency analysis and comparison.
Conclusion on Consistency Investigations The consistency investigations
cited above indicate that much research has be devoted to investigating and
reducing the impact of nonlinearities in SLAM. Furthermore, only little work
can be found on the impact of the utilized system model and therefore the
system’s observability on filter consistency. Most notably in that regard
are extensions to the classic world-centric EKF-SLAM, that are intended to
assure consistency by constraining the estimation behavior to its observability
properties. To the best knowledge of the author, the consistency of a fully
observable body-centric approach in combination with a monocular-inertial
sensor setup has not been studied in detail so far. However, there is a
strong indication, that such an observability-driven approach would improve
the consistency and therefore the overall performance of an egomotion and
landmark position estimator.
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2.5 Contributions in this Publication
In Chapter 1 four questions where derived, that motivated the literature
review in this Chapter. In a nutshell one could express the following answers
based on this review:
Question 1: Which algorithmic approaches could be utilized for monocular-
inertial egomotion and landmark position determination?
Estimation filters are a common and well investigated approach for egomotion
and landmark position determination. Among many others, the extended
Kalman filter, the unscented Kalman filter and the particle filter are often
utilized. The latter two are intended to reduce the impact of linearization
errors during the estimation process, in order to increase estimation consis-
tency and assure convergence. Nevertheless it was shown, that linearization
is not the sole cause of filter inconsistencies. Closed-form approaches are less
accurate than filter-based approaches, but may offer promising means for
filter initialization.
Question 2: Which physical quantities are determinable with the monocular-
inertial sensor setup?
While (global) world-centric agent and environment models are commonly
utilized for simultaneous localization and mapping, only egomotion quantities
and landmark positions expressed in the body (local) frame can be determined,
as depicted in Figure 2.3. This particularly is also the case for the monocular-
inertial sensor setup, which specifically allows for determining
• the agent’s velocity expressed in the body (local) frame,
• the direction of gravity expressed in the body (local) frame,
• the positions of (currently visible) landmarks with respect to the body
(local) frame, expressed in the body (local) frame,
• and the intrinsic gyroscope and accelerometer biases
Question 3: Which conditions need to be met in order to resolve the scale
ambiguity with the monocular-inertial sensor setup?
As suspected via the gedankenexperiment depicted in Figure 1.2, trajectories
with nonzero acceleration are indeed required in order to recover the metric
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scale of the aforementioned quantities. Circular or curved trajectories meet
this basic criteria. The additional determination of inertial sensor biases
requires even more ”excessive” motion, with acceleration and angular motion
about at least two axes.
Question 4: How reliable will the acquired egomotion and landmark position
information be?
Strong indications can be found, that highlight that the nonlinearity of the
output equations as well as the observability of the chosen system model
have considerable impact on the consistency and therefore the reliability of
estimation results. The results stated above reveal the impact of system
observability and output nonlinearity on the estimation consistency of SLAM
algorithms. These aspects, however, are inherent properties of the agent and
environment model, which is utilized for state estimation. The basic design
choice therein is between a classic world-centric agent and environment model
and less common body-centric agent and environment models. Table 2.1
summarizes these properties as elaborated in this chapter. This comparison
highlights, that body-centric agent and environment models possess less
nonlinear output equations, are possibly fully observable and supposedly
allow for highly consistent, and thus more reliable, state estimates.
Table 2.1: Comparison of the properties of world-centric and body-centric agent and envi-
ronment models with regard to their application within a state estimation framework.
world-centric agent and
environment model
body-centric agent and
environment model
landmark kinematics ⊕ trivial ⊖ nontrivial
output equations ⊖ highly nonlinear ⊖ nonlinear to linear
observability ⊖ not given ⊕ given
consistency ⊖ supposedly poor ⊕ supposedly high
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Conclusion on the State of the Art The review of the state of the art and
the analysis above allow to establish the following hypotheses:
1. Body-centric agent and environment models assure system observability,
which for the monocular-inertial sensor setup is dependent on sufficiently
excited motion, in order to resolve the inherent scale ambiguity.
2. System observability improves the estimation consistency of filter-based
egomotion and landmark position determination.
3. Estimation consistency improves the ability to recover scaled infor-
mation about an agent’s egomotion and landmark position for the
monocular-inertial sensor setup.
The major drawback of body-centric agent and environment models, however,
are their nontrivial landmark kinematics. A direct application of a body-
centric agent and environment model within a state estimation framework
would therefore lead to considerable computational load. It is the goal of this
publication to derive an observability-driven system concept, which combines
the benefits of body-centric agent and environment models, while keeping
the advantages of world-centric landmark propagation. Additionally it will
be investigated, whether closed-form solutions to the problem can be utilized
for filter initialization to further improve the estimation process. A special
focus for the system concept will lie on scaled, hence metric, velocity and
landmark distance determination, rather than on building a dense map of the
environment. Thus, in the scope of this publication environment capturing
will more or less be conducted as means of egomotion perception, similar to
vision only approaches as from Bryson and Sukkarieh (2007). In summary
the following contributions can be expressed:
Contribution 1: Observability-Driven System Concept The observability-
driven system concept efficiently combines body-centric state estimation,
pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation, closed-form landmark and full
state initialization. The body-centric state estimation therefore represents
the update step of an extended Kalman filter. The pseudo-world-centric
motion accumulation poses as general purpose integration routine, which
represents the estimation filter propagation step as well as the open-loop
motion accumulation for the closed-form landmark and full state initialization.
To the best knowledge of the author, this combination of body-centric and
pseudo-world-centric agent and environment models for a monocular-inertial
sensor setup has not been proposed before.
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Contribution 2: Body-Centric Agent and Environment Model The core
element of the observability-driven approach is a novel body-centric agent
and environment model. Body-centric agent and environment models have
been implicitly proposed by Martinelli (2010) and Hesch et al. (2014) for
the monocular-inertial setup and Civera et al. (2010) for the pure monocular
setup. While the observability analyses from Martinelli (2010) and Hesch et al.
(2014) did reveal the benefits of a body-centric agent and environment model,
it seems not to have been applied and tested for state estimation directly
and also seems to have been dropped in favor for the closed-form approach
by Martinelli (2011b) and an observability-constrained EKF by Hesch et al.
(2014). Civera et al. (2010) also applied a body-centric agent and environment
model, without stating it directly. Due to the lack of inertial measurements,
this approach, however, did not allow for recovering the overall scale. All
three of the aforementioned approaches utilized quaternions for attitude
parameterization, which include the unobservable global heading of the agent.
In contrast to this, a fully observable body-centric agent and environment
model will be introduced in this publication. It is a variation and enhancement
of the camera-centric agent and environment models proposed by Tkocz and
Janschek (2014b) and Tkocz and Janschek (2014c). The local down direction
will be utilized directly to parameterize the observable direction of gravity,
which therefore allows for omitting the unobservable heading completely. It
will be shown that the resulting system is fully observable, if sufficiently
excited motion is applied and that its output equations are less nonlinear, if
compared to a world-centric agent and egomotion model.
Contribution 3: Pseudo-World-Centric Motion Accumulation As men-
tioned before, the biggest drawback of body-centric agent and environment
models is their high computational load during state propagation. This issue
will be addressed by ”freezing” the body-centric reference frame during the
propagation step of the estimation process. This frozen body-frame then
allows for pseudo-world-centric state propagation, which requires similar
computational effort as the classic world-centric approach. Civera et al.
(2010) did implicitly apply this method already, however, only a constant
velocity motion model was utilized. In order to allow for more accurate and
consistent motion propagation, a novel motion accumulation module will be
introduced that utilizes inertial measurements instead. The module will be
based on a novel pseudo-world-centric agent and environment model as well
as according interfaces for interacting with the body-centric state estimation
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module. An analytic and recursive solution to the pseudo-world-centric agent
and environment model will be shown to further reduce computational load
and to allow for post-processing gravity compensation. The latter will be
shown to be beneficial for closed-form full state initialization. In order to
fully support this initialization method, a distinct operation mode for the
motion accumulation module will be outlined, that does not rely on prior
information about the agent’s motion.
Contribution 4: Closed-Form Initialization Procedures In order to fur-
ther aid the estimation process, two closed-form initialization procedures
will be derived, that allow for initializing landmarks during filter operation
as well as the full state for filter initialization. Both procedures utilize the
accumulated motion and landmark observations in order to instantaneously
determine either the local landmark position or the full body-centric agent
and environment state. The latter is a variation and enhancement of the
closed-form full state initialization procedure proposed by Tkocz and Janschek
(2014a) and Tkocz and Janschek (2015). Furthermore, means for concurrently
determining the according uncertainty are presented and discussed.
Contribution 5: Consistency Focused Systematic Performance Evalua-
tion The major goal of the observability-driven system concept, if compared
to the classic approach, is to improve estimation consistency, while keeping
or improving the required computational load. In order to reveal the capabil-
ities as well as the limitations of the proposed concept, a simulation based
performance investigation will be presented with a strong focus on estima-
tion consistency. The trajectory dependencies inherent to monocular-inertial
egomotion and landmark position determination will also be characterized
and evaluated further.
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In this publication a novel system concept for monocular-inertial egomotion
and landmark position determination will be outlined. A major focus therein
will be put on system modeling, observability and consistency. In order
to allow for a comprehensible description and derivation of the discussed
algorithms, this chapter will provide basic conventions, definitions and refer-
ence models, which will be adhered and referenced throughout the following
chapters. Whenever these basics will be utilized, a reference to the according
section in this chapter will be provided. Thus, the informed reader may very
well skip this chapter for now and resort back if necessary.
As discussed in Chapter 2 navigation algorithms in general, and simultaneous
localization and mapping in particular, have drawn much attention in the
robotics community in recent decades. Depending on the specific application
and also the background of the developers, not only different algorithmic
approaches but also different nomenclatural conventions have been utilized
for their presentation. The system concept presented in the following chap-
ters will contain own contributions and also combine, advance and apply
methods from multiple external sources. Therefore, Section 3.1 will introduce
a consistent unified nomenclature which will be adhered throughout this
publication. Based on these mathematical conventions, Section 3.2 will pro-
vide a geometrical problem statement. It will include definitions for frames,
object relations as well as unknown and measurable quantities, which are the
foundation for the subsequent system design. In section 3.3 the agent’s rigid
body motion will be modeled based on these definitions. As stated before,
the proposed navigation framework utilizes a sensor setup which consists of
an inertial measurement unit (IMU) and a digital monocular camera. Models
for these sensors will be given in Section 3.4. These measurements form the
interface for any monocular-inertial navigation algorithm, regardless of the
specific approach utilized. As concluded in Chapter 2, the system concept
presented in this publication focuses on utilizing a body-centric system model,
as opposed to the classic world-centric system model. As a reference model for
this body-centric alternative, Section 3.5 will provide a classic world-centric
system model.
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3.1 Nomenclature
This section will give a short introduction into the nomenclatural conventions
that will be adhered throughout this publications. The basic goal is to achieve
self-explanatory symbols for physical quantities, which allows for better and
direct readability of the derivations and descriptions in the following chapters.
Table 3.1: Basic nomenclatural principles.
symbol description
a constant scalar
a variable scalar (true value of a)
ã variable scalar (measured value of a)
â variable scalar (estimated value of a)
a variable vector
A variable matrix
A coordinate frame
f (·) function
Table 3.2: Quantities with respect to reference frames.
symbol description
Aa vector a, expressed in frame {A}
A
Bq quaternion describing the attitude of frame {B} wrt. {A}
A
BR rotation matrix describing the attitude of frame {B} wrt. {A}
R(·) functional expression for the calculation of the rotation matrix
ArBC position vector from frame {B} to {C}, expressed in {A}
AωBC angular rate of frame {C} wrt. {B}, expressed in {A}
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Constant quantities, regardless if scalar, vector or matrix expressions, will
be written upright while variable quantities will be written in italics. Thus,
numbers and units as well as other constants like the identity matrix I will
thus be written upright. Vectors and matrices will be written in bold fonts,
whereas vectors are indicated by lower case letters and matrices are indicated
by upper case letters. For better distinction with numeric symbols, functions
will be written upright and, if multidimensional, also bold. Table 3.1 summa-
rizes these basic principles, which were defined in accordance with ISO 80000
(former ISO 31).
The derivation of system models for navigation applications naturally involves
expressing geometrical quantities in different reference frames. The frame, in
which a quantity is expressed in, is indicated by the preceding superscript.
Rotational transformations feature the originating frame as a preceding sub-
script and the reference or target frame as the preceding superscript. The
direction of position vectors, which will usually be denoted r, is defined by
subsequent subscripts. The direction of rotational velocities, which usually
will be denoted ω, is also indicated by subsequent subscripts. Table 3.2
outlines core rules that allow for a distinct characterization of these quantities
and self-explanatory mathematical expressions.
3.2 Geometrical Problem Statement
As stated by Bekir (2007), navigation can be regarded to be the science or
more accurately the art of computing the location and the velocity of a craft
on land, sea or space. In the context of this publication, navigation is even
more generally regarded to be a geometrical problem. The basic scenario,
that reflects this interpretation, is depicted in Figure 3.1. The core element
therein is the triangle that is spanned by objects such as the agent-fixed body
frame, a world-fixed reference frame and landmarks. Hence navigation more
or less is the determination of geometric properties defining this triangle.
These properties basically are
• the distances and directions between these objects,
• the attitudes of these objects with respect to each other,
• as well as their derivations.
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Some of these quantities are, fully or at least partially, measurable with
according sensors. Other quantities are not directly measurable, but desired
to be reconstructed by combining the information that is available through
measurements.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of considered frames and their relations, including
the world-fixed north east down frame {I}, the agent’s body / sensor frame {B}, the
camera’s image frame {C}, landmark projections Pj on the image plane and according
landmarks Lj .
Frames In Figure 3.1 the agent is visualized by the body frame {B}, which
consists of the axes xB, yB and zB. This frame will be assumed to be located
in the agent’s center of mass and to coincide with the frame of the inertial
measurement unit (IMU). Its origin is also considered to be the focal point
of the monocular camera, which will be utilized for environment capturing.
Note that these assumptions do not need to be upheld in a real life. Any
transformations between body, camera and inertial measurement unit may
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be considered within the system concept, if known with a certain accuracy
through calibration as presented by Kelly and Sukhatme (2011). For this
publication however these assumptions will help simplify the derivations in
the following chapters and thus allow for a better understanding of the core
relations that are to be discussed.
The agent’s environment is assumed to be stationary with respect to a
world-fixed reference frame {I}. It is assumed to be locally fixed to the earth’s
surface as a north east down (NED) frame, whose axes are the north direction
xI /dN, the east direction yI /dE and the down direction zI /dD. Since the
agent is assumed to not operate globally and at fairly low velocities, {I}
can be approximated to be an inertial frame. Thus, any acceleration and
rotational motion due to Coriolis effects will be neglected, which is a common
approach for locally applied navigation algorithms such as the one presented
here.
The environment itself is assumed to consist of stationary landmarks Lj,
which are determined by their projections Pj on the image plane {C}. The
image plane itself will also be referred to as the camera frame and consists of
the image axes uC and vC.
Object Relations Figure 3.1 also shows the basic relations between the
frames that were introduced above. These relations are the position rIB of
the agent’s body {B} within the world frame {I}, the stationary positions
rILj of landmarks Lj within the world frame {I} and their position rBLj with
respect to the agent’s body frame {B}. The triangle, which is spanned by
these relative position vectors, forms the relation
IrILj = IrIB + IrBLj⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
I
BR·BrBLj
, (3.1)
that only holds if the according position vectors are expressed with respect
to the same frame. If one of these vectors is expressed in a different frame, it
needs to be transformed through the according rotation matrix R, as is the
case for locally expressed landmark observations rBLj .
The rotation matrix IBR characterizes the attitude of the body frame {B}
with respect to the inertial frame {I}. Basic properties and definitions of
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attitude parameterizations and their kinematics, which will be relevant within
this publication, are recapitulated in Appendix A. In accordance with (A.5),
the rotation matrix IBR essentially contains the unity axes of the body frame
{B}, which are expressed with respect to the inertial frame {I}:
I
BR =
[︂
IxB
IyB
IzB
]︂
=
⎡⎢⎢⎣
BxI
T
ByI
T
BzI
T
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
BdN
T
BdE
T
BdD
T
⎤⎥⎥⎦ (3.2)
As already utilized in (3.1), the rotation matrix IBR can be utilized to rotate a
vector which is expressed in {B} into {I} and vice versa, through its transpose
B
IR = IBR
T
. (3.3)
Equation (3.2) indicates that the rotation matrix IBR can be composed from
the local directions to north, east and down. Since rotation matrices contain
9 elements for 3 degrees of freedom, they describe rotations uniquely, however
at the cost of being overdetermined.
Unknown Quantities An essential egomotion quantity, which usually is not
directly measurable and thus ought to be determined through a navigation
algorithm, is the agent’s velocity vIB with respect to the inertial reference
frame. It therefore represents the position derivative
IvIB = IṙIB, (3.4)
with respect to the inertial frame {I} or the body frame {B} through
BvIB = BIR · IvIB, (3.5)
The monocular-inertial sensor setup does not directly provide any informa-
tion about the aforementioned object relations. In summary, the unknown
quantities are
• the position of the agent with respect to the world frame rIB,
• the velocity of the agent with respect to the world frame vIB,
• the attitude of the agent with respect to the world frame IBR,
• the position of any landmark with respect to the world frame rILj ,
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• or its local counterpart with respect to the body frame rBLj ,
which could be expressed either in the world frame {I} or the body frame
{B}.
Acceleration and Angular Rate Figure 3.1 also depicts the inertial quan-
tities angular rate and linear acceleration. The angular rate ωIB describes
the agent’s rotational velocity with respect to the world frame.1 The linear
acceleration aIB is defined as second derivative of the agent’s position with
respect to the world frame:
IaIB = Iv̇IB = Ir̈IB. (3.6)
These inertial quantities are potentially measurable with an inertial measure-
ment unit. The specific sensor model utilized throughout this publication
will be discussion in Subsection 3.4.1.
Landmark Projections /Keypints Figure 3.1 furthermore provides a sche-
matic representation of a monocular pinhole camera. Any landmark projection
Pj of a landmark Lj on the image plane {C} can be characterized by a 2-
dimensional projection vector pCPj . Typically these projections Pj are also
known as keypoints. A more detailed discussion of the considered pinhole
camera model will be provided in Subsection 3.4.2.
3.3 Rigid Body Motion Model
In Section 3.2 a general problem statement was given, which provided quantity
definitions that allow for describing the agent’s motion within its environment.
In this section a corresponding system model for the agent’s rigid body motion
will be derived.
Rigid Body Position Kinematics The agent’s position with respect to the
world frame {I} was defined as IrIB. The change of position, IṙIB reads
IṙIB = IvIB, (3.7)
which is the agent’s velocity IvIB, with respect to the world frame and
expressed with respect to the world-frame {I}.
1See Appendix A.3 for an in-depth discussion of the angular velocity and its properties.
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Rigid Body Velocity Kinematics The change of the agent’s velocity, hence
the differential Iv̇IB, is defined as the body’s linear acceleration IaIB expressed
in the world frame:
Iv̇IB = IaIB. (3.8)
This relation can be extended to utilize the linear acceleration BaIB expressed
in the body frame, which results in
Iv̇IB = IaIB = IBR · BaIB. (3.9)
Rigid Body Attitude Kinematics Quaternions have become the standard
parameterization for a wide range of applications. This is due to their unique-
ness as well as their computational efficiency, when it comes to attitude
propagation and rotation matrix calculation. They provide means for atti-
tude propagation without the need for trigonometric functions and do not
suffer from singularities, as opposed to parameterizations like Euler angles.
Therefore, egomotion and environment models for simultaneous localization
and mapping often incorporate a quaternion IBq in order do quantify the
attitude of an agent’s body {B} with respect to a world-fixed reference {I}.
A basic introduction to quaternion attitude parameterization is recapitulated
in Appendix A. Therein equation (A.12) provides the relation between an
attitude quaternion IBq and the according rotation matrix IBR, which formally
reads
I
BR = R
(︂
I
Bq
)︂
. (3.10)
The kinematic equation which provides the change of the attitude quaternion
I
Bq as a result of the rotational motion BωIB is recapitulated in (A.28) as
I
Bq̇ =
1
2 ·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 BωIBz −BωIBy BωIBx
−BωIBz 0 BωIBx BωIBy
BωIBy −BωIBx 0 BωIBz
−BωIBx −BωIBy −BωIBz 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Q(BωIB)
·IBq. (3.11)
Equation (3.11) characterizes the agent’s rigid body attitude kinematics as a
function of the angular rate BωIB, expressed in the body frame {B}.
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Rigid Body Motion Model The derivations above allow for establishing a
system model for the agent’s rigid body motion, as summarized in Model 3.1.
Therein the agent’s rigid body state xrigid is defined as its global position
IrIB, its global velocity IvIB and its global attitude IBq. The modeled rigid
body kinematics define the change of the state based on the system input u,
which consists of the linear acceleration BaIB and angular rate BωIB. These
kinematics stem from equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.11). The output of the
rigid body motion model simply is its state xrigid.
Inputs:
Acceleration & Angular Rate:
u =
[︄
BaIB
BωIB
]︄
(3.12)
Kinematics:
Position, Velocity & Attitude
ẋrigid =
⎡⎢⎣
IṙIB
Iv̇IB
I
Bq̇
⎤⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
IvIB
I
BR · BaIB
1
2 ·Q
(︂
BωIB
)︂
· IBq
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
f rigid(xrigid,u)
(3.13)
Outputs:
Position, Velocity & Attitude
xrigid =
⎡⎢⎣
IrIB
IvIB
I
Bq
⎤⎥⎦ (3.14)
Model 3.1: Rigid body motion model
3.4 Sensor Models
This section will provide sensor models for the considered sensor setup, hence
the inertial measurement unit and the monocular camera. These models
will feature the properties which are most relevant for a robust design of
the system concept for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position
determination that will be outlined in the following chapters.
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3.4.1 Inertial Measurement Unit
Inertial measurements have been an important source for navigation algo-
rithms for many decades now. Especially in aerospace and naval applications,
great effort has been made to provide highly accurate inertial measurements.
These measurements essentially characterize the forces and torques, acting
upon the inertial measurement unit. Its greatest benefit thereby is the
independence from external infrastructure in order to achieve inertial mea-
surements. The greatest drawback on the other hand is, that only derivatives
of the physical quantities most relevant for navigation applications, that is
position and attitude, are provided. In order calculate these quantities, the
sensor outputs need to be integrated. This process, which is referred to as
dead reckoning, eventually results in accumulated errors, that can not be
corrected without external information.
Technologies Many different technologies have been developed for capturing
inertial quantities, which greatly differentiate regarding the actual physical
quantity measured or properties like weight, energy consumption as well as
manufacturing and maintenance cost. Gimballed gyro-stabilized systems
can provide highly accurate and potentially low drift information about the
attitude and the linear accelerations of an agent. They consist of complex
and possibly large mechanical structures, in order to keep the whole platform
at a constant attitude with respect to the inertial frame. This results in
high weight and overall cost. Furthermore, they suffer from gimbal lock. So
called strapdown systems are fixed directly to the agent’s body, reducing
mechanical complexity and avoiding gimbal lock, however at the cost of
higher computational load for determining the same quantities as their
gimballed counterparts. Fairly novel microelectromechanical system (MEMS)
sensors offer a cheap, lightweight and power efficient alternative with low to
medium grade accuracy. Among other applications, these sensors allow for
the development of consumer grade navigation systems as utilized in inertial
aided satellite navigation systems, autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles or
even smartphones.
Measurable Quantities Within the scope of this publication MEMS sensors
will be assumed to be the source for inertial measurements. The physical
quantities that are potentially capturable for a 6-Dof MEMS IMU equipped
agent are its proper acceleration aIB∗ and its angular rate ωIB. Both of
these quantities consist of three elements, providing information for all six
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degrees of freedom. On a technological level, this is achieved by orthogonally
arranging three separate 1-dimensionally excitable sensor elements for each
physical quantity. The proper acceleration is the acceleration relative to a
free-fall as outlined by Rindler (2006). Thus, the agent’s proper acceleration
corresponds to its linear acceleration superimposed with the gravitational
acceleration
Ig =
⎡⎢⎣ 00
−g
⎤⎥⎦ , (3.15)
which points upwards with respect to the world-fixed north east down frame.
The agent’s proper acceleration therefore reads
IaIB
∗ = IaIB + Ig. (3.16)
However, strapdown inertial measurement units provide information with
respect to the body frame {B}, which results in
BaIB
∗ = R
(︂
I
Bq
)︂
·
(︂
IaIB + Ig
)︂
= BaIB +R
(︂
I
Bq
)︂T · Ig⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Bg
. (3.17)
Error Sources As is the case with any measurement process, inertial mea-
surements are prone to errors. In the remainder of this subsection, these errors
will be discussed in terms of error modeling, rather than on a technological
level. Typical MEMS IMU errors are
• random errors,
• constant bias,
• slowly changing bias, so-called random walk,
• axes misalignment errors,
• scale factor errors,
• temperature dependencies.
Depending on the application, the desired navigation accuracy or the ability
to compensate for these errors through additional information, often only a
subset of these errors is considered for the design of navigation algorithms.
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The most important sources for IMU measurement errors are random errors
as well as bias errors. While gyroscopes are often also subject to random
walk, this change of bias happens slowly. Thus, a constant bias assumption is
not violated severely. This is also the case for temperature dependencies. In
order to lower the impact of these errors, especially for low grade sensors, bias
calibration should always be conducted right before operation. Furthermore,
accelerometer and gyroscope biases should be included in the state estimation
framework, in order to compensate for calibration inaccuracy and slow changes
of the bias magnitudes. Axes misalignment errors and scale factor errors are
often rather small and can be calibrated after production or before system
integration. For low grade applications however these errors are often simply
ignored. Thus, within the robotics community mostly random and bias errors
are considered, as will be the case in this publication.
Random Sensor Noise Random errors will be modeled as zero mean Gaus-
sian white noise processes, with
Bna ∼ N (0,Na) and Bnω ∼ N (0,Nω) , (3.18)
where Na and Nω are covariance matrices for the 3-axes accelerometer and
the 3-axes gyroscope, which read
Na = I · σ2a and Nω = I · σ2ω. (3.19)
The according standard deviations σa and σω can either be obtained from
the sensor manual or may be calibrated before operation.
Constant Sensor Biases Sensor biases will be modeled as constant offsets
on the IMU readings and thus are defined as
Bba = const and Bbω = const. (3.20)
If noticeable random walk or temperature change induced bias variations
were to occur, this assumption would be violated.
Inertial Measurement Unit Model Combining the assumptions for random
errors and sensor biases as well as definition (3.17) results in Model 3.2 for the
inertial measurement unit considered throughout this publication. Therein
the measured acceleration BãIB is a function of the linear acceleration BaIB,
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which is superimposed by the accelerometer bias Bba, Gaussian white noise
Bna and the local gravitational acceleration Bg. Similarly the measured
angular rate Bω̃IB is characterized by the true angular rate BωIB which is
superimposed by the bias Bbω and a noise component Bnω.
Inputs
Acceleration & Angular Rate:
u =
[︄
BaIB
BωIB
]︄
(3.21)
(Position, Velocity &) Attitude:
xrigid =
⎡⎢⎣
IrIB
IvIB
I
Bq
⎤⎥⎦ (3.22)
Errors
Random Sensor Noise:
n =
[︄
Bna
Bnω
]︄
∼ N
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
[︄
0
0
]︄
,
[︄
Na 0
0 Nω
]︄
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
N
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (3.23)
Constant Sensor Biases:
b =
[︄
Bba
Bbω
]︄
= const. hence ḃ =
[︄
Bḃa
Bḃω
]︄
= 0 (3.24)
Outputs
Measured Inertials:
ũ =
[︄
BãIB
Bω̃IB
]︄
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
BaIB + Bba + Bna +R
(︂
I
Bq
)︂T · Ig⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Bg
BωIB + Bbω + Bnω
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.25)
Model 3.2: Inertial measurement unit model2
2Exemplary inertial measurement unit model parameters are provided in Table 8.1 based
on the Analog Devices ADIS16407 inertial measurement unit.
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3.4.2 Monocular Camera
Cameras have become one of the most universal and promising sensors for
a broad variety of navigation tasks and applications. These applications
reach from autonomous driving to ground and aerial robotics as well as smart
objects like mobile phones. There are multiple reasons for this development.
To name a few:
• Most animals very successfully apply vision as their primary means for
egomotion and environment detection, thereby proving the potential of
visual sensing.
• Cameras provide rich information about the environment and its change
in appearance due to egomotion or external motion, while at the same
time being independent from external infrastructure.
• Modern digital cameras are lightweight, energy efficient and fairly
inexpensive.
• Advances in computer science allow for ever increasing image processing
capabilities even for mobile applications.
These circumstances have pushed advances in computer vision greatly through-
out the last decades. Many algorithms have been developed to reduce or
extract information from camera images or sequences thereof.
According to the geometrical problem statement presented in Section 3.2,
projections CpCPj of landmarks Lj will be considered to be captured by
the camera. As mentioned before these projections are also referred to as
keypoints, whose extraction will be assumed to be part of the monocular
camera measurement process.
Landmark Projection Any keypoint Pj has a direct relation to the object
or landmark Lj this projection originates from, which is defined by the local
position BrBLj of the considered landmark. Rearranging (3.1) yields
BrBLj = R
(︂
I
Bq
)︂T · (︂IrILj − IrIB)︂ , (3.26)
as a function of the agent’s pose, i.e. its position IrIB and attitude IBq, as
well as the global landmark position IrILj . For the system concept which
is going to be derived in this publication, a standard pinhole camera will
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be assumed. Its basic projection principle was already indicated in Figure
3.1. The according projection equation for any currently visible landmark Lj
reads
CpCPj =
[︄
Cu
j
Cv
j
]︄
=
(︄
f
BrBLj ,z
[︄
BrBLj ,x
BrBLj ,y
]︄
+
[︄
lx/2
ly/2
]︄)︄
·
[︄
lu/lx
lv/ly
]︄
, (3.27)
where f is the focal length, lx and ly are the metric dimensions of the sensor
and lu and lv are according numbers of pixels for each dimension. The inverse
camera projection equation is then defined as
BrBLj =
⎡⎢⎣
BrBLj ,x
BrBLj ,y
BrBLj ,z
⎤⎥⎦ = BrBLj ,z
f
⎡⎢⎣
Cuj/lu − 12
Cvj/lv − 12
f
⎤⎥⎦ ·
⎡⎢⎣lxly
1
⎤⎥⎦ , (3.28)
which allows for determining the local position BrBLj of the landmark based
on its image coordinates CpCPj and its z-coordinate BrBLj ,z. The derivations
throughout this publication are conducted from a system modeling perspec-
tive. Therefore, a calibrated camera will be assumed, which only suffers from
little to no camera distortion. This calibration can be achieved by utilizing
camera calibration tools such as the one from Bouguet (2016).
While equations (3.27) and (3.28) will be utilized for the simulations pre-
sented in Chapter 8, a simplified pinhole model will be utilized in order to
allow for a more comprehensible system derivation in the following chapters,
which reads
CpCPj =
[︄
Cu
j
Cv
j
]︄
= fBrBLj z
[︄
BrBLjx
BrBLj ,y
]︄
, (3.29)
whose inverse is
BrBLj =
⎡⎢⎣
BrBLj ,x
BrBLj ,y
BrBLj ,z
⎤⎥⎦ = BrBLj ,z
f
⎡⎢⎣
Cu
j
Cv
j
f
⎤⎥⎦ . (3.30)
Omitting the metric sensor dimensions lx and ly as well as the image resolution
lu and lv only affects the scale of image coordinates uC and vC, while also
shifting the camera frame {C} towards the camera center. Therefore, these
simplifications do no impact the general projection relations and can be
utilized without loss of generality.
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Keypoint Extraction In recent years many algorithms and advances have
been presented, that allow for an efficient and robust keypoint extraction
from monocular images. Among these are
• the Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT ) by Lowe (1999),
• the Speeded up robust features (SURF) by Bay et al. (2008),
• the Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints (BRISK ) by Leuteneg-
ger et al. (2011) and
• the Fast Retina Keypoint (FREAK ) by Alahi et al. (2012).
For this publication however, it will be assumed that keypoint extraction can
be achieved with a certain accuracy and that mismatches are minimized.
The assumed keypoint extraction performance is based on the SURF imple-
mentation from Schnitzer (2013). Therefore, keypoints will be considered to
be randomly distributed around the true projection of a landmark with
Cp̃CPj = CpCPj + Cwp, (3.31)
where the random keypoint extraction error Cwp is modeled as a zero mean
Gaussian white noise process as
Cwp ∼ N (0,Wp) , (3.32)
with the covariance matrix
Wp = I · σ2p. (3.33)
Monocular Camera Model Combining the landmark relation equation
(3.26), the simplified landmark projection equation (3.29) and the keypoint
extraction error model (3.31) allows for establishing a model for the monocular
camera. Model 3.3 specifies the utilized vision sensor, which outputs a set of
keypoint measurements ỹ. These measurements are a function of the global
landmark positions IrILj , i.e. a mapm of the environment, and the agent’s
position IrIB and attitude IBq within this environment.
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Inputs
Global Landmark Positions (Map):
m =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
IrIL1
...
IrILm
⎤⎥⎥⎦ (3.34)
Position, (Velocity &) Attitude:
xrigid =
⎡⎢⎣
IrIB
IvIB
I
Bq
⎤⎥⎦ (3.35)
Errors
Random Errors:
w =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Cwp
...
Cwp
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ∼ N
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0
...
0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Wp . . . 0
... . . . ...
0 . . . Wp
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
W
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (3.36)
Outputs
Measured Keypoints / Landmark Projections:
ỹ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Cp̃CP1
...
Cp̃CPm
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
f
BrBL1 ,z
[︄
BrBL1 ,x
BrBL1 ,y
]︄
+ Cwp
...
f
BrBLm,z
[︄
BrBLm ,x
BrBLm ,y
]︄
+ Cwp
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.37)
with BrBLj = R
(︂
I
Bq
)︂T · (︂IrILj − IrIB)︂ , and j = 1 . . .m
Model 3.3: Monocular camera model3
3Exemplary monocular camera model parameters are provided in Table 8.1 based on the
Point Grey CMLN-13S2M/C monocular camera.
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3.4.3 Time Basis
Inertial measurement units usually have a higher capture rate than digital
camera measurements. Inertial measurements will be assumed to occur
with the period Ti, while keypoints shall be acquired with the period Tc.
Figure 3.2 schematically depicts the timeline for these measurements, as
utilized for the derivations in the following chapters. Therein the current
time instance t = ti = tc features inertial as well as keypoint measurements.
Past time instances of inertial measurements are denoted ti−1, ti−2 etc. Past
time instances of keypoint measurements are denoted tc−1, tc−2 etc. For
simplicity and without loss of generality, Ti and Tc will be assumed constant
and considered multiples in the following chapters.
keypoint measurements
inertial measurements t/Ti
t/Tccc− 1c− 2
ii− 1i− 2i− 3i− 4i− 5i− 6
Ti
Tc
Figure 3.2: Schematic depiction of the sensor capture rates and their relations for the
inertial measurement unit and the monocular camera.
3.4.4 Navigation Interfaces
In this publication a novel system concept for monocular-inertial egomotion
and landmark position determination will be derived. This subsection will
summarize the navigation interfaces in accordance with Figure 1.3.
Measured Inertials The inertial measurement unit is modeled according to
Model 3.2. The interface for providing measurements of the system’s input
consists of the measured inertials
ũ =
[︄
BãIB
Bω̃IB
]︄
, (3.38)
as well as their according input measurement covariance matrix
Ñ =
[︄
Na 0
0 Nω
]︄
, (3.39)
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which needs to be determined through sensor calibration. If information
regarding the initial sensor biases is available, it may also be passed through
for further consideration within the in the system concept.
Measured Keypoints In accordance with Model 3.3, the monocular camera
provides measured keypoints
ỹ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Cp̃CP1
...
Cp̃CPm
⎤⎥⎥⎦ (3.40)
for j = 1 . . .m currently visible and detected landmarks. The according
output measurement covariance matrix reads
W̃ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Wp . . . 0
... . . . ...
0 . . . Wp
⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (3.41)
3.5 World-Centric Agent and Environment Model
As stated before and discussed in detail in Section 2, Simultaneous Localiza-
tion and Mapping has been investigated to a great extend, utilizing many
different algorithmic and system modeling approaches. As has been discussed,
most of these approaches feature a world-centric agent and egomotion model,
which provides information about the agent’s egomotion as well as its envi-
ronment with respect to a world-fixed reference frame. In this section an
agent and environment model will be derived, which bears great resemblance
to the models used in literature.4 Therefore, it will be referred to as the
classic world-centric agent and egomotion system model and will pose as a
reference for the agent and egomotion models derived in this publication. In
essence, the agent and environment model combines Model 3.1, Model 3.2
and Model 3.3 in order to model the rigid body motion as well as the inertial
measurement unit and the monocular camera. Furthermore, an environment
representation is included in the model, by also considering landmarks.
4Note that many different variations exist in literature. These mainly differ with regard to
attitude parameterization, landmark parameterization as well as continuous or discrete
implementation. Nevertheless, the main property, namely the definition of the system
in a world-fixed frame, can be found in most SLAM approaches.
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World-Centric Position Kinematics One of the most desired quantities in
simultaneous localization and mapping is the position of the agent’s body
{B} within its environment. Therefore, in classic approaches, its position
IrIB with respect to a reference frame {I} is included in the system model.
In order to propagate the change of position IṙIB, the rigid body position
kinematics (3.7) from Model 3.1 can be utilized:
IṙIB = IvIB, (3.42)
World-Centric Velocity Kinematics The velocity change for the world-
centric agent and environment model, hence the differential Iv̇IB, also origi-
nates from the rigid body motion model. However, as discussed in Subsection
3.4.1, the linear acceleration is not directly accessible by the inertial measure-
ment unit. Thus, Model 3.2 for the inertial measurement unit needs to be
incorporated by rearranging (3.25) in order to express the linear acceleration
based on the measured acceleration:
BaIB = BãIB − Bba − Bna −R
(︂
I
Bq
)︂T · Ig⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Bg
. (3.43)
The rigid body velocity kinematics as provided by (3.9) thus can be extended:
Iv̇IB = IBR · BaIB,
Iv̇IB = IBR ·
(︂
BãIB − Bba − Bna
)︂
− Ig. (3.44)
World-Centric Attitude Kinematics Similar to the world-centric velocity
kinematics, the world-centric attitude kinematics also originate from the rigid
body attitude kinematics, defined in Model 3.1. Together with rearranged
gyroscope measurement equation
BωIB = Bω̃IB − Bba − Bna, (3.45)
from Model 3.2 for the inertial measurement unit, the attitude change can
be expressed by
I
Bq̇ =
1
2 ·Q
(︂
BωIB
)︂
· IBq,
I
Bq̇ =
1
2 ·Q
(︂
Bω̃IB − Bba − Bna
)︂
· IBq.
(3.46)
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World-Centric Landmark Kinematics In contrast to the pure rigid body
motion model, the world-centric agent and environment model also incor-
porates landmarks, hence the environment. A landmark Lj therefore is
expressed as the position vector IrILj pointing from the world-frame {I} to
the landmark Lj. Furthermore, this position vector is defined with respect
to the world-frame. Thus, if assumed stationary, landmarks have a constant
position with respect to the world-fixed frame, which directly translates into
the trivial differential
IṙILj = 0, (3.47)
for the position change of a landmark with respect to the world-fixed frame.
Due to this property landmarks do not need to be propagated at all during the
propagation step of an estimator. Thus, even for a large amount of landmarks,
there is no computational load for landmark position propagation.
World-Centric Output Equations As outlined above, the world-centric
agent and environment model incorporates environment information, based
on landmark positions. Keypoint measurements as provided by the monocular
camera, which was defined in Model 3.3, serve as the agent and environ-
ments model’s output. Hence, in order to establish the according output
equations, measurement equation (3.29) for the monocular camera needs to
be considered:
ỹ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Cp̃CP1
...
Cp̃CPn
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
f
BrBL1 ,z
[︄
BrBL1 ,x
BrBL1 ,y
]︄
+ Cwp
...
f
BrBLn,z
[︄
BrBLn ,x
BrBLn ,y
]︄
+ Cwp
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.48)
with BrBLj = R
(︂
I
Bq
)︂T · (︂IrILj − IrIB)︂ , and j = 1 . . . n
Equation (3.48) allows for determining the projections Pj based on the
agent’s position IrIB and attitude IBq as well as the global positions IrILj of
the considered landmarks Lj.
World-Centric Agent and Environment Model The complete world-centric
agent and environment model is summarized in Model 3.4. Its state xworld
includes the agent’s position, velocity and attitude with respect to the inertial
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reference frame {I}, the IMU biases and the global positions of landmarks.
The full system kinematics thus also consider the constant bias assumption,
by incorporating (3.24) from Model 3.2.
Inputs
Measured Inertials:
ũ =
[︄
BãIB
Bω̃IB
]︄
(3.49)
Kinematics
World-Centric Egomotion & Landmark Positions:
ẋworld =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
IṙIB
Iv̇IB
I
Bq̇
Bḃa
Bḃω
IṙIL1
...
IṙILn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
IvIB
I
BR ·
(︂
BãIB − Bba − Bna
)︂
− Ig
1
2 ·Q
(︂
Bω̃IB − Bbω − Bnω
)︂
· IBq
0
0
0
...
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
fworld(xworld,ũ)
(3.50)
Outputs
Keypoints / Landmark Projections:
ỹ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Cp̃CP1
...
Cp̃CPn
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
f
BrBL1 ,z
·
[︄
BrBL1 ,x
BrBL1 ,y
]︄
+ Cwp
...
f
BrBLn,z
·
[︄
BrBLn ,x
BrBLn ,y
]︄
+ Cwp
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
gworld(xworld)
(3.51)
with BrBLj = R
(︂
I
Bq
)︂T · (︂IrILj − IrIB)︂ and j = 1 . . . n (3.52)
Model 3.4: World-centric agent and environment model
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This publication is focused on providing an observability-driven system con-
cept for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination.
This approach was chosen as a consequence of the review and discussion of
the state of the art as was given in Chapter 2. Therein it was concluded
that the choice regarding the reference frame for modeling the agent and
its environment has significant impact on essential properties of the result-
ing system model and its application within an estimation filter. Table 2.1
provided a summary on these properties for world-centric agent and environ-
ment models and body-centric agent and environment models. It was shown
that neither world-centric nor body-centric approaches are without drawbacks.
The biggest drawback of world-centric agent and environment models, such
as the one provided by Model 3.4, is their partially unobservable system state,
which has as direct impact on estimation consistency. While body-centric
agent and environment models provide better observability and thus poten-
tially improved estimation consistency, they impose significant computational
load if applied for landmark propagation, due to their nontrivial landmark
kinematics.
4.1 Observability-driven System Concept
In Figure 4.1 the observability-driven system concept for monocular-inertial
egomotion and landmark position determination is depicted, as proposed in
this publication. This concept allows for utilizing the improved observability of
body-centric agent and environment models, while keeping the advantages of
world-centric landmark propagation. As outlined before, inertial and keypoint
measurements provide the input for the monocular-inertial egomotion and
landmark position determination. The system concept itself is divided into
three subcomponents, which are state estimation, motion accumulation and
initialization procedures. In essence this concept combines filter-based and
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closed-form approaches on one hand and the utilization of world-centric and
body-centric agent and environment models on the other hand.
State Estimation The core element of the observability driven system
concept is the state estimation component. It mainly consists of a Kalman
state update module which utilizes a body-centric agent and environment
model. It therefore requires propagated egomotion and landmark position
estimates as well as (known) measured keypoints for landmarks which have
already been observed before. The egomotion and landmark position estimates
are then updated in accordance with the standard EKF update equations.
The state estimation component therefore corresponds with the update
component of classic filter-based approaches, as shown in Figure 2.1. The
full functionality of the state estimation component and a definition for the
body-centric Kalman state update module will be provided in Chapter 5.
Motion Accumulation As discussed before, the proposed system concept is
intended to allow for the utilization of a body-centric agent and environment
model and its superior observability properties for state estimation, without
increasing the overall computational load. In order to avoid the computa-
tionally costly body-centric landmark propagation, the motion accumulation
subcomponent features a pseudo-world-centric agent and environment model.
The pseudo-world frame thereby represents the agent’s body frame, however,
”frozen” at a specific time instance. This pseudo-world frame then acts as
a global reference, allowing for world-centric like agent and environment
propagation based on inertial measurements. The utilization of the pseudo-
world-centric motion accumulation therefore requires the transformation from
a body-centric agent and environment representation to its pseudo-world-
centric counterpart and vice versa. The motion accumulation itself features
two distinct operation modes, which allow its application for closed-form full
state initialization, closed-form landmark initialization and filter-based state
estimation. The motion accumulation subcomponent thus acts as a general
purpose propagation routine, which represents the propagation components
of filter-based approaches, as shown in Figure 2.1, as well as, the motion
accumulation of closed-form approaches, as shown in Figure 2.2. It therefore
features two distinct operation modes. The pseudo-world-centric motion
accumulation is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.1: Observability-driven system concept for scaled monocular-inertial egomotion
and landmark position determination, consisting of state estimation (Chapter 5), motion
accumulation (Chapter 6) and initialization procedures (Chapter 7).
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Initialization Procedures Within this publication two closed-form initial-
ization procedures are proposed and investigated, that are intended to further
improve the overall consistency of the egomotion and landmark position
determination process. Both of these initialization procedures require some
form of motion propagation. In order to avoid unnecessary computational
overhead, these initialization procedures are designed to integrate the accu-
mulated motion directly. The closed-form full state initialization provides
an initial estimate for the agent’s egomotion and the positions to observed
landmarks based on (unknown) measured keypoints, accumulated motion and
a set of the gravity compensation matrices. It is intended to be utilized prior
to the state estimation process. Once an initial state estimate is provided
by the closed-form full state initialization, it is taken out of the loop and
the state estimation subcomponent takes over. Simultaneously the mode
of the motion accumulation subcomponent is changed in order to provide
propagated egomotion and landmark positions. Once the state estimation
is running, newly observed (unknown) landmarks need to be added to the
environment model in the form of scaled /metric landmark position estimates.
The closed-form landmark initialization provides this information through a
delayed initialization procedure, which greatly resembles the one utilized for
full state initialization. This component is feed directly by the accumulated
motion and keypoint measurements. Both initialization procedures will be
outlined in Chapter 7.
4.2 Conclusion and Contribution 1
The novel observability-driven system concept as presented in this chapter
provides Contribution 1 of this publication. It furthermore provides the
central framework for the subcomponents which will be discussed in the
following chapters.
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The core element of the observability-driven system concept is a body-centric
state estimation module for the determination of the agent’s egomotion as
well as landmark positions. As discussed in Chapter 2, there exist numerous
approaches to perform this task. Originating from the classic SLAM concept,
most of these approaches feature a world-centric agent and environment model
similar to Model 3.4 as recapitulated in Section 3.5. The main motivation
to deviate from this approach are the poor observability properties of the
world-centric agent and environment models. As discussed before, Martinelli
(2010) provided an in-depth observability investigation for this system class.
Among other conclusions, Martinelli (2010) revealed, that
• the global position as well as its global heading are not observable and
• sufficient motion is required in order to solve the scale ambiguity.
These properties are a direct consequence of the chosen minimal sensor setup,
which consists of an inertial measurement unit and a monocular camera. In
order to approach these challenges, Martinelli (2010) implicitly proposed the
utilization of a body-centric agent and environment model and Martinelli
(2011b) presented a closed-form solution for state estimation. The main goal
therein was to omit the unobservable states from the system state, in order to
render it fully observable. However, Martinelli (2010) and Martinelli (2011b)
still utilized quaternions for attitude parameterization, which still include
the agent’s heading. Furthermore, the substantially higher computational
load of body-centric agent and environment models during state propagation
was not addressed. This disadvantage will be addressed by introducing the
concept of motion accumulation in Chapter 6.
This chapter will provide further insight into be benefits of body-centric
agent and environment models. Section 5.1 will therefore feature an 1-
dimensional linear analogy, which allows for a comprehensive discussion of
the expectable impact of different reference frames on the observability of
the resulting system model. It will thus provide an intuitive comparison of
the observability properties of world-centric and body-centric models and
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highlight that these properties are independent of the linearity / nonlinearity
of the system. The proposed body-centric agent and environment model will
then be derived in Section 5.2. Its observability properties will be investigated
and discussed in Section 5.3. If utilized within a nonlinear state estimator its
increased observability potentially improves the overall estimation consistency.
As introduced in Chapter 4, the proposed system concept is intended to in-
corporate the body-centric agent and environment model for the update step
of an extended Kalman filter. Therefore, Section 5.4 specifies the according
body-centric Kalman update module, as depicted in Figure 4.1. Section 5.5
will give a conclusion on the proposed body-centric state estimation concept.
5.1 Observability of Body-Centric vs. World-Centric
Agent and Environment Models
The task at hand poses an agent with the body frame {B} in an environment,
which is defined by the world-fixed frame {I} and world-fixed landmarks Lj.
This setup is depicted in Figure 3.1 for a 3-dimensional scenario, featuring the
resulting position vectors between {B}, {I} and Lj as well a motion properties
like the agent’s velocity and its acceleration.
r
rIL1 rIL2
rBL1 rBL2
L1 L2BI
rIB
vIB
aIB
Figure 5.1: 1-dimensional linear analogy to the 3-dimensional scenario from Figure 3.1
In order to provide intuitive insight into the general observability properties
of world-centric and body-centric agent and environment models, Figure 5.1
depicts a 1-dimensional linear analogy. Therein the ray r defines the only free
coordinate. The world reference I is a point fixed on this ray. Furthermore,
the landmarks L1 and L2 are also considered to be stationary points along
this ray at rIL1 and rIL2 . The body B, however, is able to move along r.
This motion is defined by the agent’s position rIB, its velocity vIB and its
acceleration aIB. The local positions of the landmarks are denoted rBL1 and
rBL2 .
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1-Dimensional Inputs and Outputs In order to establish a 1-dimensional
agent and environment model for this scenario, its input is defined as
u = aIB, (5.1)
while its output
y =
[︄
rBL1
rBL2
]︄
, (5.2)
consists of the local distance to landmark L1 and L2.
1-Dimensional World-Centric Agent and Environment Model Similar
to its 3-dimensional counterpart, provided in Section 3.5, the 1-dimensional
system kinematics read
ṙIB = vIB,
v̇IB = aIB,
ṙILj = 0.
(5.3)
The relation between the body position rIB, the local landmark position rBLj
and the global landmark position rILj is
rBLj = rILj − rIB, (5.4)
with j = 1, 2 for landmarks 1 and 2. The world-centric system kinematics
(5.3) and output equations (5.4) can thus be written as the linear system⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
ṙIB
v̇IB
ṙIL1
ṙIL2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
ẋI
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
AI
·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
rIB
vIB
rIL1
rIL2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
xI
+
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0
1
0
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞⏟⏟⏞
BI
· aIB⏞⏟⏟⏞
u
,
[︄
rBL1
rBL2
]︄
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
y
=
[︄−1 0 1 0
−1 0 0 1
]︄
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
CI
·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
rIB
vIB
rIL1
rIL2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
xI
.
(5.5)
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Its observability matrix can be established as recapitulated in Subsection
B.2.1, which yields in
Olin,I =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
CI
CI ·AI
CI ·A2I
CI ·A3I
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1 0 1 0
−1 0 0 1
0 −1 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (5.6)
For linear systems full observability is achieved if and only if the observability
matrix has full rank, which is is not the case for Olin,I:
rank(Olin,I) = 3 ̸= nxI . (5.7)
Hence the 1-dimensional linear world-centric system is not fully observable.
Since the rank deficiency is one, one dimension of the world-centric state
space can not be reconstructed with the considered inputs and outputs.
If the scenario depicted in Figure 5.1 is examined closely, it becomes obvious
that the relative position of the world-fixed reference I can not be determined
if the positions rIL1 and rIL2 of the landmarks L1 and L2 with respect to this
world reference are not known a priori. The only reference available are the
local distances rBL1 and rBL2 , which only depend on the relative position of
the body with respect to these landmarks. These observations do not provide
any information as to where the world reference I is located. Therefore, and
according to (5.4) infinitely many combinations for the global body position
rIB and the global landmark positions rILj exist, that would yield in the same
landmark distance observations rBLj . Thus, the global body position rIB can
be assumed to be unobservable.
1-Dimensional Body-Centric Agent and Environment Model In order
to establish an agent and environment model for the scenario from Figure 5.1,
which is independent of the global body position rIB, a body-centric approach
can be chosen. Therefore, the global position is omitted. While the velocity
change is still proportional to the body acceleration, the landmark positions
are expressed locally, with respect to the body B, instead of the reference I.
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The body-centric kinematics then read
v̇IB = aIB,
ṙBLj = − vIB.
(5.8)
A side effect of this parameterization are simplified output equations
rBLj = rBLj . (5.9)
The full linear body-centric model can then be written as⎡⎢⎣ v̇IBṙBL1
ṙBL2
⎤⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
ẋB
=
⎡⎢⎣ 0 0 0−1 0 0
−1 0 0
⎤⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
AB
·
⎡⎢⎣ vIBrBL1
rBL2
⎤⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
xB
+
⎡⎢⎣10
0
⎤⎥⎦
⏞⏟⏟⏞
BB
· aIB⏞⏟⏟⏞
u
[︄
rBL1
rBL2
]︄
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
y
=
[︄
0 1 0
0 0 1
]︄
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
CB
·
⎡⎢⎣ vIBrBL1
rBL2
⎤⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
xB
(5.10)
Subsequently the observability matrix for this system can be composed as
Olin,B =
⎡⎢⎣CBCB ·AB
CB ·A2B
⎤⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0
0 0 1
−1 0 0
−1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (5.11)
which has full rank:
rank(Olin,B) = 3 = nxB . (5.12)
Omitting the global position of the agent’s body and reparameterizing the
system state accordingly, rendered the new agent and environment model
fully observable. This 1-dimensional example intuitively shows that
• the agent’s position with respect to a global reference is unobservable
• and landmark positions, i.e. the map of the environment, are only
observable with respect to the body frame.
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These insights can easily be transferred to higher dimensional scenarios, as
the one discussed in this work. The main conclusion to be drawn here, is that
body-centric agent and environment models indeed pose as a fully observable
alternative to their world-centric counterparts.
5.2 Body-Centric Agent and Environment Model
Motivated by the literature review in Chapter 2 and encouraged by the results
from Section 5.1, in this section a 3-dimensional body-centric alternative to
the classic world-centric approach given in Section 3.5 will be derived. This
derivation will be based on the scenario depicted in Figure 3.1.
Body-Centric Position Kinematics As indicated before, the body-centric
agent and environment model will not feature the agent’s position with
respect to the world-frame {I}. Hence the according kinematics are omitted.
Body-Centric Velocity Kinematics The agent’s velocity can either be
expressed with respect to the world frame {I} or with respect to the body
frame {B}. These quantities relate through
IvIB = IBR · BvIB. (5.13)
By differentiation of (5.13) and by taking into account the rotation matrix
differential, as given in (A.32), the velocity change with respect to the world
frame reads
Iv̇IB = IBR · Bv̇IB + IBṘ⏞⏟⏟⏞
IΩIB·IBR
·BvIB. (5.14)
According to (3.9) Iv̇IB is also a function of the agent’s acceleration
Iv̇IB = IBR · BaIB. (5.15)
Combining (5.14) and (5.15), solving for Bv̇IB and replacing the cross product
matrix IΩIB, in accordance with (A.23), yields
Bv̇IB = − BΩIB · BvIB⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
BωIB×BvIB
+BaIB. (5.16)
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By taking into account the inertial measurement equations (3.25) provided
by Model 3.2 for the inertial measurement unit, (5.16) can be written as
Bv̇IB = −
(︂
Bω̃IB − Bbω − Bnω
)︂
× BvIB + BãIB − Bba − Bna − Bg. (5.17)
In order to express the gravity vector Bg, attitude information is required.
Classic attitude parameterizations like quaternions, as utilized for the world-
centric agent and environment model 3.4, provide attitude information for
all three rotational dimensions of freedom, hence roll, pitch and yaw. The
superimposed gravitational acceleration on the accelerometer readings only
allows for determining the local down direction expressed in the body frame
{B}. Since no reference for the agent’s global heading can be provided with
the considered sensor setup, the heading is unobservable. Martinelli (2011b),
however, still chose quaternions for attitude parameterization. Contrary to
this common approach, direction vectors can be utilized in order to represent
partial attitude information. The gravitational acceleration then reads
Bg = BdD · −g, (5.18)
where BdD is the local down direction or inverse direction of gravity expressed
in the body frame and g is the local gravitational constant. Combining (5.17)
and (5.18) yields in the body-centric velocity kinematic equation
Bv̇IB = −
(︂
Bω̃IB − Bbω − Bnω
)︂
× BvIB + BãIB − Bba − Bna + BdD · g.
(5.19)
Body-Centric Attitude Kinematics Since the down direction BdD was
chosen for attitude parameterization, the attitude kinematics can be given in
accordance with the definitions provided in Appendix A.3:
BḋD = −BωIB × BdD. (5.20)
By also taking into account the gyroscope measurement equation from Model
3.2, the down direction kinematics can be given as
BḋD = −
(︂
Bω̃IB − Bbω − Bnω
)︂
× BdD. (5.21)
Body-Centric Landmark Kinematics In world-centric agent and environ-
ment models, such as Model 3.4, the landmark position IrILj represents a
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landmarks position with respect to and expressed in the world frame {I}.
The object relation equation, as introduced in Section 3.2, allows for trans-
forming the global landmark representation IrILj into its local counterpart
BrBLj through
IrILj = IrIB + IrBLj⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
I
BR·BrBLj
. (5.22)
In order to retrieve the kinematics for the local landmark position BrBLj , the
derivative of (5.22) needs to be computed as
IṙILj = IṙIB⏞⏟⏟⏞
I
BR·BvIB
+IBR · BṙBLj + IBṘ⏞⏟⏟⏞
I
BR·BΩIB
·BrBLj = 0, (5.23)
which already accounts for assuming the landmarks to be stationary with
respect to the world frame {I}. Solving (5.23) for BṙBLj yields in
BṙBLj = −BωIB −×BrBLj − BvIB, (5.24)
for the body-centric landmark motion kinematics. By incorporating the
gyroscope measurement equation from Model 3.2, Equation (5.25) reads
BṙBLj = −
(︂
Bω̃IB − Bbω − Bnω
)︂
× BrBLj − BvIB. (5.25)
Body-Centric Output Equations As indicated above, the proposed body-
centric agent and environment model utilizes local positions BrBLj of the
considered landmarks Lj with j = 1 . . . n as means for environment repre-
sentation. According to Subsection 3.4.4 the output of the system consists
of projections CpCPj of these landmarks onto the image plane. By utilizing
Model 3.3 for the monocular camera, the according output equations are
ỹ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Cp̃CP1
...
Cp̃CPn
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
f
BrBL1 ,z
[︄
BrBL1 ,x
BrBL1 ,y
]︄
+ Cwp
...
f
BrBLn,z
[︄
BrBLn ,x
BrBLn ,y
]︄
+ Cwp
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (5.26)
In contrast to its world-centric counterpart, the body-centric output equations
do not require frame transformations and are thus less nonlinear.
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Body-Centric Agent and Environment Model The full body-centric agent
and environment model is summarized in Model 5.1. It additionally contains
the constant sensor bias assumption, which was also utilized for the classic
world-centric system model given in Section 3.5.
Inputs
Measured Inertials:
ũ =
[︄
BãIB
Bω̃IB
]︄
(5.27)
Kinematics
Body-Centric Egomotion & Landmark Positions:
ẋbody =
[︂
Bv̇IB
BḋD
Bḃa
Bḃω
BṙBL1 . . .
BṙBLn
]︂T
=⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−
(︂
Bω̃IB − Bbω − Bnω
)︂
× BvIB + BãIB − Bba − Bna + BdD · g
−
(︂
Bω̃IB − Bbω − Bnω
)︂
× BdD
0
0
−
(︂
Bω̃IB − Bbω − Bnω
)︂
× BrBL1 − BvIB
...
−
(︂
Bω̃IB − Bbω − Bnω
)︂
× BrBLn − BvIB
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
fbody(xbody,ũ)
(5.28)
Outputs
Keypoints / Landmark Projections:
ỹ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Cp̃CP1
...
Cp̃CPn
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
f
BrBL1 ,z
·
[︄
BrBL1 ,x
BrBL1 ,y
]︄
+ Cwp
...
f
BrBLn,z
·
[︄
BrBLn ,x
BrBLn ,y
]︄
+ Cwp
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
gbody(xbody)
(5.29)
Model 5.1: Body-centric agent and environment model
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Similar to the 1-dimensional example, which was discussed in Section 5.1,
the body-centric system model omits any information of the agent’s position
with respect to the world frame {I}. The global position of the landmarks
is also not considered. Therefore, the local landmark positions pose as a
relative reference for the agent’s position in its environment and the map of
the environment at the same time.
Nonlinearity In Section 2.5 Table 2.1 provides a comparison regarding basic
properties of world-centric and body-centric system models. Based on the
literature review, it was stated that body-centric agent and environment
models are less nonlinear with regard to their output equations, if compared
to their world-centric counterparts. Comparing Model 3.4 and Model 5.1
reveals, that this in indeed the case. While both system models utilize the
cameras nonlinear projection equation, the body-centric approach does not
require the additional coordinate transformation from the body frame into
the world frame.
Computational Load Another property that was discussed in Section 2.5,
which can also be found in Table 2.1 is the complexity of the landmark
kinematics. Comparing Model 3.4 and Model 5.1 shows that this can also be
confirmed. As will be evaluated in Section 8.4, a direct application of Model
5.1 for state propagation would require considerable higher computational
load, if compared to propagating the state via Model 3.4. In accordance with
the general system concept, this drawback will be addressed by considering
pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation as outlined in Chapter 6.
5.3 Body-Centric System Observability
In Section 5.1 it was shown, that body-centric agent and environment models
indeed allow for establishing full system observability. Model 5.1 was designed
in order to result in a fully observable system state for the 3-dimensional
scenario, as depicted in Figure 3.1. In this section the observability properties
of this novel agent and environment model will be investigated.
As discussed in Section 2.3, nonlinear observability is not trivial to investigate.
The basic concept for proving the observability of a nonlinear system was
outlined by Hermann and Krener (1977). They state, that the observability
matrix for a nonlinear system can be established by stacking the Jacobians of
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its Lie derivatives, one time less than the number of system states, in order to
establish an observability matrix for the system. These Lie derivatives need
to be determined recursively. If the observability matrix has full rank, hence
if the rank equals the number of states, the system is observable. Specifically,
it then is locally weakly observable. This rank condition, however, is only
sufficient. If the rank condition is not satisfied for a specific order of Lie
derivatives, is can not be concluded that the system is unobservable. A higher
order of Lie derivatives, still may or may not reveal the local observability of
the considered system.1
On a systems level, Lie derivatives provide the system’s output derivatives, or
trajectory, as a result of the system kinematics, as well as the system’s state
and input trajectories. For a locally weakly observable system, each state
in a neighborhood results in different output trajectories, even if the same
input trajectories are applied. In this case these states are distinguishable,
rendering them observable.
In the following paragraphs, different approaches for the determination of the
observability of nonlinear systems and their applicability to the body-centric
agent and environment model, as defined by Model 5.1, will be discussed.
Symbolic Observability Determination The most direct approach to de-
termine the local observability of nonlinear systems would be the symbolic
computation of its observability matrix and its rank. This would involve the
symbolic computation of Lie derivatives according to (B.18), with an order
of at least one less than the number of system states. Subsequently their
Jacobians need to be determined symbolically in accordance with (B.19), in
order to establish a symbolic observability matrix. Finally the rank determi-
nation according (B.20) could be performed.
While computer algebra tools like the Matlab Symbolic Toolbox allow
for the symbolic evaluation of complex mathematical expressions, the calcu-
lations outlined above would require several years on current hardware (2014
Intel Core i7), if applied to Model 5.1. Therefore, the symbolic determination
of the observability of the body-centric agent and environment model is not
possible directly and is therefore not further considered or outlined here.
1A recapitulation of the mathematical definitions for investigating the observability of a
nonlinear system can be found in Appendix B.2.2.
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Numeric Observability Determination An alternative to the symbolic de-
termination of the observability matrix for nonlinear systems, as recapitulated
in Appendix B.2.2, could be its numeric evaluation based on simulations.
Such a numeric determination would require considerably less computational
load and appears quite attractive, if applicable to Model 5.1. Tools for auto-
matic differentiation like ADOL-C, as outlined by Walther and Griewank
(2012), offer means for the numeric determination of time derivatives and
also Lie derivatives. Röbenack (2003) presented a method for the numerical
determination of the nonlinear observability matrix, hence (B.19), by utilizing
automatic differentiation.
This method was applied for Model 5.1, indeed allowing for an almost instan-
taneous determination of the observability matrix and its rank for a specific
simulation experiment. If no biases are considered, the resulting observability
properties match intuition as well as the findings of the literature review on
observability outlined in Section 2.3.
If, however, biases are considered, the results of the observability inves-
tigation become inconclusive. Adding biases to the investigation increases the
system order. For establishing the numerical observability matrix, factorials
matching the order of the according Lie derivative are utilized. Thus, the
higher the order of the considered system, the higher the order or required
Lie derivatives and the higher the order of factorials, that are utilized within
the observability matrix. Due to round-off errors the correct numerical de-
termination of the rank of the resulting observability matrix becomes rather
difficult, if not impossible, for higher order systems.
A numeric observability determination for Model 5.1 based on simulations is
therefore neither further considered nor further outlined in this publication.
Symbolic Observability Determination utilizing Input Affinity Many non-
linear systems are input-affine, that is linear with respect to their input.
Martinelli (2010) extended the standard approach for symbolic nonlinear
observability investigation to utilize this property and to substantially re-
duce the required computational load. This approach and the according
mathematical definitions are outlined in Appendix B.2.3. In essence the
complexity of the Lie derivatives is reduced by considering the impact of the
each system input onto each system output separately. Thus, this approach
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yields in multiple Lie derivatives for a certain output and derivative order.
As a result, a lower order of Lie derivatives my be required in order find a
sufficient number of independent Lie derivatives and to prove a system’s local
observability.
The application of the symbolic observability determination utilizing input
affinity for Model 5.1 requires a total of three steps:
1. define the body-centric agent and environment model symbolically
(Model 5.1 /Matlab Code 5.2)
2. rearrange the system kinematics in order to extract input affine terms
(according to (B.21) /Matlab Code B.1)
3. determine the independent Lie derivatives up to a certain order
(according to (B.22), (B.23), (B.24) /Matlab Code B.2)
Matlab Code 5.1 provides a MATLAB script for the execution of these steps.
% 1 . d e f i n e the body - c e n t r i c agent and env i ronment model s ym b o l i c a l l y
[ f , x , u , y ] = de f i n eBodyCen t r i cMode l ( ) ;
% 2 . r e a r r a n g e the system k i n ema t i c s i n o r d e r to e x t r a c t i n pu t a f f i n e terms
f = e x t r a c t I n p u t A f f i n i t y ( f , u ) ;
% 3 . de t e rm ine the i ndependen t L i e d e r i v a t i v e s up to a c e r t a i n o r d e r
maxLieOrder = 4 ;
d e t e rm i n eOb s e r v a b i l i t y ( f , x , y , maxLieOrder )
Matlab Code 5.1: Determination of the observability of the body-centric agent and
environment model defined by Model 5.1, by determining independent Lie derivatives
until the 4th order. The symbolic MATLAB implementation of Model 5.1 is given in
Matlab Code 5.2. The implementation for rearranging the system kinematics into its
input affine form is given in Matlab Code B.1. The determination of the independent
Lie derivatives and the system observability corresponds with Matlab Code B.2.
The symbolic implementation of the body-centric agent and environment
model, as defined by Model 5.1, is given in Matlab Code 5.2. Note that only
a single landmark is considered in this implementation and therefore also
in the following observability analysis. Implementations for rearranging the
system kinematics of a nonlinear system into its input affine form, as well as
the subsequent determination of independent Lie derivatives and the system’s
local observability are provided in Appendix B.2.3.
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Rearranging the body-centric system kinematics fbody (xbody, ũ) expressed in
Matlab Code 5.2 by utilizing Matlab Code B.2 yields in
f0 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Bbω,y · BvIB,z + BdD,x · g − Bba,x − Bbω,z · BvIB,y
Bbω,z · BvIB,x + BdD,y · g − Bbω,x · BvIB,z − Bba,y
Bbω,x · BvIB,y + BdD,z · g − Bba,z − Bbω,y · BvIB,x
Bbω,y · BdD,z − Bbω,z · BdD,y
Bbω,z · BdD,x − Bbω,x · BdD,z
Bbω,x · BdD,y − Bbω,y · BdD,x
0
0
0
0
0
0
Bbω,y · BrBL1 ,z − BvIB,x − Bbω,z · BrBL1 ,y
Bbω,z · BrBL1 ,x − Bbω,x · BrBL1 ,z − BvIB,y
Bbω,x · BrBL1 ,y − BvIB,z − Bbω,y · BrBL1 ,x
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (5.30)
for the input independent terms of the system kinematics and[︂
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6
]︂
=⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0 −BvIB,z BvIB,y
0 1 0 BvIB,z 0 −BvIB,x
0 0 1 −BvIB,y BvIB,x 0
0 0 0 0 −BdD,z BdD,y
0 0 0 BdD,z 0 −BdD,x
0 0 0 −BdD,y BdD1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −BrBL1 ,z BrBL1 ,y
0 0 0 BrBL1 ,z 0 −BrBL1 ,x
0 0 0 −BrBL1 ,y BrBL1 ,x 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
(5.31)
for terms affine to the six inputs ũ of the system kinematics.
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% Body - C e n t r i c Agent and Envi ronment Model
f u n c t i o n [ f , x , u , y ] = de f i n eBodyCen t r i cMode l ( )
% INPUTS ( measured i n e r t i a l s )
syms a1 a2 a3 ; a = [ a1 ; a2 ; a3 ] ; % a c c e l e r a t i o n
syms w1 w2 w3 ; w = [w1 ; w2 ; w3 ] ; % angu l a r r a t e
u = [ a ; w ] ; % 6x1 i n p u t s
% STATE
syms v1 v2 v3 ; v = [ v1 ; v2 ; v3 ] ; % v e l o c i t y
syms dD1 dD2 dD3 ; dD = [ dD1 ; dD2 ; dD3 ] ; % down d i r e c t i o n
syms ba1 ba2 ba3 ; ba = [ ba1 ; ba2 ; ba3 ] ; % a c c e l e r ome t e r b i a s
syms bw1 bw2 bw3 ; bw = [ bw1 ; bw2 ; bw3 ] ; % gy ro s cope b i a s
syms m1 m2 m3; m = [m1 ; m2 ; m3 ] ; % landmark p o s i t i o n
x = [ v ; dD ; ba ; bw ; m] ; % 15x1 s t a t e s
% KINEMATICS
syms g % g r a v i t a t i o n a l c on s t an t
dv = - c r o s s (w-bw , v ) + a - ba + dD∗g ;
ddD = - c r o s s (w-bw , dD ) ;
dba = [ 0 ; 0 ; 0 ] ;
dbw = [ 0 ; 0 ; 0 ] ;
dm = - c r o s s (w-bw ,m) - v ;
f = [ dv ; ddD ; dba ; dbw ; dm ] ;
% OUTPUT ( measured k e y p o i n t s )
y = 1/m3∗ [m1 ;m2 ] ; % 2x1 ou tpu t s
% f o c a l kength s e t to 1 f o r s i m p l i c i t y
end
Matlab Code 5.2: Implementation of the body-centric agent and environment model
(Model 5.1) as symbolic MATLAB expressions.
Utilizing Matlab Code B.2 reveals the following 15 independent Lie derivatives:
y : L0gu, L0gv, (5.32)
ẏ : L1f0gu, L
1
f0gv, (5.33)
ÿ : L2f0f0gu, L
2
f0f1gu, L
2
f0f4gu, L
2
f0f5gu, L
2
f0f0gv, L
2
f0f4gv, (5.34)
y(3) : L3f0f0f0gu, L
3
f0f0f1gu, L
3
f0f0f4gu, L
3
f0f0f5gu, L
3
f0f0f0gv, (5.35)
where gu and gv denote the u− and v−component of the output equation
gbody, which essentially is the camera’s projection equation. Thus, the number
of independent Lie derivatives is equal to the number of considered states. The
independence of the Lie derivatives (5.32) to (5.35) was proven by establishing
the according observability matrix Oian by utilizing (B.23). Hence, it is not
required to compute Lie derivatives with an order higher than 4. This led to
an overall computing time of ∼10min on a 2014 Intel Core i7.
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The preceding observability analysis shows, that the novel body-centric
agent and environment model, as defined in Model 5.1, is locally observable.
However, three remarks are in order:
• Landmarks which are not currently visible will not increase the number
of independent Lie derivatives, as they are not part of the system’s
instantaneous output. Thus, only the positions of currently visible
landmarks will be observable with the monocular-inertial sensor setup.
• Sufficient motion is required in order to render the body-centric state
observable and to resolve the inherent scale ambiguity of the monocular-
inertial sensor setup. A first glimpse on this property was discussed as
a gedankenexperiment in Chapter 1. Studying the Lie derivatives (5.32)
to (5.35) closer, reveals their dependence on the input affine terms f1,
f4 and f5. Thus, the according inputs need to be nonzero in order to
reflect on the output. Martinelli (2011b) has shown, that in general
acceleration and angular motion about at least two axes is required to
assure observability for the monocular-inertial setup. If biases are not
considered, then even circular or curved trajectories suffice, as shown
by Bryson and Sukkarieh (2008).
These properties will be further investigated for the proposed body-centric
system model in Chapter 8.
5.4 Body-Centric Kalman State Update
As stated before and in accordance with the system concept provided in
Chapter 4, the body-centric agent and environment model will only be uti-
lized for performing the update step within the state estimation framework.
Therefore, in this section a module for the body-centric Kalman state update
is defined, which specifies its respective module within the system concept,
as depicted in Figure 4.1.
In order to establish the body-centric Kalman state update module, the
standard Kalman filter update equations will be utilized and applied to
Model 5.1. A recapitulation of the extended Kalman filter can be found
in Appendix B.1. Figure 5.2 depicts the implementation of the extended
Kalman filter update step for the novel body-centric agent and environment
model.
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propagated egomotion &
landmark positions
egomotion & landmark
position estimates
known keypoints t = tc
ŷ(tc) = gbody
(︁
x̂−body(tc)
)︁
x̂+body(tc), P̂
+
body(tc)
x̂−body(tc), P̂
−
body(tc)
ỹ(tc), W̃
P̂+body(tc) =
(︁
I −K ·Cbody
)︁
· P̂−body(tc) · . . .
K = P̂−body(tc) ·CTbody · . . .
x̂+body(tc) = x̂
−
body(tc) +K (ỹ(tc)− ŷ(tc))
. . .
(︁
Cbody · P̂−body(tc) ·CTbody + W̃
)︁−1
. . .
(︁
I −K ·Cbody
)︁T +K W̃ K
Cbody =
∂gbody
∂xbody
⃓⃓⃓
xbody=x̂
−
body(tc)
Figure 5.2: Body-centric Kalman state update.
Based on an externally propagated state hypotheses x̂−body the estimated
system output ŷ is determined by utilizing (5.26). Its linearization Cbody, the
output covariance W̃ and the externally propagated covariance hypothesis
P̂−body are then used to calculate the Kalman gain K. Subsequently the state
is updated by considering the measured output ỹ, which yields in the updated
state hypothesis x̂+body. The according updated covariance hypothesis P̂+body
is then updated by utilizing the Joseph form of the extended Kalman filter
update equations. This form assures the symmetry of the covariance matrix,
however, at the expense of slightly higher computational load.
NIS-based Outlier Rejection The body-centric Kalman state update mod-
ule, outlined above, fuses measurements of keypoints with according predic-
tions, based on the current state hypothesis. This process is very sensitive
with respect to outliers, that is
• measured keypoints Cp̃CPj , that were matched incorrectly and thus
do not belong to the same object as their predecessors from previous
observations of the same object,
• propagated keypoints Cp̂CPj , whose projection hypothesis is far of their
true projection on the image plane, due to linearization or landmark
initialization errors.
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In either case, utilizing these outlier keypoints for the update step would
violate the basic assumption of the extended Kalman filter, that both the
measurement as well as its prediction include the true keypoint position
within their according uncertainty bounds. If this assumption is violated
severely, the extended Kalman filter will perform poorly and most probably
also diverge. In order to prevent this, the body-centric Kalman state update
module also features a normalized innovation squared (NIS) test, as outlined
by Bar-Shalom et al. (2001) and recapitulated in appendix B.3.2. For each
keypoint pCPj , its according NIS is tested to adhere
X 2inv
(︂
plow, npCPj
)︂
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
lower NIS bound
!≤ ϵi,pCPj⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
keypoint NIS
!≤ X 2inv
(︂
pup, npCPj
)︂
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
upper NIS bound
, (5.36)
where the lower and upper NIS bounds are determined by utilizing the
inverse-chi-squared distribution. Note that each keypoint’s degree of freedom
is npCPj = 2. By setting the lower bound probability plow = 0.025 and
the upper bound probability pup = 0.975, the 95% uncertainty region can
be determined. Keypoints which do not pass the NIS test (5.36), will not
be considered for the update. This test is performed for each keypoint
individually, prior to its utilization for the Kalman update.
Observability-driven Landmark Management As concluded in Section 5.3,
landmarks that are not visible are not observable. Thus, a landmarks local
position can only be propagated, but not updated. Therefore, propagation
errors will accumulate, which eventually will lead to an improper landmark
position hypothesis, if a landmark is not visible for extended periods of
time. If these landmarks become visible again, their position hypothesis
may still pass the NIS test, but yet result in an erroneous Kalman update
and thus impact the overall estimation consistency. Therefore, the body-
centric Kalman state update module will feature an observability-driven
landmark management. Landmarks which have not been visible, and thus
not observable, for a certain amount of time will be discarded from the state
vector and covariance matrix. Furthermore, the total number of landmarks
can be limited, such that
j = 1 . . . nmax (5.37)
These limitations assure the consistency of the egomotion estimate in favor
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of establishing a dense map of the environment. A welcome side effect of the
landmark management is the limitation of required computational load for
performing the Kalman update. A requirement which originates from the
landmark management, however, is a reliable, consistent and computationally
efficient landmark initialization for previously unobserved or discarded land-
marks. In Chapter 7 a closed-form delayed landmark initialization will be
presented, which fulfills these requirements. An investigation of the impact of
the landmark management on the overall filter performance will be presented
in Chapter 8.
5.5 Conclusion and Contribution 2
In this chapter the body-centric agent and environment model for the consid-
ered system setup was derived. It is an offspring of the camera-centric agent
and environment models proposed by Tkocz and Janschek (2014b) and Tkocz
and Janschek (2014c), but in contrast to these does not rely magnetometer
measurements for determining the agent’s observable attitude component, i.e.
the local down direction. A subsequent observability analysis for nonlinear
systems has shown that this model is generally observable, as opposed to its
classic world-centric counterpart. In order to utilize the body-centric system
model within the novel observability-driven system concept, as presented
in Chapter 4, a body-centric Kalman state update module was defined. In
summary this chapter provides Contribution 2 as outlined in Section 2.5.
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As stated in Chapter 5 a body-centric system model allows for omitting
the unobservable states in monocular-inertial SLAM, potentially increasing
consistency if utilized within a nonlinear state estimator. While this property
is quite known in the navigation community, world-centric system models
are still favored over their body-centric counterparts. A main reason is the
non-trivial landmark differential equation in the body-centric systems.
In SLAM landmarks are usually assumed to be stationary. Thus, their
position does not change with respect to the world-frame {I}. This directly
results in a trivial differential equation for the change of a landmark’s position
expressed in {I}, as stated in Model 3.4. In consequence, landmarks do not
need to be propagated during the propagation phase of a state estimator,
resulting in a constant and low computational load. However, in a body-
centric system model as given in Model 5.1, landmarks are expressed in the
body frame {B}. Within this frame landmark positions are not stationary
and change according to the body’s motion. Therefore, each landmark’s
position needs to be propagated through a nonlinear differential equation
during the propagation phase of a state estimator. The result is considerable
computational load, which is directly related to the number of landmarks
that are being propagated.
In this chapter the concept of motion accumulation is introduced, as an
essential part of the proposed system framework for scaled monocular ve-
locity, landmark distance and attitude determination. As outlined in the
system concept from Chapter 4, it serves as the central multipurpose state
propagation component, whose outputs provide means for state estimation
propagation as well as closed-form initializations of landmarks or even the full
system state. This motion accumulation is performed through a pseudo-world-
centric system model, whose computational load is comparable to standard
world-centric state propagation. This pseudo-world-centric system model is
introduced in Section 6.1, along with its analytic solution, which can help
to reduce the computational load additionally. If the motion accumulation
is performed for state and uncertainty propagation, prior knowledge about
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the agent’s motion is available. This operation mode will be discussed in
Section 6.2. The case of no prior knowledge is then investigated in Section
6.3. For both cases modules will be specified, which are coherent with the
overall system concept from Chapter 4.
6.1 Pseudo-World-Centric Agent and Environment Model
Figure 6.1 depicts the trajectory of an agent’s body frame during the time
interval Tc = tc − tl. With regard to the problem at hand and in accordance
with the time basis introduced in Subsection 3.4.3 tl can be interpreted as
any previous time tl ∈ {tc−1, tc−2, . . . }, where a camera image was available.
The time tc on the other hand denotes the current time, where a camera
image is available. Since the inertial measurement unit has a much higher
capture rate than the camera, inertial measurements are also available at the
time instances ti.
zI / dD
zBc
xBc
yBc
xBl
zBl
yI / dE
zBi
yBi
{B}c
xBi
yBl
{B}i
Lj
{B}l
{I}
xI / dN
rl,j = rBlLj rc,j = rBcLj
ω
a
vc
vl
vi
slc = sBlBc
dD
rILj
dN
Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of an agent’s motion in between capturing camera
images at the time instances tl and tc.
The basic idea for pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation is to consider the
body frame {B}l to be fixed with respect to the world frame {I}. Essentially
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this frame then poses as a pseudo-world frame, which can be used as reference
for any quantity that shall be propagated during the given time interval.
Specifically, if the system state is expressed in the body-frame {B}, as is the
case for Model 5.2, it is possible to further propagate this state similarly as
if it were expressed in the world frame {I}.
Pseudo-World-Centric Landmark Propagation This approach is espe-
cially beneficial for the propagation of landmark positions. Any landmark
position BlrBlLj (in short lrl,j) expressed in the body frame {B}l at the time
instance tl can be regarded stationary within this frame. Its position BcrBcLj
(in short lrc,j) in the current frame {B}c can then be determined through
the body’s displacement BlsBlBc (in short lslc) during the considered time
interval:
lrc,j = lrl,j − lslc. (6.1)
Note that all these quantities are expressed in relation to the body frame
{B}, however, at different times tl and tc as indicated by the superscripts
{B}l and {B}c. For simplicity and readability the symbol B was omitted in
(6.1), which will be the case in the remainder of this chapter. By considering
(6.1) it is possible to propagate the position change of any landmark Lj
by simply propagating the agent’s displacement lslc. However, the new
landmark position at tc would still be expressed with respect to the body
frame {B}l. To fully achieve body-centric-like propagation this position
needs to be transformed into the current body frame {B}c by considering the
rotation lcq:
crc,j = R
(︂
l
cq
)︂T · lrc,j = R(︂lcq)︂T · (︂lrl,j − lslc)︂ . (6.2)
Pseudo-World-Centric Agent Motion Propagation Thus, in order to
propagate the motion of any landmark Lj, which is expressed in the body
frame, simply the occurring motion of the agent’s body needs to be propa-
gated. Namely, this motion is the agent’s displacement lslc, velocity lvc and
rotation lcq in between tl and tc, which are caused by
• the forces affecting the agent during this time interval, which are directly
proportional to its acceleration a and angular rate ω
• and the agent’s initial velocity vl at the time instance tl.
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As mentioned before, the body frame {B}l at the time instance tl can be
frozen in time and thus be considered pseudo-world-centric. Within this
system, the agent’s motion can be expressed by the accumulated displacement
sacc, the accumulated velocity vacc and the accumulated attitude qacc. Thus,
at any past time instances tl these quantities can be initialized as
lsacc (tl) = 0,
lvacc (tl) = lvl (tl) ,
l
lqacc (tl) =
[︂
0 1
]︂T
,
(6.3)
which utilizes the agent’s velocity lvl at tl expressed in the body frame {B}l.
Within this frame the standard world-centric motion dynamics, as discussed
in Section 3.5, apply. Hence, at any time instance ti the accumulated motion
changes according to
lṡacc(ti) = lvacc(ti),
lv̇acc(ti) = R
(︂
l
iqacc(ti)
)︂
· ia(ti),
l
iq̇acc(ti) =
1
2 ·Q
(︂
iω(ti)
)︂
· liqacc(ti),
(6.4)
where ia = BiaIBi and iω = BiωIBi are the acceleration and angular rate of
the body, expressed in the according body frame {B}i. According to the
inertial measurement unit model, provided by Model 3.2, these quantities
can be reconstructed from the measurements through
ia(ti) = iã(ti)− iba(ti)− ina(ti) + idD(ti) · g,
iω(ti) = iω̃(ti)− ibω(ti)− inω(ti).
(6.5)
Thus, in order to propagate the agent’s motion, knowledge about the sensor
biases iba and ibω as well as the down direction idD(ti) is necessary. If this is
the case, (6.4) allows for the propagation of the agent’s motion, which yields
in
lsacc (tc) = lslc (tc) ,
lvacc (tc) = lvc (tc) ,
l
cqacc (tc) = lcq (tc) .
(6.6)
at any later time instance tc.
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Inputs
Measured Inertials:
ũ =
[︄
BiãIBi
Biω̃IBi
]︄
=
[︄
iã
iω̃
]︄
(6.7)
System Kinematics
Pseudo-World-Centric Egomotion & Landmark Positions:
ẋacc =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
lṡacc
lv̇acc
l
iq̇acc
lḋD,acc
lḃa,acc
lḃω,acc
lṙl,1,acc
...
lṙl,n,acc
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
lvacc
R
(︂
l
iqacc
)︂
· (ia)
1
2 ·Q(iω) · liqacc
0
0
0
0
...
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
facc(xacc,ũ)
(6.8)
with ia = iã − lba,acc⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
iba
−ina(ti) +R
(︂
l
iqacc
)︂T · ldD,acc⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
idD
·g
iω = iω̃ − lbω,acc⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
ibω
−inω(ti)
(6.9)
Outputs
Pseudo-World-Centric Egomotion & Landmark Positions:
xacc =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
lsacc
lvacc
l
iqacc
ldD,acc
lba,acc
lbω,acc
lrl,1,acc
...
lrl,n,acc
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.10)
Model 6.1: Pseudo-world-centric agent and environment model
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Pseudo-World-Centric Agent and Environment Model Model 6.1 sum-
marizes the pseudo-world-centric agent and environment model. Its state
xacc does not only consist of the accumulated displacement lsacc, velocity
lvacc and attitude lcqacc, but also the local down direction ldD,acc, the biases
lba,acc and lbω,acc as well as the local position lrl,j,acc of any landmark that
shall be propagated. All of these additional states, however, are constant
within their reference frame and thus feature trivial system dynamics. This
property is the main benefit of the pseudo-world-centric system model .
6.1.1 Analytic State Propagation
In order to propagate the pseudo-world centric state xacc, the ordinary
differential equations (6.8) need to be solved for the time interval tl to
tc. A classic approach to achieve this, is the utilization of numerical ODE
solvers. However, a favorable alternative to numerical integration may be the
analytical solution of the considered ordinary differential equation. Depending
on the application and the hardware platform utilized for its evaluation, this
analytic solution can be beneficial in terms of computational load and accuracy.
Therefore, this subsection will provide the derivation for the analytic solution
of the pseudo-world-centric system kinematics (6.8).
Analytic Solution In essence these kinematics can be reduced to (6.4).
Under the assumption of constant angular rate
iω ([ti, ti+1)) = const, (6.11)
in between successive inertial measurements, the solution to the quaternion
kinematics in (6.4) reads
l
i+1qacc (ti+1) = Φqi · liqacc (ti) , (6.12)
with
Φqi = Φq
(︂
ti, ti+1,
iω
)︂
= exp
⎛⎜⎝12 ·Q
(︂
iω
)︂
·
⎛⎜⎝ti+1 − ti⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Ti+1
⎞⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎠
= cos
(︃
|iω|Ti+12
)︃
· I+ sin
(︂
|iω|Ti+12
)︂
|iω| ·Q
(︂
iω
)︂
.
(6.13)
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Thus, for any constant rotational rate iω it is possible to calculate the attitude
quaternion li+1qacc based on its initial value liqacc. Consequently one can also
determine the corresponding rotation matrix
l
i+1R = R
(︂
l
i+1qacc
)︂
, (6.14)
which can then be utilized for the solution of the velocity kinematics in (6.4).
By also assuming a constant acceleration
ia ([ti, ti+1)) = const, (6.15)
this solution reads
lvacc (ti+1) = Φvi · ia + lvacc (ti) , (6.16)
with
Φvi = Φv
(︂
ti, ti+1,
iω, liqacc
)︂
=
∫︂ ti+1
ti
R
(︂
l
i+1qacc
)︂
dt =
∫︂ ti+1
ti
R
(︂
Φqi · liqacc
)︂
dt.
(6.17)
Naturally the solution to the displacement kinematics then is
lsacc (ti+1) = Φsi · ia + lvacc (ti) · Ti+1 + lsacc (ti) , (6.18)
with
Φsi = Φs
(︂
ti, ti+1,
iω, liqacc
)︂
=
∫︂∫︂ ti+1
ti
R
(︂
l
i+1qacc
)︂
dt dt
=
∫︂∫︂ ti+1
ti
R
(︂
Φqi · liqacc
)︂
dt dt.
(6.19)
Equations (6.17) and (6.19) show that the solutions for the velocity and the
displacement simply require the integration, respectively double integration
of the rotation matrix build from (6.12).1
1The integrations itself were performed with the Matlab Symbolic Toolbox, whose
results can directly be transferred into either Matlab or C code and will therefore not
be presented here.
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Recursive Accumulation It was already stated, that inertial measurements
have a higher capture rate than camera measurements, which are available
at the time instances tl and tc. For the sake of simplicity, let’s assume that
the past time instance tl, where a camera image was available, coincides
with a time instance ti, where IMU measurements are provided. It may
thus be written that tl = ti. Furthermore, in between tl and tc a total
of N inertial measurements are captured, which results in tc = ti+N . The
accumulated displacement, velocity and rotation can then be determined
recursively through:
lsacc (tc) = facc,s
(︂
lsacc(tl), iω (ti) , ia (ti)
)︂
=
N−1∑︂
i=0
Φsi ia (ti) +
N−1∑︂
h=i+1
Th
(︄
h−2∑︂
m=0
Φvm ma (tm)
)︄
+ lsacc (tl) ,
(6.20)
lvacc (tc) = facc,v
(︂
lvacc(tl), iω (ti) , ia (ti)
)︂
=
N−1∑︂
i=0
Φvi ia (ti) + lvacc (tl) , (6.21)
l
cqacc (tc) = facc,q
(︂
l
lqacc(tl), iω (ti)
)︂
=
N−1∑︂
i=1
Φqi
l
iqacc (ti) +Φql
l
lqacc (tl) . (6.22)
Computational Load To quantify the potentially lower computational load
of the analytic solution as compared to numerical integration methods, a
comparison usingMatlabs build in Runge-Kutta 45 (ode45) and the derived
analytic solution shall be discussed briefly. The Runge-Kutta 45 was used
with its Matlab standard settings regarding absolute and relative error
tolerances for adaptive step size management.
For this benchmark experiment random input vectors were generated for
acceleration and angular rate, with a sample rate of 100Hz. The initial posi-
tion and velocity was set to zero, the attitude quaternion was set to the unit
quaternion. The actual accumulated states only differed with a magnitude of
the available numerical accuracy. The average overall calculation times for
multiple 100 s runs are presented in Table 6.1. On a 2014 Intel Core i7 PC
and using Matlab, the analytic solution is more than 30 times faster than
the build in Runge-Kutta 45 method. Furthermore, for a 100 s process the
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numerical solution would leave about 80 s of the available processing time for
other tasks. The analytic solution, however, would leave more than 99 s and
thus only requires negligible computational load. Of course these results will
be different for different platforms and languages, however, the basic trend
will be similar if trigonometric functions are implemented efficiently.
Table 6.1: Computation time comparison between numerical integration (ode45) and the
analytic solution for motion accumulation, using Matlab on a 2014 Intel Core i7 PC
numerical integration analytic solution
average overall
calculation time ≈ 20 s ≈ 0.6 s
6.1.2 Uncertainty Propagation
The pseudo-world-centric system model presented in Model 6.1 is nonlinear.
Therefore, uncertainties will be propagated through its linearized system
kinematics, defined by the input and output matrices
Aacc,i =Aacc(ti) =
∂facc
∂xacc
⃓⃓⃓⃓
⃓
xacc(ti),u(ti)
,
Bacc,i =Bacc(ti) =
∂facc
∂uacc
⃓⃓⃓⃓
⃓
xacc(ti),u(ti)
.
(6.23)
The discretization of these system matrices is then performed as
Facc,i = exp (Aacc,iTi) = I+ TiAacc,i +
T 2i
2!Aacc,i
2 + . . . ,
Hacc,i =
{︄
TiI+
T 2i
2!Aacc,i +
T 3i
3!Aacc,i
2 + . . .
}︄
·Bacc,i.
(6.24)
Subsequently, the linearized and discretized system matrices can be utilized
for the propagation of the accumulated uncertainty Pacc(ti) through the
classic linear uncertainty propagation equation
Pacc(ti+1) = Facc,i ·Pacc(ti) ·Facc,iT +Hacc,i ·N ·Hacc,iT, (6.25)
where N is the uncertainty of the inertial measurements. As for the propa-
gation of the pseudo-world-centric state, the inputs u(ti) are also assumed
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to be constant in between inertial measurements at ti and ti+1. The overall
accumulated uncertainty Pacc(tc = ti+N) for the accumulation interval [tl, tc]
is determined recursively through
Pacc (tc) = facc,P (Pacc (tl) ,xacc(ti),u (ti))
=
N−1∑︂
i=0
Facc,i ·Pacc(ti) ·Facc,iT +Hacc,i ·N ·Hacc,iT,
(6.26)
where Pacc(tl = ti) is the uncertainty at the beginning of the interval.
6.2 Motion Accumulation with Prior Knowledge
The pseudo-world-centric system model, derived in Section 6.1, can be utilized
as an alternative to direct propagation of the body-centric system state, as de-
fined in Model 5.1. In this case prior knowledge about the agent’s egomotion,
specifically its velocity and the local down direction, is available in form of a
body-centric state and uncertainty estimate. For each propagation interval
[tl, tc] the body-centric state and uncertainty at tl need to be transformed.
Subsequently its pseudo-world-centric counterparts can be propagated. The
according pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation is therefore dubbed
as mode 1, which indicates the availability of prior knowledge. At tc the
accumulated motion is transformed back into the current body frame.
In the following subsections these procedures will be outlined and according
modules will be derived. These modules will specify its counterparts from
the overall system concept presented in Chapter 4.
6.2.1 Body-Centric to Pseudo-World-Centric Transformation
As outlined in Section 6.1, the pseudo-world-centric system {B}l essentially
is defined by the body-centric system {B} at the time instance tl. Therefore,
the goal of this subsection is to provide transformation functions, which map
the body-centric state xbody(tl) and uncertainty Pbody(tl) onto its pseudo-
world-centric counterparts xacc(tl) and Pacc(tl).
A first glimpse at this transformation was already given by (6.3) for the
initialization of the accumulated displacement lsacc(tl), velocity lvacc(tl) and
attitude llqacc(tl). All other components of the pseudo-world-centric state xacc
can be adopted directly from the body-centric state xbody.
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By defining the constants zero displacement and zero rotation as
s0 = 0 and q0 =
[︂
0 1
]︂T
, (6.27)
the state transformation xacc(tl) = fbody→acc (xbody(tl)) can be written as⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
lsacc
lvacc
l
iqacc
ldD,acc
lba,acc
lbω,acc
lrl,1,acc
...
lrl,n,acc
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
xacc(tl)
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0 . . .0
I 0 0 0 0 . . .0
0 0 0 0 0 . . .0
0 I 0 0 0 . . .0
0 0 I 0 0 . . .0
0 0 0 I 0 . . .0
0 0 0 0 I . . .0
... ... ... ... ... . . . ...
0 0 0 0 0 . . . I
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Jbody→acc
·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
BvIB
BdD
Bba
Bbω
BrBL1
...
BrBLn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
xbody(tl)
+
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
I 0
0 0
0 I
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
... ...
0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
·
[︄
s0
q0
]︄
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
fbody→acc(xbody)
. (6.28)
Thus, the according covariance matrix can be transformed through
Pacc(tl) = Jbody→acc · Pbody(tl) · JTbody→acc, (6.29)
where Pbody(tl) is the covariance matrix of the body-centric state.
egomotion & landmark
position estimates
initial
accumulated motion
x̂acc(tl), P̂acc(tl)
x̂+body(tl), P̂
+
body(tl)
t = tl = tc−1
x̂acc(tl) = fbody→acc
(︁
x̂+body(tl)
)︁
P̂acc(tl) = Ĵbody→acc · P̂+body(tl) · Ĵ
T
body→acc
Ĵbody→acc =
∂fbody→acc
∂xbody
⃓⃓⃓
x̂body=x̂
+
body(tl)
Figure 6.2: Body-centric to pseudo-world-centric transformation.
Equations (6.28) and (6.29) can then be utilized to specify the module for
body-centric to pseudo-world-centric transformation, as shown in Figure 6.2.
In accordance with the system concept from Chapter 4, its inputs are the state
estimate x̂+body(tl) and covariance estimate P̂+body(tl) from the body-centric
Kalman state update. Its outputs are the estimates x̂acc(tl) and P̂acc(tl).
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6.2.2 Pseudo-World-Centric Motion Accumulation (Mode 1)
Figure 6.3 depicts the pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation module,
which is utilized if prior knowledge is available (mode 1). Its inputs are
the estimates for the accumulated motion x̂acc(tl) and P̂acc(tl). As outlined
in Section 6.1, the pseudo-world-centric system state can be propagated by
utilizing the analytic solutions to its motion kinematics. Since all other state
components remain constant during the propagation interval [tl, tc], only the
accumulated displacement, velocity and attitude need to be propagated by
utilizing the recursions (6.20), (6.21) and (6.22). This process is depicted
in Figure 6.3 by extracting these components from x̂acc(tl), while the other
components are fed through to the output state estimate x̂acc(tc) directly. In
compliance with (6.9), the inertial measurements ũ (ti) are preprocessed at
every time instance ti, in order to account for sensor biases and gravitational
acceleration. Since the specific sensor noise na and nω is unknown, it is set
to zero. The uncertainty estimate P̂acc(tl) and measurement uncertainty Ñ
are propagated by utilizing the recursion (6.26).
initial
acc.
motion
accumulated
motion
(mode 1)
inertial
measurements
x̂acc(tc),
P̂acc(tc)
lŝacc(tl)
x̂acc(tl),
P̂acc(tl)
lŝacc(tc) = facc,s
(︁
lŝacc(tl), iω̂(ti), iâ(ti)
)︁
lv̂acc(tc) = facc,v
(︁
lv̂acc(tl), iω̂(ti), iâ(ti)
)︁
l
cq̂acc(tc) = facc,q
(︁
l
lq̂acc(tl),
iω̂(ti)
)︁
P̂acc (tc) = facc,P
(︁
P̂acc(tl), Ñ , iω̂(ti), iâ(ti)
)︁
lv̂acc(tl)
l
lq̂acc(tl)
P̂acc(tl) P̂acc(tc)
iã(ti)
iω̃(ti)
lŝacc(tc)
lv̂acc(tc)
l
cq̂acc(tc)
t = [tl, tc]
Ñ
ũ (ti) ,
Ñ
ld̂D,acc
lr̂l,1,acc
lr̂l,n,acc
lb̂a,acc
iω̂(ti) = iω̃(ti)− lb̂ω,acc − inω
iâ(ti) = iã(ti)− lb̂a,acc − ina + ilR ld̂D,acc g
with ina = 0 and inω = 0
lb̂a,acc
Figure 6.3: Pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation (mode 1).
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6.2.3 Pseudo-World-Centric to Body-Centric Transformation
Whenever it is necessary the accumulated motion, expressed in the pseudo-
world-centric system, can be transformed back into the current body-centric
system. This for instance is the case, if a camera image is available at tc and
the body-centric Kalman state update, outlined in Chapter 5, shall be applied.
Within the pseudo-world-centric system state xacc the agent’s velocity lvacc
and down direction ldD,acc are expressed with respect to the body-centric
frame {B}l at the past time instance tl. By utilizing the accumulated atti-
tude lcqacc, these quantities can be transformed into the body-centric frame
{B} = {B}c at the current time instance through
BvIB(tc) = lcR
T · lvacc(tc)
BdD(tc) = lcR
T · ldD,acc(tc)
(6.30)
with
l
cR = R
(︂
l
cqacc
)︂
, (6.31)
In accordance with (6.2), the transformation of landmark positions can be
achieved through
BrBLj(tc) = lcR
T ·
(︂
lrl,j,acc(tc)− lsacc(tc)
)︂
. (6.32)
Thus, the full transformation xbody(tc) = facc→body (xacc(tc)) can be performed
through
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
BvIB
BdD
Bba
Bbω
BrBL1
...
BrBLn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
xbody(tc)
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 lcR
T 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 lcR
T 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 I 0 . . . 0
−lcRT 0 0 0 0 0 lcRT . . . 0
... ... ... ... ... ... . . . . . . ...
−lcRT 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . lcRT
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
lsacc
lvacc
l
cqacc
ldD,acc
lba,acc
lbω,acc
lrl,1,acc
...
lrl,n,acc
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
xacc(tc)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
facc→body(xacc)
, (6.33)
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which also incorporates the constant bias assumption. This transformation,
however, is nonlinear. In order to transform the accumulated uncertainty,
facc→body (xacc) needs to be linearized about the accumulated state:
Jacc→body =
∂facc→body
∂xacc
⃓⃓⃓⃓
⃓
xacc=xacc(tc)
. (6.34)
Subsequently the linear transformation of the covariance matrix at tc reads
Pbody(tc) = Jacc→body ·Pacc(tc) · JTacc→body. (6.35)
accumulated
motion (mode 1)
propagated egomotion
& landmark positions
x̂−body(tc), P̂
−
body(tc)
x̂acc(tc), P̂acc(tc)
t = tc
x̂−body(tc) = facc→body (x̂acc(tc))
P̂−body(tc) = Ĵacc→body · P̂acc(tc) · Ĵ
T
acc→body
Ĵacc→body =
∂facc→body
∂xacc
⃓⃓⃓
x̂acc=x̂acc(tc)
Figure 6.4: Pseudo-world-centric to body-centric transformation.
Equations (6.33) and (6.35) can then be utilized to specify an according
transformation module, as depicted in Figure 6.4. Therein estimates for
the accumulated motion x̂acc and uncertainty P̂acc are transformed into its
body-centric counterparts x̂−body and P̂−body. These estimates then serve as
state and covariance propagation to the body-centric Kalman state update
as outlined in Section 5.4.
6.3 Motion Accumulation without Prior Knowledge
In Section 6.1 means for pseudo-world-centric state and uncertainty propa-
gation were introduced. The most direct application for this concept was
outlined in Section 6.2. Therein the pseudo-world-centric system was uti-
lized to replace its body-centric counterpart during state and uncertainty
propagation. Thus, at the beginning of each motion accumulation interval
[tl, tc] prior knowledge about the agent’s egomotion, that is its velocity and
the local down direction, was available in form of a body-centric state and
uncertainty estimate.
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In this section procedures for motion accumulation without prior knowledge
shall be outlined. This form of accumulated motion can be utilized for closed-
form full state initialization, as will be discussed in Chapter 7.
The major difference to motion accumulation with prior knowledge is the
absence of information about the agent’s velocity and the local down direction.
Hence, the accumulated motion xacc and the accumulated uncertainty Pacc
need to be initialized at the beginning of each accumulation interval as
xacc(tl) = 019×1 and Pacc(tl) = 019×19, (6.36)
Furthermore, the inertial measurements at the time instances ti can be
corrected through
ia(ti) = iã(ti)− ba − ina,
iω(ti) = iω̃(ti)− bω − inω.
(6.37)
However, since no knowledge concerning the direction of gravity is available,
only the proper acceleration ia∗ can be reconstructed, which is defined as
ia
∗(ti) = ia(ti)−idD(ti) · g⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
+ig(ti)
. (6.38)
The accumulation of the motion can still be performed by utilizing the
recursions (6.20), (6.21) and (6.22) from Subsection 6.1.1, which then read
lsacc (tc) = facc,s
(︂
iω (ti) , ia
∗ (ti)
)︂
=
N−1∑︂
i=0
Φsi ia
∗ (ti) +
N−1∑︂
h=i+1
Th
(︄
h−2∑︂
m=0
Φvm ma
∗ (tm)
)︄
, (6.39)
lvacc (tc) = facc,v
(︂
iω (ti) , ia
∗ (ti)
)︂
=
N−1∑︂
i=0
Φvi ia
∗ (ti) , (6.40)
l
cqacc (tc) = facc,q
(︂
iω (ti)
)︂
=
N−0∑︂
i=1
Φqi
l
iqacc (ti) . (6.41)
The accumulation of uncertainty can be achieved accordingly, by applying
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the recursion (6.26) from Subsection 6.1.2.
Due to the lack of prior knowledge, the accumulated displacement lsacc
at the time instance tc will lack the amount of displacement lsvel, induced by
the prior velocity, and will further be superimposed by the gravity induced
pseudo-displacement lsgrav:
lsacc = lslc − lsvel + lsgrav. (6.42)
Similarly, the accumulated velocity lvacc at tc will also lack the initial velocity
lvl and will also be superimposed by the pseudo-velocity lvgrav:
lvacc = lvc − lvl + lvgrav (6.43)
Thus, if the accumulated motion without prior knowledge shall be utilized,
these velocity and gravity induced offsets need to be accounted for. If
the initial velocity lvl would become available at a later point of time, the
accumulated velocity lvacc could be corrected directly. Through
lsvel = lvl · (tc − tl)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Tc
(6.44)
it would also be possible to determine the velocity induces displacement
via post processing. Similarly one could approximate the gravity induced
pseudo-displacement lsgrav as
lsgrav ≈ − 12 ·
ldD · g · T 2c , (6.45)
while the gravity induced pseudo-velocity lvgrav could be approximated as
Equations (7.26) and (7.27) allow for rewriting (7.25) as
lvgrav ≈ − ldD · g · Tc. (6.46)
From a pure physical point of view (6.45) and (6.46) accurately describe the
displacement and velocity due to gravitational acceleration. The reason for
referring to these relations as approximations stems from utilization of the
proper acceleration within the motion accumulation recursions (6.39) and
(6.40). This problem and means for a more accurate gravity compensation
are discussed in Subsection 6.3.1.
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6.3.1 Gravity Compensation
In order to discuss the problem of gravity compensation for motion accumula-
tion without prior knowledge, let’s recall the motion accumulation recursions
(6.39) and (6.40). Within their original derivations in Subsection 6.1.1 the
input acceleration ia was assumed constant during a single accumulation
interval [ti, ti+1). However, since no prior knowledge is available, the proper
acceleration ia∗ was used instead, which still includes the gravitational ac-
celeration ig. According to (6.38) the gravitational acceleration is directly
proportional to the down direction, which, however, cannot be assumed
constant within the body frame, if the the agent rotates:
BdD ([ti, ti+1)) ̸= const. (6.47)
Figure 6.5 highlights this property schematically. The down direction at the
time instance ti (a) clearly can not be assumed constant within the body
frame until ti+1 (b), if the agent rotates in between these time instances. The
impact of this error depends on the capture rate Ti of the inertial measurement
unit as well as its overall accuracy.
yBi
{B}i
zBi
xBi
−dD · g
ba
a
(a)
zBi+1
{B}i+1
yBi+1
xBi+1
ba
−dD · g
a
(b)
Figure 6.5: Acceleration components at (a) ti and (b) ti+1.
Nevertheless, as will be shown in the remainder of this subsection, it is
the recursion equations themselves, that can be utilized to establish gravity
compensation matrices, which will allow for an accurate compensation of the
gravity induced pseudo-displacement lsgrav and pseudo-velocity lvgrav.
By utilizing (6.38) it is possible to extract the gravitational part of the
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displacement and velocity accumulation as
lsgrav (tc) = facc,s
(︂
iω (ti) , ig (ti)
)︂
=
N−1∑︂
i=0
Φsi ig (ti) +
N−1∑︂
h=i+1
Th
(︄
h−2∑︂
m=0
Φvm mg (tm)
)︄
, (6.48)
lvgrav (tc) = facc,v
(︂
iω (ti) , ig (ti)
)︂
=
N−1∑︂
i=0
Φvi ig (ti) . (6.49)
While the down direction dD is not constant with respect to the current body
frame {B}i, it, however, is constant with respect to the pseudo-world-centric
frame {B}l:
−ldD (tl) · g⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
lg(tl)
= R
(︂
l
iqacc
)︂
·
(︂
−idD(ti) · g
)︂
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
ig(ti)
= const. (6.50)
Thus, (6.48) and (6.49) can be rewritten to
lsgrav (tc) =
N−1∑︂
i=0
ΦsiR
(︂
l
iqacc(ti)
)︂T · lg (tl) + . . .
N−1∑︂
h=i+1
Th
(︄
h−2∑︂
m=0
ΦvmR
(︂
l
mqacc(tm)
)︂T · lg (tl)
)︄
, (6.51)
lvgrav (tc) =
N−1∑︂
i=0
ΦviR
(︂
l
iqacc(ti)
)︂T · lg (tl) , (6.52)
which allow for the extraction of the gravitational acceleration lg (tl). This
extraction yields in the definition for the gravity compensation matrix for
the gravity induced pseudo-displacement
Σs (tc) = fgrav,s
(︂
iω (ti)
)︂
=
N−1∑︂
i=0
ΦsiR
(︂
l
iqacc(ti)
)︂T
+ . . .
N−1∑︂
h=i+1
Th
(︄
h−2∑︂
m=0
ΦvmR
(︂
l
mqacc(tm)
)︂T)︄
, (6.53)
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and the gravity compensation matrix for the gravity induced pseudo-velocity
Σv (tc) = fgrav,v
(︂
iω (ti)
)︂
=
N−1∑︂
i=0
ΦviR
(︂
l
iqacc(ti)
)︂T
. (6.54)
The gravity induced pseudo-displacement lsgrav and pseudo-velocity lvgrav can
then be determined through
lsgrav (tc) =Σs (tc) · lg (tl) , (6.55)
lvgrav (tc) =Σv (tc) · lg (tl) , (6.56)
which are functions of the local gravity lg at tl, thus the start time instance of
the motion accumulation. In order to gain expressions for the down direction
cdD at the current time instance tc, the gravity direction vector can be rotated
by utilizing the accumulated rotation lcq:
−ldD (tl) · g⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
lg(tl)
= R
(︂
l
cqacc
)︂
· (−cdD(tc) · g)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
cg(tc)
. (6.57)
Hence, the pseudo-displacement and pseudo-velocity can also be determined
through
lsgrav (tc) =Σs (tc) ·R
(︂
l
cq (tc)
)︂
· (−cdD (tc) · g)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
cg(tc)
, (6.58)
lvgrav (tc) =Σv (tc) ·R
(︂
l
cq (tc)
)︂
· (−cdD (tc) · g)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
cg(tc)
, (6.59)
Equations (6.58) and (6.59) allow for later calculation and compensation of
the gravity induced pseudo-motion, which occurs if no information about the
direction of gravity was available during motion accumulation.
In order to utilize this method for gravity compensation the gravity compensa-
tion matrices Σv and Σs need to be accumulated during motion accumulation
as well. Based on these results, a closed-form full state initialization algorithm
will be derived in Chapter 7, which utilizes said matrices for the determination
of the gravity direction as well as the scaled velocity and landmark distance
information.
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6.3.2 Pseudo-World-Centric Motion Accumulation (Mode 2)
The derivations in this section allow for the specification of a pseudo-world-
centric motion accumulation model for the case that no prior knowledge is
available, which is referred to as mode 2. Figure 6.6 depicts this model, which
processes the inertial measurements ũ. Through (6.37) these measurements
can be corrected, if initial estimates of the sensor biases b̂a and b̂ω are available.
Since the specific sensor noise na and nω is unknown, it is set to zero.
Σ̂s(tc),
Σ̂v(tc)
accumulated
motion
(mode 2)
x̂acc(tc),
P̂acc(tc)
t = [tl, tc]
b̂a, b̂ω
initial
sensor biases
Ñ
P̂acc(tc)
lŝacc(tc)
lv̂acc(tc)
l
cq̂acc(tc)
ũ (ti) ,
Ñ iω̃(ti)
iã(ti)
inertial
measurements
gravity
compensation
matrices
lŝacc(tc) = facc,s
(︁
iω̂(ti), iâ∗(ti)
)︁
lv̂acc(tc) = facc,v
(︁
iω̂(ti), iâ∗(ti)
)︁
l
cq̂acc(tc) = facc,q
(︁
iω̂(ti)
)︁
Σ̂v(tc)
Σ̂s(tc)
Σ̂v(tc) = fgrav,v
(︁
iω̂(ti), iâ∗(ti)
)︁Σ̂s(tc) = fgrav,s (︁iω̂(ti), iâ∗(ti))︁
b̂ω
b̂a
iω(ti) = iω̃(ti)− b̂ω − inω
iâ
∗(ti) = iã(ti)− b̂a − ina
P̂acc (tc) = facc,P
(︁
Ñ , iω̂(ti), iâ(ti)
)︁
with ina = 0 and inω = 0
Figure 6.6: Pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation (mode 2).
In contrast to its counterpart for mode 1, the pseudo-world-centric motion
accumulation module for mode 2 also features the determination of estimates
for the gravity compensation matrices Σ̂s and Σ̂v by utilizing (6.53) and
(6.54). In order to gain estimates for the accumulated motion x̂acc and
uncertainty P̂acc, the recursions (6.39), (6.40) and (6.41) as well as (6.26) are
applied.
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6.4 Conclusion and Contribution 3
This chapter provided an insight into the concept of accumulated motion in
the context of the proposed system framework. The derived pseudo-world-
centric system model allows for computationally efficient state propagation.
Its analytic solution provides means for an even more efficient motion accu-
mulation on the one hand and for post accumulation gravity compensation
on the other hand. It was shown how uncertainty propagation is achieved by
linearization of the pseudo-world-centric system model. Subsequently trans-
formation procedures were introduced for the conversion between body-centric
state parameterizations and its pseudo-world-centric counterparts. The pre-
sented pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation thus provides Contribution
3 of this publication.
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Initialization is an important topic in nonlinear state estimation. For linear
systems convergence is guaranteed, if the initial hypothesis, hence the combi-
nation of initial state and covariance, includes the true initial state of the
system. This property even holds for
• large initialization errors and
• without information about signal correlations.
Especially the latter is often the case during the transient state directly
after estimator initialization. In consequence consistent estimates are being
maintained regardless of the exact values of a valid initial hypothesis.
For nonlinear state estimation, however, this is not case. Both of the afore-
mentioned initialization characteristics may have a great impact on the overall
estimation process. These characteristics directly translate into the need for
• an initial state estimate close to the true state and
• an initial covariance matrix, that ideally provides a good approximation
of the true signal correlations.
In this chapter purely measurement based initialization techniques are pre-
sented, that potentially could help achieving these goals without the need for
external information. As already shown in the system concept in Chapter 4,
these initialization procedures utilize the accumulated motion, as introduced
in Chapter 6. The proposed method for landmark position initialization will
be derived in Section 7.1. Its counterpart, the closed-form solution for the ini-
tialization of the full body-centric egomotion and landmark positions, will be
outlined in Section 7.2. It will become apparent, that both of these methods
are strongly related. Both stem from establishing the relations of subsequent
landmark sightings and in both cases these relations allow for establishing
the according closed-form solutions as well as covariance approximations.
Furthermore, modules for both initialization methods will be established,
that complete the overall system concept from Chapter 4. Subsequently
applicability conditions and heuristics for the application of these modules
are discussed. Section 7.3 will give a conclusion for this chapter.
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7.1 Landmark Initialization
If the estimation framework is already running, newly discovered landmarks
need to be included into the estimation process, as depicted in Figure 4.1.
In this section the derivation of a closed-form solution, which allows for
the delayed initialization of a landmark’s local position, will be outlined.
Furthermore, an according uncertainty approximation for this initialization
will be considered.
7.1.1 Successive Landmark Observations Utilizing Accumulated
Motion with Prior Knowledge (Mode 1)
According to Figure 6.1 from Section 6, the local landmark position at a past
time instance tl can be expressed by the displacement of the body and the
landmark position at a current time instance tc through
lrl,j = lrc,j + lslc. (7.1)
For this derivation it is assumed, that information about the agent’s egomotion
state was available during motion accumulation (mode 1). This is the case
when the state estimation was already initialized and is providing estimates
on the body velocity and the down direction. In accordance with the output
transformations presented in Subsection 6.2.3 the accumulated displacement
would then be equal the true displacement:
lslc = lsacc. (7.2)
Note that the motion accumulation process is assumed ideal for the following
derivations. Furthermore, the body rotation can also be determined from the
accumulated motion. The resulting direction cosine matrix reads
l
cR = R
(︂
l
cqacc
)︂
. (7.3)
Thus, (7.1) can be written as
lrl,j = lcR · crc,j + lsacc (7.4)
Equation (7.4) provides the relations between landmark positions at the
current time instance tc and a past time instance tl as a function of the
accumulated motion executed in mode 1.
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7.1.2 Closed-Form Solution for Landmark Initialization
During the estimation process newly observed landmarks need to be added
to the state vector. Within the body-centric system model, introduced in
Chapter 5, landmarks were represented by their local position vector BrBLj
expressed in the body frame {B}.
In accordance with the standard pinhole camera model, as given in Sec-
tion 3.4.2, this local landmark position can be calculated from its projection
CpCPj on the image plane as
BrBLj =
⎡⎢⎣
BrBLjx
BrBLjy
BrBLj z
⎤⎥⎦ = BrBLj z
f
⎡⎢⎣
Cu
j
Cv
j
f
⎤⎥⎦ = BZj
f
[︄
CpCPj
f
]︄
. (7.5)
Since the projection of a newly discovered landmark Lj is directly measurable
through keypoint detection, the only unknown in (7.5) is its z-component (will
be referred to as distance) BrBLj z = BZj . Including the projection equation
in the landmark relation equation (7.4) yields
lZl,j
⎡⎢⎢⎣
lul,j
f
lvl,j
f
1
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
lrl,j
= lcR · cZc,j
⎡⎢⎢⎣
cuc,j
f
cvc,j
f
1
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
crc,j
+lsacc, (7.6)
where the only unknown quantities are the past and current landmark dis-
tances lZl,j and cZc,j. The past landmark distance, however, is defined by
the third component of (7.6). By defining the rows of the rotation matrix
l
cR as R1, R2 and R3 such that
l
cR = R
(︂
l
cqacc
)︂
=
⎡⎢⎣R1R2
R3
⎤⎥⎦ , (7.7)
it is possible to form the linear system
Zl,j · cZc,j⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
BZj (tc)
= bl,j, (7.8)
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where the matrix Zl,j and the vector bl,j are defined as
Zl,j =
⎡⎣R1 − lul,jf R3
R2 −
lvl,j
f
R3
⎤⎦ ·
⎡⎢⎢⎣
cuc,j
f
cvc,j
f
1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (7.9)
bl,j =
⎡⎣(︂lsacc,x)︂− lul,jf (︂lsacc,z)︂(︂
lsacc,y
)︂
− lvl,j
f
(︂
lsacc,z
)︂
⎤⎦ . (7.10)
Equation (7.8) consists of two equations, which can be solved for the unknown
landmark distance BZ
j
at the current time instance tc. This equation is valid
for one landmark and the time interval tl to tc, where a tl was considered to
be any past time instance where this landmark was visible. If a landmark
Lj was visible at multiple past time instances tl ∈ {tc−1, tc−2, . . . tc−nj}, as
depicted in Figure 7.1, the linear system can be extended to⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Zc−1,j
Zc−2,j
...
Zc−n1,j
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ · BZj =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
bc−1,j
bc−2,j
...
bc−nj ,j
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (7.11)
Furthermore, if multiple landmarks j = 1 . . .m have been visible at various
past time instances, it is possible to include them in a combined system⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Zc−1,1 . . . 0
Zc−2,1 . . . 0
... ...
Zc−n1,1 . . . 0
... . . . ...
0 . . . Zc−1,m
0 . . . Zc−2,m
... ...
0 . . . Zc−nm,m
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
=Mlm
·
⎡⎢⎢⎣
BZ1
...
BZm
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
x∗lm
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
bc−1,1
bc−2,1
...
bc−n1,1
...
bc−1,m
bc−2,m
...
bc−nm,m
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
blm
(7.12)
Through the least-square estimate
x∗lm =M+lm · blm =
(︂
MTlm ·Mlm
)︂ −1 ·MTlm · blm, (7.13)
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the landmark distances x∗lm which fit the observations best can then be ob-
tained. The local positions BrBLj of the landmarks Lj can then be determined
by applying projection equation (7.5) such that
⎡⎢⎢⎣
BrBL1
...
BrBLm
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
=xlm
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Cu1
f
Cv1
f
1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ . . . 0
... . . . ...
0 . . .
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Cum
f
Cvm
f
1
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Tlm
·
⎡⎢⎢⎣
BZc,1
...
BZc,m
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
=x∗lm
= f lm (zlm) (7.14)
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ω
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Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of an agent’s motion in between capturing camera im-
ages at the current time instance tc and multiple past time instances tl ∈ {tc−1, . . . tc−4}.
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Thus, the local positions of the landmarks Lj are a function of the inputs
zlm, which are the accumulated motions xacc to any considered past time
instance and the according landmark projections CpCPj :
zlm =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
xacc,c−1
...
xacc,c−n1
...
xacc,c−nm
CpCPc,1
CpCPc−1,1
...
CpCPc−n1,1...
CpCPc,m
CpCPc−1,m
...
CpCPc−nm,m
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (7.15)
7.1.3 Covariance Approximation for the Landmark Initialization
According to Subsection 7.1.2 the positions of newly observed landmarks can
be determined with the derived closed-form solution (7.14). It can formally
be written as
xlm = f lm (zlm) = Tlm (zlm) ·M+lm (zlm) · blm (zlm) (7.16)
where (7.16) zlm is the input vector as defined in (7.15). It therefore consists
of the accumulated motions xacc in mode 1 and the projections CpCP of the
considered landmarks, for the current and multiple past time instances.
In order to propagate the uncertainty of these inputs, the uncertainty of each
element needs to be expressed in form of a covariance matrix. As presented
in Subsection 6.1.2, the covariance for the accumulated motion can be prop-
agated and provided by the motion accumulation. The uncertainty of any
landmark projection is assumed Gaussian and uncorrelated with the standard
distribution σp, which results in the covariance matrix W = Iσp. The full
input covariance matrix for the landmark distance closed-form solution then
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reads
Pzlm =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Pacc,c−1 . . . 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
... . . . ... ... ... ...
0 . . . Pacc,c−n1 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 . . . ... ... ...
0 . . . 0 . . . Pacc,c−nm 0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 . . . 0 W . . . 0
... ... ... ... . . . ...
0 . . . 0 . . . 0 0 . . . W
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
(7.17)
The input uncertainty Pzlm will be propagated through the closed-form
solution through its linearized approximation. Therefore, its Jacobian Jlm is
calculated through
Jlm,j =
∂f lm (zlm)
∂zlm
⃓⃓⃓⃓
⃓
zlm
. (7.18)
Subsequently the uncertainty Plm of the local position for the landmarks L1
to Lm can be approximated through
Plm = Jlm · Pzlm · JTlm. (7.19)
7.1.4 Closed-Form Landmark Initialization Module
The derivations of this section can be utilized to establish a module for the
initialization of landmarks, which specifies its according counterpart intro-
duced with the system concept in Figure 4.1. The resulting closed-form
initialization module is depicted in Figure 7.2. As indicated before, at least
two observations of one landmark are required in order to utilize the pro-
posed delayed landmark initialization. Therefore, the closed-form landmark
initialization module features a buffer, which stores past measurements of
previously unobserved (unknown) landmarks ỹ /W , as well as the according
accumulated motion (mode 1) estimates x̂acc / P̂acc. Whenever new keypoint
measurements become available at the current time instance tc, the infor-
mation ẑlm / P̂zlm , stored in this buffer, is utilized to determine estimates
for the positions x̂lm and covariances P̂lm of the according currently visible
landmarks.
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t = tc
accumulated motion (mode 1)
initial landmark
position estimates
unknown keypoints
buffer
ẑlm(tc), P̂zlm (tc)
x̂lm(tc), P̂lm(tc)
x̂acc(tc), P̂acc(tc)
ỹ(tc), W
x̂lm(tc) = f lm (ẑlm(tc))
P̂lm(tc) = Ĵlm · P̂zlm (tc) · ĴTlm
Ĵlm = ∂f lm(ẑlm)∂ẑlm
⃓⃓
ẑlm=ẑlm(tc)
Figure 7.2: Closed-form landmark initialization module.
Therefore, (7.14) and (7.19) can be utilized and evaluated by incorporating
• either the data sets from the current and all past time instances
{tc, tc−1, tc−2, . . . tc−nj}
• or the data sets from the current and the oldest past time instances
{tc, tc−nj}
for each landmark Lj. Experimental evaluation has shown, that both ap-
proaches result in a similar accuracy for the landmark initialization. The
latter approach, however, requires less and especially fixed computational
load, which makes it the preferred choice for the closed-form landmark ini-
tialization module. In order to assure a reliable initialization of landmarks,
utilizing noisy measurements, this module also features a number of tests
and metrics, which will be outlined in the following paragraphs.
Landmark Plausibility Test The closed-form landmark initialization should
only be applied if sufficient parallax occurred for the landmark in question.
The parallax test above, however, relies on the result of the landmark ini-
tialization itself. Therefore, especially for low to zero parallax landmark
observations, the landmark parallax test will not be applicable. Therefore, a
basic plausibility test
∥Br̂BLj∥
!≥ f (7.20)
is introduced, which assures that only landmarks with an estimated distance
∥Br̂BLj∥ greater or equal to the focal length f are initialized. In essence this
test extends the parallax test introduced before and prevents very low to zero
parallax landmark initializations.
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Landmark Parallax Test A major factor, which determines the accuracy of
the landmark initialization estimate, is the parallax of a landmark in between
its current and oldest past observation. The higher the parallax, the more
accurately the distance of a landmark Lj can be determined. In order to only
initialize landmarks with a sufficient parallax, a parallax test
∥Br̂BLj∥
ρpar
!≤ sacc (7.21)
is introduced, which ensures, that the accumulated displacement sacc, i.e.
parallax, is greater than the weighted estimated distance ∥Br̂BLj∥ of the
landmark in question. The weighting factor ρpar therein can be used to
parameterize the minimal relative displacement.
Landmark Covariance Limitation Low parallax or poor observation geom-
etry for a certain landmark can also result in a greatly false determination of
the estimated landmark covariance. In order to also exclude those landmarks
from the initialization process, a landmark covariance limitation
trace
(︂
P̂lm,j
)︂ !≤ ρcov (7.22)
is introduced, which limits the trace of an estimated landmark covariance
P̂lm,j for a landmark Lj to a maximum. This maximum is set with the tuning
parameter ρcov.
Landmark Covariance Inflation Finally, in order to account for the lin-
earization errors inherent to the landmark covariance approximation, a land-
mark covariance inflation
P̂lm ⇐ P̂lm · ρinf (7.23)
will be performed for all the landmarks, which passed the above tests. The
inflation factor ρinf thus is the third tuning parameter, which can be utilized
to parameterize the closed-form landmark initialization module and to ensure
a reliable initialization of landmarks.
An evaluation of the performance of the closed-form landmark initializa-
tion module as well as the impact of the tuning parameters introduced above
is given in Section 8.5.1.
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7.2 Full State Initialization
If the estimation framework was not initialized before and if no prior infor-
mation about the agent’s egomotion state or its environment is available,
purely measurement based full state initialization could be considered. In
this section a closed-form solution will be derived, that allows for the determi-
nation of the full body-centric agent state and the local position of considered
landmarks. This closed-form solution essentially is an extension to the one
presented by Kneip et al. (2011a). It therefore additionally allows for the
determination of the down direction and thus also is capable of coping with
gravity superimposed acceleration measurements. The closed-form solution
presented here is also an offspring of the one proposed by Tkocz and Janschek
(2014a) and Tkocz and Janschek (2015), but in contrast to that does not rely
on magnetometer measurements.
7.2.1 Successive Landmark Observations Utilizing Accumulated
Motion without Prior Knowledge (Mode 2)
Contrary to the case discussed in Subsection 7.1.1, in this subsection the
relations of landmark sightings without prior knowledge about the egomotion
states are going to be derived. The goal is to retrieve a relation equation,
similar to (7.4), that also includes the unknown quantities body velocity and
down direction. Therefore, let us repeat the basic equation
lrl,j = lrc,j + lslc, (7.24)
which relates the local positions of a landmark Lj at tl and tc. Since the
accumulated motion is assumed to be operated in mode 2, the accumulated
displacement is not equal to the true displacement between two landmark
sightings. One reason for that is, that the initial velocity lvl at tl was unknown
and thus set to zero for the initialization of the motion accumulation process.
Due to the lack of attitude information, gravity was also not considered
during motion accumulation. As a result the accumulated displacement lsacc
lacks the amount of displacement induced by the prior velocity lsvel and is
superimposed by the gravity induced pseudo-displacement lsgrav. Therefore,
the true body displacement lslc reads
lslc = lsacc + lsvel − lsgrav. (7.25)
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The displacement due to initial velocity can simply be expressed as
lsvel = lvl · Tc. (7.26)
The calculation of the gravity induced pseudo-displacement lsgrav as a function
of the current down direction cdD was derived in Subsection 6.3.1 to be
lsgrav =Σs · lcR · (−cdD · g) . (7.27)
Equations (7.26) and (7.27) allow for rewriting (7.25) as
lslc = lsacc + lvl · Tc −Σs · lcR · (−cdD · g) . (7.28)
The direction cosine matrix lcR again denotes the accumulated agent rotation
between the two time frames tl and tc, where images were available:
l
cR = R
(︂
l
cqacc
)︂
. (7.29)
In a next step the velocity lvl, which is expressed in {B}l at tl, needs to
be transformed into the current body frame {B}c at tc. This, however, is
not a simple vector rotation. Similarly to true displacement calculation, the
velocity cvc is influenced by the accumulated velocity lvacc and also the gravity
induced pseudo-velocity lvgrav. In (6.59) the latter was derived to be
lvgrav =Σv · lcR · (−cdD · g) . (7.30)
Therefore, the velocity transformations between tl and tc read
cvc = clR ·
(︂
lvl + lvacc − lvgrav
)︂
,
lvl = lcR · cvc − lvacc + lvgrav.
(7.31)
Subsequently (7.28) can be expanded to
lslc = lsacc +
(︂
l
cR
cvc − lvacc −Σv lcR cdD g
)︂
Tc +Σs lcR cdD g, (7.32)
and combined with (7.24) to yield in
lrl,j = lrc,j − (Σv −Σs Tc) lcR g cdD + lcR Tc cvc − lvacc Tc + lsacc. (7.33)
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Equation (7.33) provides the relations between landmark positions at the
current time instance tc and a past time instance tl as a function of the
accumulated motion executed in mode 2. It therefore also contains the
current body velocity cvc and the current down direction cdD as inputs.
7.2.2 Closed-Form Solution for Full State Initialization
In this subsection a closed-form solution is going to be derived, which can
be utilized for the initialization of a monocular-inertial system as presented
in Chapter 5. The relations between two landmark observations, if no prior
knowledge is available, was already provided by (7.33) in Subsection 7.2.1.
Adding the camera projection equation results in
lZl,j
⎡⎢⎢⎣
lul,j
f
lvl,j
f
1
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
lrl,j
= lcR · cZc,j
⎡⎢⎢⎣
cuc,j
f
cvc,j
f
1
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
crc,j
. . .
− (Σv −Σs Tc) lcR⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
ΣD
g cdD + lcR Tc cvc − lvacc Tc + lsacc.
(7.34)
As was the case for the landmark initialization, (7.34) can be used to establish
the linear system
Dl,j · cdD⏞⏟⏟⏞
BdD(tc)
+Vl,j · cvc⏞⏟⏟⏞
BvIB(tc)
+Zl,j · cZc,j⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
BZj (tc)
= bl,j, (7.35)
where
Dl,j =
⎡⎣−ΣD1 + lul,jf ΣD3
−ΣD2 +
lvl,j
f
ΣD3
⎤⎦ · g,
Vl,j =
⎡⎣R1 − lul,jf R3
R2 −
lvl,j
f
R3
⎤⎦ · Tc,
Zl,j =
⎡⎣R1 − lul,jf R3
R2 −
lvl,j
f
R3
⎤⎦ ·
⎡⎢⎢⎣
cuc,j
f
cvc,j
f
1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
(7.36)
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bl,j =
⎡⎣(︂lvacc,x · Tc + lsacc,x)︂− lul,jf (︂lvacc,z · Tc + lsacc,z)︂(︂
lvacc,y · Tc + lsacc,y
)︂
− lvl,j
f
(︂
lvacc,z · Tc + lsacc,z
)︂
⎤⎦ , (7.37)
with
l
cR = R
(︂
l
cqacc
)︂
=
⎡⎢⎣R1R2
R3
⎤⎥⎦ and ΣD =
⎡⎢⎣ΣD1ΣD2
ΣD3
⎤⎥⎦ . (7.38)
In short (7.35) can be written as
[︂
Dl,j Vl,j Zl,j
]︂
·
⎡⎢⎣
BdD
BvIB
BZ
j
⎤⎥⎦ = bl,j, (7.39)
providing two equations for seven unknowns, consisting of the agent’s body
velocity BvIB, the local down direction BdD and the distance to BZj to a
landmark Lj.
Clearly this linear system is under-determined and can not be solved at
this point. During the derivation of the closed-form solution for pure land-
mark distance initialization, it was shown that multiple sightings of a single
landmark can easily be combined to one linear system. While this was op-
tional for pure landmark distance initialization, the full state initialization
requires at least four past landmark sightings, as depicted in Figure 7.1.
By considering at least four past time instances tl ∈ {tc−1, tc−2, tc−3, tc−4, . . . tc−nj},
the linear system for full state initialization can be extended to⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Dc−1,j Vc−1,j Zc−1,j
Dc−2,j Vc−2,j Zc−2,j
Dc−3,j Vc−3,j Zc−3,j
Dc−4,j Vc−4,j Zc−4,j
... ... ...
Dc−nj ,j Vc−nj ,j Zc−nj ,j
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
·
⎡⎢⎣
BdD
BvIB
BZ
j
⎤⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
bc−1,j
bc−2,j
bc−3,j
bc−4,j
...
bc−nj ,j
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(7.40)
In addition to multiple past sightings of one and the same landmark, past
sightings of other currently visible landmarks that have been observed more
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than four times can also be added to the system:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Dc−1,1 Vc−1,1 Zc−1,1 . . . 0
Dc−2,1 Vc−2,1 Zc−2,1 . . . 0
Dc−3,1 Vc−3,1 Zc−3,1 . . . 0
Dc−4,1 Vc−4,1 Zc−4,1 . . . 0
... ... ... ...
Dc−n1,1 Vc−n1,1 Zc−n1,1 . . . 0
... ... ... . . . ...
Dc−1,m Vc−1,m 0 . . . Zc−1,m
Dc−2,m Vc−2,m 0 . . . Zc−2,m
Dc−3,m Vc−3,m 0 . . . Zc−3,m
Dc−4,m Vc−4,m 0 . . . Zc−4,m
... ... ... ...
Dc−nm,m Vc−nm,m 0 . . . Zc−nm,m
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
=Mfs
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
BdD
BvIB
BZc,1
...
BZc,m
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
=x∗fs
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
bc−1,1
bc−2,1
bc−3,1
bc−4,1
...
bc−n1,1
...
bc−1,m
bc−2,m
bc−3,m
bc−4,m
...
bc−nm,m
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
=bfs
(7.41)
By establishing the pseudo-inverse of the matrixMfs, a least squares estimate
of x∗fs can be obtained through:
x∗fs =M+fs · bfs =
(︂
MTfs ·Mfs
)︂
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
=Sfs
−1 ·MTfs · bfs (7.42)
By utilizing the projection equation the partial state x∗fs can be extended:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
BdD
BvIB
BrBL1
...
BrBLm
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
=xfs
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
I 0 0 . . . 0
0 I 0 . . . 0
0 0
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Cu1
f
Cv1
f
1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ . . . 0
... ... ... . . . ...
0 0 0 . . .
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Cum
f
Cvm
f
1
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Tfs
·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
BdD
BvIB
BZc,1
...
BZc,m
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
=x∗fs
= f fs (zfs) (7.43)
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to also include the full local positions of any considered landmark. Equation
(7.43) thus provides the closed-form solution for the determination of the full
state xfs as a function of the input
zfs =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
xacc,c−1
...
xacc,c−n1
...
xacc,c−nm
CpCPc,1
CpCPc−1,1
...
CpCPc−n1,1...
CpCPc,m
CpCPc−1,m
...
CpCPc−nm,m
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (7.44)
which consists of the accumulated motions xacc to any considered past time
instance and the according landmark projections CpCP .
7.2.3 Covariance Approximation for the Full State Initialization
This subsection provides a method for the approximation of the covariances
for the closed-form determination of the full state as presented in Subsection
7.2.2. Therefore, the input covariance matrix can be established as
Pzfs =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Pacc,c−1 . . . 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
... . . . ... ... ... ...
0 . . . Pacc,c−n1 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 . . . ... ... ...
0 . . . 0 . . . Pacc,c−nm 0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 . . . 0 Iσp . . . 0
... ... ... ... . . . ...
0 . . . 0 . . . 0 0 . . . Iσp
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (7.45)
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where Pacc,c−j provide the uncertainty due to motion accumulation and Iσp
represent the uncertainty of any landmark projection that is utilized for the
closed-form full state determination.
In the same manner as for the landmark covariance approximation, the
uncertainty propagation is conducted through the Jacobian of the closed-form
solution, which is defined as
Jfs =
∂f fs (zfs)
∂zfs
⃓⃓⃓⃓
⃓
zfs
. (7.46)
The symbolic evaluation of (7.46), however, is extremely computationally
demanding, which renders Jfs not directly determinable with a standard PC
utilizing the Matlab Symbolic Toolbox. Still there exist alternatives
which allow for the computation of the Jacobian in a timely manner.
Automatic Differentiation If accessible on the target platform, where the
closed-form full state initialization is to be implemented, automatic differ-
entiation can be applied in order to determine Jfs at run time. A short
introduction to automatic differentiation utilizing ADOL-C is outlined by
Walther and Griewank (2012).
Piecewise Symbolic Evaluation and Subsequent Reconstruction If au-
tomatic differentiation tools are not accessible, the symbolic determination
of Jfs can be sped up by piecewise symbolic evaluation of (7.46) and subse-
quent reconstruction of the full Jacobian. According to (7.42) and (7.43) the
closed-form solution can be written as
xfs = f fs (zfs) = Tfs ·
(︂
MTfs ·Mfs
)︂
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
=Sfs
−1 ·MTfs · bfs. (7.47)
Hence the computation of the according Jacobian can be done by applying
the product rule:
Jfs =
∂ (Tfs)
∂zfs
· S−1fs ·MTfs · bfs + Tfs ·
∂
(︂
S−1fs
)︂
∂zfs
·MTfs · bfs + . . . (7.48)
Tfs · S−1fs ·
∂
(︂
MTfs
)︂
∂zfs
· bfs + Tfs · S−1fs ·MTfs ·
∂bfs
∂zfs
, (7.49)
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with
∂
(︂
S−1fs
)︂
∂zfs
= −S−1fs ·
∂Sfs
∂zfs
· S−1fs (7.50)
= −S−1fs ·
⎛⎝(︄∂Mfs
∂zfs
)︄T
·Mfs +MTfs ·
∂Mfs
∂zfs
⎞⎠S−1fs . (7.51)
Subsequently the covariance matrix Pfs which approximates the uncertainties
for the closed-form full state determination can be calculated through
Pfs = Jfs · Pzfs · JTfs . (7.52)
The applicability of this approximation will be evaluated in Chapter 8.
7.2.4 Closed-Form Full State Initialization
Figure 7.3 depicts a module, specifying the closed-form full state initialization
module, as introduced in the system concept, outlined in Chapter 4.
t = tc
accumulated motion (mode 2)
initial egomotion &
landmark position
estimates
unknown keypoints
Σ̂s(tc), Σ̂v(tc)
x̂fs(tc), P̂fs(tc)
x̂acc(tc), P̂acc(tc)
ỹ(tc), W̃
gravity compensation matrices
ẑfs(tc), P̂zfs (tc)
buffer
buffer
x̂fs(tc) = f fs (ẑfs(tc))
P̂fs(tc) = Ĵfs · P̂zfs (tc) · ĴTfs
Ĵfs = ∂f fs(ẑfs)∂ẑfs
⃓⃓
ẑfs=ẑfs(tc)
Figure 7.3: Closed-form full state initialization module.
Similar to the definition of the closed-form landmark initialization module
from Subsection 7.1.4, this module includes a buffer for past measurements of
previously unobserved (unknown) landmarks ỹ /W , as well as the according
accumulated motion (mode 2) estimates x̂acc / P̂acc. Additionally, the grav-
ity compensation matrices, which are utilized for the closed-form full state
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initialization, are stored in a buffer as well. At any time instance tc, where
keypoint measurements are available, an initial estimate for the full state x̂fs
and its covariance P̂fs may be determined by utilizing (7.47) and (7.52).
The accuracy and applicability of the closed-form full state initialization
greatly depends on the motion of the agent, the measurement noise, as well
as the geometrical spread of the observed landmarks.
Observability and Determinability As discussed in Sections 2.3 and 5.3,
the observability of the body-centric agent and environment model and thus
the determinability of the agent’s egomotion and landmark positions based on
monocular-inertial measurements requires sufficient motion. Therefore, basic
metrics or tests are required to evaluate the applicability of the closed-form
full state initialization procedure.
Down Direction Norm Test In order to determine, if the results of the
closed-form full state initialization are reliable, a basic down direction test
1− ρdown
!≤ ∥Bd̂D∥
!≤ 1 + ρdown (7.53)
is introduced, which accounts for observability constraints as well as mea-
surement noise. If the norm of the down direction differs from the unit norm
more than ρdown, the full state initialization will not be passed over to the
state estimation. Therefore, ρdown needs to be set and parametrized in order
to balance the desired initialization accuracy and the overall availability of
initial estimates.
Keypoint Spread Test As discussed before, monocular-inertial egomotion
and landmark position determination requires sufficiently excited agent mo-
tion. One effect of exited motion is considerable change within subsequent
images due to banks and turns. Thus, a simple and effective way for assuring
excited motion is evaluating the motion of a feature on the image plane. A
keypoint spread test can be utilized as means to assure a certain amount of
image motion, which follows
3·std{Cu1 , . . . , Cum} ≥ ρspread and 3·std{Cv1 , . . . , Cvm} ≥ ρspread. (7.54)
It basically states that the standard deviation of subsequent feature coordi-
nates should be greater or equal to a keypoint spread boundary ρimg.
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7.3 Conclusion and Contribution 4
In this chapter two initialization procedures were presented, which utilize
the accumulated motion as introduced in Chapter 6. The landmark ini-
tialization procedure provides an initial hypothesis of the position and the
according covariance for newly observed landmarks. This information can
then be incorporated into the body-centric agent and environment model in
accordance with the system concept presented in Chapter 4. The full state
initialization procedure is intended to provide an initial hypothesis for the
full body-centric system state and covariance based on monocular-inertial
measurements. These initialization procedures therefore provide Contribution
4 of this publication.
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In the previous chapters a novel observability-driven system concept for
monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination was pre-
sented. The main aim of this approach is to improve the overall ability
to reliably resolve the scale ambiguity, which is inherent to the monocular-
inertial sensor setup, by assuring system observability. As outlined in Chapter
4, this concept mainly consists of:
• body-centric state estimation (Chapter 5), which is intended to improve
system observability and thus estimation consistency, if compared to
classic world-centric approaches,
• pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation (Chapter 6), which is in-
tended to achieve similar computational efficiency, if compared to classic
world-centric approaches
• closed-form initialization procedures (Chapter 7), which are intended
to further increase estimation consistency.
The whole concept evolves around the hypothesis, that a mixture of body-
centric and world-centric agent and environment models offers superior per-
formance, if compared to classic purely world-centric or less common purely
body-centric approaches. This specifically addressees two main aspects:
• estimation consistency in combination with scale determinability and
• computational load.
This chapter will therefore provide a consistency focused evaluation of the pro-
posed system concept, based on simulated experiments, which are intended to
demonstrate its advantages as well as its current limitations. The evaluation
setup, which is utilized for this evaluation, will be outlined in Section 8.1.
Section 8.2 outlines the utilized consistency evaluation strategy. Section 8.3
will provide a comparison between world-centric and body-centric state esti-
mation as well as further insight into the properties of the novel body-centric
approach, presented in Chapter 5. Section 8.4 will provide an evaluation of
the pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation, as presented in Chapter 6,
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with a focus on computational load. The closed-form initialization proce-
dures, as presented in Chapter 7, and their capabilities will be investigated
in Section 8.5. Subsequently a conclusion will be presented in Section 8.6,
which highlights the potential abilities of the proposed observability-driven
system concept.
8.1 Evaluation Setup
As mentioned before, the major aim of the proposed system concept is to
improve system observability, in order to improve the consistency of the
egomotion and landmark position determination. In Section 2.5 it was
concluded, that improving the estimation consistency, directly affects the
overall ability to resolve the scale ambiguity, inherent to the monocular-
inertial setup. Thus, investigating the estimation consistency of the proposed
system concept is the core aim of this chapter. Following Bar-Shalom et al.
(2001), an estimation consistency investigation and evaluation strongly relies
on the availability of ground truth data, in order to determine the true
estimation error. Simulations provide ideal means for this task. Another
benefit of simulations is the ability to specifically define which error sources
are included or excluded for the performance evaluation. The evaluation of
the performance of the proposed system concept will therefore be based on
simulated experiments. This approach will allow for a specific evaluation
of the impact of the utilized agent and environment model with regards
to estimation consistency and computational load. However, in simulated
experiments many effects, that would occur in real life applications, are
not modeled. Thus, the results presented in this chapter do not represent
the real life performance of the proposed system concept. Note that the
utilization of the proposed system concept for real life applications, would
require additional measures, like filter tuning. However, such measures were
deliberately disregarded in this publication, in order to allow for evaluating
the core properties of the observability-driven system concept for monocular-
inertial egomotion and landmark position determination. A specific outlook
on the applicability of this concept for real life applications as well as required
improvements and future work will be given in Chapter 9.
8.1.1 Evaluation Environment and Implementation
The simulated experiments presented in this chapter were conducted utilizing
the evaluation environment Scaling Solutions, which was specifically developed
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for investigating the impact of different agent and environment models on
the performance of monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position
determination. This environment was designed to simulate and realize the
basic system setup as depicted in Figure 1.3. It thus provides
• a simulation of the agent, consisting of rigid body motion, inertial
measurement unit and monocular camera,
• implementations for the monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark
position determination,
• as well as a terrain and trajectory generation, in order to provide
simulated scenarios and experiments.
The development of this evaluation environment was motivated by one main
requirement: Carefully drafted interfaces between different modules should
allow for exchanging each of these modules independently, without affecting
the operation of the other modules.
This allows for a direct comparison of different system concepts for monocular-
inertial egomotion and landmark position determination, utilizing different
combinations of agent and environment models. For the evaluations presented
in this chapter, two configurations will be regarded:
(I) The evaluation environment with an implementation of the novel body-
centric configuration for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark
position determination, as depicted in Figure 8.1.
(II) The evaluation environment with an implementation of the classic world-
centric configuration for monocular-inertial simultaneous localization
and mapping, as depicted in Figure 8.2.
Both of these configurations feature the same simulation core, consisting of
terrain and trajectory generation as well as an agent simulation. A specific
scenario, which is simulated within the evaluation environment, is defined by
the terrain generation and the trajectory generation. The agent simulation, as
depicted in Figures 8.1 and 8.2, consists of an implementation of the agent’s
rigid body motion, the inertial measurement unit as well as the monocular
camera. All of these modules are based on their according model definitions,
as provided in Chapter 3. Furthermore, both of the configurations introduced
above share the same simulation framework, which includes simulation and
experiment control, data management and result visualization.
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Figure 8.1: Body-centric configuration: Block diagram for the evaluation environment,
depicting the agent and environment simulation as well as the integration of the novel
observability-driven system concept for egomotion and landmark position determination.
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depicting the agent and environment simulation as well as the integration of the classic
world-centric system concept for egomotion and landmark position determination.
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However, these components are not depicted in the block diagrams in Figures
8.1 and 8.2. The evaluation environment can be controlled via a graphical user
interface, as depicted in Figure C.1, and allows for performing the evaluations
utilizing different configurations for the same simulated scenarios. The whole
evaluation environment is implemented with Matlab and run on a standard
2014 Intel Core i7 PC. A basic description of the essential elements of the
evaluation environment and its implementation will be given in the following
paragraphs.
Simulation Framework The evaluation environment operates iteratively.
It performs the simulation as well as the egomotion and landmark position
determination at discrete time instances, based on data from previous time
instances. The operation rate is implemented in accordance with the time
basis defined in Subsection 3.4.3. Therefore, it is defined by the capture
period of the inertial measurement unit Ti and the monocular camera Tc.
Within Scaling Solutions these capture periods neither need to be constant
nor multiples of one another. However, for simplicity and without loss of
generality Ti and Tc will be set constant and considered multiples for the
evaluations in this chapter. The evaluation environment then operates with
a period of Ti, due to the higher capture rate of the inertial measurement
unit in comparison to the capture rate of the monocular camera. The proper
specification of these capture periods is given in Table 8.1.
Terrain Generation The terrain generation provides an artificial landscape
based on a digital elevation map (DEM ). This DEM specifies the elevation,
within a certain range hterr, for an area, which is defined by its length lterr
and its width wterr. Based on this information, a predefined number nlm of
artificial landmarks Lj are uniformly distributed across this area. This area
is fixed with respect to the world frame {I}, thus the resulting landmarks
IrILj are stationary within it. This fits the definition for landmarks, as given
in the geometrical problem statement, depicted in Figure 3.1. As depicted in
Figures 8.1 and 8.2, the resulting
• global landmark positions IrILj
provide an input for the agent simulation, specifically the simulation of the
agent’s monocular camera. Furthermore, these global landmark positions IrILj
serve as ground truth for evaluating the performance of the monocular-inertial
egomotion and landmark position determination.
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Trajectory Generation The remaining inputs for the agent simulation, i.e.
• the initial position IrIB(t0), velocity IvIB(t0) and attitude IBq(t0) of the
agent with respect to and expressed in the world frame {I},
• the inertial quantities acceleration BaIB(ti) and angular rate BωIB(ti)
of the agent with respect to the world frame {I} and expressed in the
body frame {B}, for each iteration time instance ti and
• the gravity vectorr Ig expressed in the world frame {I},
are provided by the trajectory generation module. This module is based on the
local planning framework presented by Seemann (2017). Therein a simplified
motion model for a fixed-wing aerial vehicle is utilized to perform a spline
interpolation for predefined control points. The resulting trajectory provides
the agent’s position, velocity, attitude, acceleration and angular rate for a
certain time instance t ≥ t0. However, the local planning framework utilizes
a motion model, which basically consists of a point mass motion model and
an attitude approximation overlay. Hence, the generated trajectory is only an
approximation for a real trajectory of an aerial vehicle, passing through the
according control points. The agent simulation’s rigid body motion model, as
defined in Model 3.1, allows for generating a more precise reference trajectory
and ground truth. Therefore, only the output acceleration and angular rate
are utilized and passed over to the agent simulation. The position, velocity
and attitude, which were generated by the trajectory generation module too,
are disregarded and replaced by the values from the agent simulation. This
process is further outlined in the next paragraph. A specification of terrain
and trajectory parameters for the simulated reference scenarios, which will
be discussed in this chapter, is given in Subsection 8.1.2.
Rigid Body Motion The rigid body motion is implemented in accordance
with Model 3.1 and utilizes Runge-Kutta 4/5 (Matlab function ode45) for
numerical integration. It allows for propagating
• the agent’s position IrIB(ti) with respect to the world-frame {I},
• the agent’s velocity IvIB(ti) with respect to the world-frame {I},
• and the agent’s attitude IBq(ti) with respect to the world-frame {I},
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i.e. its state xrigid for each simulation interval t = [ti, ti+1]. This propagation
is based on the agent’s acceleration BaIB(ti) and angular rate BωIB(ti) at
the previous time instance, as provided by the trajectory generation module.
Therefore, these inertial quantities are assumed constant, hence
BaIB ([ti, ti+1)) = const,
BωIB ([ti, ti+1)) = const.
(8.1)
Note that this assumption introduces a modeling error into the agent simu-
lation, which would not occur in real life. A truly continuous simulation of
the agent’s rigid body motion would thus be desirable for a more realistic
agent simulation. For the investigation of the estimation consistency, however,
this would not be beneficial. The pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation,
as well as classic world-centric motion propagation for SLAM, also contain
these assumptions. For the pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation those
assumptions were defined in (6.11) and (6.15). In fact, incorporating these
assumptions within the simulation, as well as the propagation of the esti-
mation framework, leads to the compensation of the underlying modeling
error. A truly continuous agent motion simulation would thus disclose this
modeling error and lead to an unavoidable estimation error. This estimation
error is commonly addressed by filter tuning, i.e. covariance inflation. Filter
tuning, however, would shadow the effects of different agent and environment
models on the overall estimation consistency.
Inertial Measurement Unit The inertial measurement unit is simulated in
accordance with Model 3.2. It thus features measurement noise σa /σω as
well as the biases ba /bω for the acceleration and angular rate measurements.
The IMU’s capture period is defined by Ti. The specific parameters for the
inertial measurement unit, as utilized for the simulations presented in this
chapter, are given in Table 8.1. These parameters are chosen based on the
specifications of the Analog Devices ADIS16407 inertial measurement unit.
At each measurement time instance ti the simulated inertial measurement
unit provides measured inertials ũ, consisting of
• the measured acceleration BãIB of the agent with respect to the world
frame {I}, expressed in the body frame {B},
• the measured acceleration BãIB of the agent with respect to the world
frame {I}, expressed in the body frame {B}.
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Table 8.1: Measurement simulation parameters, which were chosen based on the specifi-
cation of the Analog Devices ADIS16407 inertial measurement unit and the Point Grey
CMLN-13S2M/C monocular camera.
inertial measurement unit
capture period Ti in s 0.01
accelerometer noise σa in m/s2 0.1
gyroscope noise σω in rad/s 0.02
accelerometer bias ba in m/s2
⎡⎣00
0
⎤⎦
gyroscope bias bω in rad/s
⎡⎣00
0
⎤⎦
monocular camera
capture period Tc in s 0.1
keypoint extraction noise σp in px 1
horizontal number of pixels lu in px 512
vertical number of pixels lv in px 512
image sensor width lx in mm 5.12
image sensor height ly in mm 5.12
focal length f in mm 2.48
resulting viewing angle α in ◦ ≈ 90
resulting pixel size lpx in µm ≈ 10
Additionally initial estimates b̂a, b̂ω for the sensor biases may also be provided
by the inertial measurement unit.
Monocular Camera The monocular camera is simulated in accordance
with Model 3.3. The specification of the capture period Tc, the keypoint
extraction noise σp, as well as required intrinsic camera parameters are given
in Table 8.1. The keypoint extraction noise σp was set in accordance with the
SURF keypoint extraction implementation from Schnitzer (2013). All other
parameters are based on the Point Grey CMLN-13S2M/C monocular camera.
At each measurement time instance tc the camera simulation provides as set
ỹ of measured keypoints, which contain
• the measured projections Cp̃CPj for currently visible landmarks Lj.
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Body-Centric Configuration In configuration (I), as depicted in Figure
8.1, the evaluation environment contains an implementation of the novel
observability-driven system concept for monocular-inertial egomotion and
landmark position determination. This implementation originates from the
system concept presented in Chapter 4 and utilizes the according modules
for state estimation, motion accumulation and initialization procedures, as
specified in the previous chapters. The core element of the observability-
driven system concept is a body-centric state estimation module as defined
by Model 5.1 and specified in Figure 5.2. It therefore provides egomotion
and landmark position estimates with respect to the body-frame {B}. This
body-centric state estimate x̂body specifically consists of
• the agent’s estimated velocity Bv̂IB with respect to the world-frame {I},
expressed in the body-frame {B},
• the estimated down direction Bd̂D, expressed in the body-frame {B},
• the estimated accelerometer bias Bb̂a, expressed in the body-frame {B},
• the estimated gyroscope bias Bb̂ω, expressed in the body-frame {B},
• the estimated landmark positions Br̂BLj with respect to the body-frame
{B}, expressed in the body-frame {B}.
In order to allow for an individual evaluation of the state estimation, motion
accumulation and initialization procedures, configuration (I), as depicted
in Figure 8.1, also contains an additional input for initial egomotion and
landmark position estimates.
World-Centric Configuration As a reference for the observability-driven
system concept, configuration (II) provides an implementation of the classic
world-centric approach to monocular-inertial SLAM. This implementation is
based on Model 3.4. The according modules are specified in Appendix 8.3.
The provided world-centric state estimate x̂world for the agent’s egomotion
and the landmark positions consists of
• the agent’s estimated position IrIB with respect to the world-frame {I},
expressed in the world-frame {I},
• the agent’s estimated velocity Iv̂IB with respect to the world-frame {I},
expressed in the world-frame {I},
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• the estimated down direction IBq, expressed in the body-frame {B},
• the estimated accelerometer bias Bb̂a, expressed in the body-frame {B},
• the estimated gyroscope bias Bb̂ω, expressed in the body-frame {B},
• the estimated landmark positions Ir̂ILj with respect to the world-frame
{I}, expressed in the world-frame {I}.
As is the case for configuration (I), configuration (II) also contains an input
for initial egomotion and landmark position estimates.
8.1.2 Simulated Reference Scenarios
The evaluations presented in this chapter are based on four simulated reference
scenarios, which are specified in Table 8.2. In essence, these scenarios and
their according trajectories differ with regard to the occurring acceleration and
angular motion. As discussed in Chapter 2 and further outlined in Chapter 5,
monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination is highly
dependent on sufficiently excited motion. The following paragraphs will
provide specifications for these scenarios.
Table 8.2: Overview on the simulated reference scenarios and their properties.
id trajectory acceleration angular motion observable states
CI circular about 1 axis about 1 axis velocity BvIB
(permanently) (permanently) down direction BdD
landmark positions BrBLj
CL circular / linear about 1 axis about 1 axis velocity BvIB
(partially) (partially) down direction BdD
landmark positions BrBLj
FL fixed-wing about 2 axes about 2 axes velocity BvIB
UAV loop (permanently) (permanently) down direction BdD
accelerometer bias Bba
gyroscope bias Bbω
landmark positions BrBLj
FT fixed-wing about 2 axes about 2 axes velocity Bv̂IB
UAV travel (mostly) (mostly) down direction BdD
accelerometer bias Bba
gyroscope bias Bbω
landmark positions BrBLj
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Circular Scenario As discussed before and shown by Bryson and Sukkarieh
(2008), purely circular trajectories allow for estimating scaled egomotion and
landmark positions, if IMU biases are not considered. They therefore allow
for evaluating the core egomotion and landmark position estimates, as given
in Table 8.2. Figure 8.3 provides a visualization for this scenario, whereas
Table 8.3 outlines its specific parameters.
Figure 8.3: Visualization of scenario CI featuring a circular trajectory, depicting the
inertial frame {I} (black), the agent’s body frame {B} (blue), the agent’s trajectory
(dashed blue line), the agent’s current field of view (red area) and the generated terrain
with predefined stationary landmarks (yellow dots).
Table 8.3: Parameters for scenario CI featuring a circular trajectory, as depicted in Figure
8.3.
terrain generation CI
number of landmarks nlm 1000
terrain length lterr in m 200
terrain width wterr in m 200
elevation range hterr in m [0, 30]
trajectory generation CI
radius rcirc in m 20
velocity BvIB in m/s
⎡⎣200
0
⎤⎦
avg. altitude havg in m ≈ 10
max. altitude change ∆hmax in m 0
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Circular / Linear Scenario A mixed circular / linear trajectory, as depicted
in Figure 8.4, features circular and linear trajectory segments. The circular
segments offer the same observability properties, as the circular scenario.
Thus, in accordance with Table 8.2, they allow for establishing scaled estimates
for the agent’s velocity, the local down direction and the local landmark
positions. However, during linear segments the scale can not be recovered,
which results in a partial observability. This scenario thus offers means for
evaluating the capability of the system concepts for egomotion and landmark
position determination to cope with periods of no or weakly excited motion.
The parameters for the circular / linear scenario are given in Table 8.4
Figure 8.4: Visualization of scenario CL featuring a circular / linear trajectory, depicting
the inertial frame {I} (black), the agent’s body frame {B} (blue), the agent’s trajectory
(dashed blue line), the agent’s current field of view (red area) and the generated terrain
with predefined stationary landmarks (yellow dots).
Table 8.4: Parameters for scenario CL featuring a circular / linear trajectory, as depicted
in Figure 8.4.
terrain generation CL
number of landmarks nlm 3000
terrain length lterr in m 100
terrain width wterr in m 600
elevation range hterr in m [0, 30]
trajectory generation CL
circular segment radius rcirc in m 20
linear segment length rlin in m 300
velocity BvIB in m/s
⎡⎣200
0
⎤⎦
avg. altitude havg in m ≈ 10
max. altitude change ∆hmax in m 0
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Fixed-Wing UAV Loop Scenario In accordance with the observability
investigation presented by Martinelli (2011b), acceleration and angular motion
about at least two axes is required to assure full observability of the agent’s
egomotion, landmark positions and also the IMU biases. The fixed-wing UAV
loop scenario, as depicted in Figure 8.5 and specified in Table 8.5, fulfills this
requirement.
Figure 8.5: Visualization of scenario FL featuring a fixed-wing UAV loop trajectory,
depicting the inertial frame {I} (black), the agent’s body frame {B} (blue), the agent’s
trajectory (dashed blue line), the agent’s current field of view (red area) and the
generated terrain with predefined stationary landmarks (yellow dots).
Table 8.5: Parameters for scenario FL featuring a fixed-wing UAV loop trajectory, as
depicted in Figure 8.5.
terrain generation FL
number of landmarks nlm 1000
terrain length lterr in m 200
terrain width wterr in m 200
elevation range hterr in m 0 . . . 30
trajectory generation FL
avg. radius rcirc in m ≈ 20
velocity BvIB in m/s
⎡⎣100
0
⎤⎦
avg. altitude havg in m ≈ 15
max. altitude change ∆hmax in m 10
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Fixed-Wing UAV Travel Scenario The fixed-wing UAV-like scenario, as
depicted in Figure 8.6, simulates an UAV traveling trough a canyon-like
environment. Its acceleration and angular motion profile is similar to the
one of the fixed-wing UAV loop scenario. However, the motion is less excited
and less steady. Another distinction of the fixed-wing UAV travel scenario is,
that landmarks are not revisited, if passed. This scenario is intended to serve
as an application example for the novel observability-driven system concept
for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination. The
parameters for this scenario are specified in Table 8.6.
Figure 8.6: Visualization of scenario FT featuring a fixed-wing UAV travel trajectory,
depicting the inertial frame {I} (black), the agent’s body frame {B} (blue), the agent’s
trajectory (dashed blue line), the agent’s current field of view (red area) and the
generated terrain with predefined stationary landmarks (yellow dots).
Table 8.6: Parameters for scenario FT featuring a fixed-wing UAV travel trajectory, as
depicted in Figure 8.6.
terrain generation FT
number of landmarks nlm 4000
terrain length lterr in m 500
terrain width wterr in m 1200
elevation range hterr in m 0 . . . 30
trajectory generation FT
avg. radius rcirc in m ≈ 45
velocity BvIB in m/s
⎡⎣100
0
⎤⎦
avg. altitude havg in m ≈ 15
max. altitude change ∆hmax in m 10
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8.2 Consistency Evaluation Concept
The experiments presented in this chapter will be based on Monte Carlo
simulations. Thus, each experiment will consist of N distinct simulation runs.
Each of these experiments will be independent of the others. This approach
allows for a more reliable evaluation of the underlying algorithms, than if just
a single simulation would be utilized. In this section the evaluation strategy
for the evaluation of these experiments, with a special focus on consistency,
will be outlined.
Consistency of the Extended Kalman Filter The extended Kalman filter,
as utilized in this publication, is applied under the assumption, that the
observed process is Gaussian. That is, the input measurements, output mea-
surements, as well as the state hypothesis should follow a normal distribution.
Many sensors, such as an inertial measurement unit or a monocular camera
may be assumed to provide normally distributed measurements. However, the
agent and environment model for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark
position determination, regardless if body-centric or world-centric, is nonlinear
nature. The extend Kalman filter, as recapitulated in Appendix B.1, utilizes
a linearization of the according system model for propagation and update.
Thus, while the uncertainty estimation is performed for a linear system, the
true state follows a nonlinear trajectory. The true system state may thus not
be normally distributed. Furthermore, the estimated estimation uncertainty
may then be different from the true estimation error. In consequence the
estimation result may be poor. If a system’s nonlinearities are severe, the
filter may even diverge. Thus, in order to evaluate the performance of the
system concept for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position de-
termination, it is important to check, whether the estimation results can still
be assumed Gaussian and if they are also self-consistent.
Regardless of the utilized approach for monocular-inertial egomotion and
landmark position determination, an estimation result always consists of a
vectorial state estimate x̂ and a covariance matrix P̂. The ground truth for
the according state is denoted x. The overall estimation error therefore is
∆x = x − x̂. (8.2)
The estimate as well as the ground truth consists of a certain number of
scalar quantities. Thus, for each quantity xj an estimate x̂j and an estimated
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(b) Probability density function of a X 2 distributed NEES ϵx for an estimate x̂ / P̂, with a
mean nx = 3. Its 95% probability region is defined by its lower bound ϵnx,low and upper
bound ϵnx,up, calculated via (B.32) and (B.33), with Plow = 0.025 and Pup = 0.975.
Figure 8.7: Probability density functions of (a) a normally distributed error ∆xj and (b)
a X 2 distributed NEES ϵx for an estimate x̂ / P̂.
variance σ̂2j are provided, as elements of the full estimate x̂ / P̂. The error of
each scalar quantity thus is
∆xj = xj − x̂j. (8.3)
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According to Bar-Shalom et al. (2001), estimates are consistent if the estima-
tion errors are mean zero (i.e. the estimates are unbiased) and if they have a
variance / covariance similar to the estimated variance / covariance.
Consistency of Scalar Estimates Figure 8.7(a) depicts the probability
density function of a normally distributed estimation error ∆x. A scalar
estimate x̂j / σ̂2j would uphold the constraint from Bar-Shalom et al. (2001),
if it would, at least approximately, follow this distribution. If this is the case,
99.7% of the estimation errors ∆x of a set of scalar estimates x̂j / σ̂2j should fall
within the according ±3σ uncertainty region. Figure 8.8 (a) shows exemplary
estimation results for such a scalar quantity for according independent 60 s
simulation runs. This exemplary physical quantity shall have the unit 1,
which is therefore not explicitly given in Figure 8.8. Its estimation error ∆xj
is drawn in dark blue. Its estimated ±3σ̂j uncertainty regions are drawn
in light blue. It can be seen, that the estimation error slightly leaves the
estimated uncertainty region in run 1 and is well within the uncertainty
region for all other runs. However, to allow for an evaluation of all N Monte
Carlo runs with a single plot, Figure 8.8 (c) provides averaged estimation
results. Therein the averaged at every time step, which is calculated through
∆xj,avg =
1
N
N∑︂
i=1
∆xj,i⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
mean(∆xj)
+3 ·
⌜⃓⃓⃓
⎷ 1
N − 1
N∑︂
i=1
(︄
∆xj,i − 1
N
N∑︂
i=1
∆xj,i
)︄2
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
std(∆xj)
, (8.4)
is depicted in dark blue. In fact this averaged estimation error represents the
maximum error for each time step. Specifically, 99.7% of all N estimation
errors are below this threshold. The according averaged uncertainty region is
depicted in light blue. Its averaged upper and lower bounds follow
3σj,up,avg =
1
N
N∑︂
i=1
σ̂j,i⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
mean(σ̂j)
+3 ·
⌜⃓⃓⃓
⎷ 1
N − 1
N∑︂
i=1
(︄
σ̂j,i − 1
N
N∑︂
i=1
σ̂j,i
)︄2
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
std(σ̂j)
(8.5)
3σj,low,avg =
1
N
N∑︂
i=1
σ̂j,i⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
mean(σ̂j)
−3 ·
⌜⃓⃓⃓
⎷ 1
N − 1
N∑︂
i=1
(︄
σ̂j,i − 1
N
N∑︂
i=1
σ̂j,i
)︄2
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
std(σ̂j)
(8.6)
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Figure 8.8: Exemplary (a) errors and (b) NEES for i = 1 . . . N simulation runs as well
as the according (c) averaged error and (d) averaged NEES.
At each time step, these bounds represent the spread of the uncertainty
regions for all N simulation runs. Thus, the upper bound 3σj,up,avg represents
the greatest uncertainty and the lower bound 3σj,up,avg represents the lowest
uncertainty of all N simulation runs. Specifically, 99.7% of the N uncertainty
regions have their upper bound within the averaged uncertainty region.
In a nutshell, averaged error plots, as the one in Figure 8.8 (c), are interpreted
as follows: Statistically, the estimation errors of the N simulation
runs lie within their according ±3σ̂ uncertainty region, if the aver-
aged estimation error lies below the upper bound of the averaged
uncertainty region.
For the averaged error plot in Figure 8.8 (c) this is mostly the case. Few
moderate outliers, such as run 1, are thus tolerated. It can be seen, that the
estimator was initialized conservatively, but quickly converges.
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Consistency of Vectorial Estimates For the investigation of the consis-
tency of vectorial quantities and their cross-correlations, Bar-Shalom et al.
(2001) propose the utilization of the normalized estimation error squared
(NEES) for the evaluation of estimates x̂ / P̂ and the normalized innovation
squared (NIS) for the evaluation of output predictions ŷ / Ŝ. Both of these
quantities have already been discussed in Section 2.4 and were utilized accord-
ing to Bar-Shalom et al. (2001). A recapitulation of the NEES and the NIS,
as well as their definitions is given in Appendix B.3. The following discussion
regarding their utilization for consistency evaluation will be conducted on
the NEES. However, the same principles apply to the NIS.
In essence, the NEES ϵx, as defined in (B.26), allows for determining, whether
an estimate x̂ / P̂ is consistent. That is, whether the estimation error ∆x is
mean zero (i.e. the estimates x̂ are unbiased) and has a covariance similar
to the estimated covariance P̂. Therefore, the NEES ϵx of an estimate x̂ / P̂
should follow a X 2-distribution, whose mean equals the number of states nx.
Figure 8.7(b) depicts the probability density function of a X 2 distributed
NEES ϵx for an estimate x̂ / P̂. 95% of the NEES values of a set of vectorial
estimates x̂ / P̂ should fall within the according 95% probability region, which
is also incorporated in Figure 8.7(b). It is defined by its lower bound ϵnx,low
and upper bound ϵnx,up, as calculated via (B.32) and (B.33), for Plow = 0.025
and Pup = 0.975.
Figure 8.8 (b) shows exemplary NEES plots for N independent 60 s sim-
ulation runs. As was the case for the scalar quantity, run 1 contains a section,
where the estimates temporarily become inconsistent. In order to evaluate
the NEES values of N Monte Carlo runs, Figure 8.8 (d) provides an averaged
NEES plot for these simulations. Therefore, the individual NEES values are
averaged through
ϵx,avg =
1
N
N∑︂
i=1
ϵxi⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
mean(ϵx)
. (8.7)
The averaged NEES bounds read
ϵx,avg,up =
1
N
N∑︂
i=1
ϵnxi ,up⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
mean(ϵnx,up)
, (8.8)
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ϵx,avg,low =
1
N
N∑︂
i=1
ϵnxi ,low⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
mean(ϵnx,low)
. (8.9)
At each time step, these bounds represent the mean 95% probability region
for all N simulation runs. The more consistent each of the N estimation
results are, the closer the average NEES ϵx,avg should converge to its mean
nx at each time step.
In a nutshell, averaged NEES plots, as the one in Figure 8.8 (d), are in-
terpreted as follows: Statistically, the estimates x̂ / P̂ of the N sim-
ulation runs are consistent, if the averaged NEES lies within the
averaged 95% probability region and converges to its mean nx, i.e.
the number of states in x̂.
For the averaged NEES plot in Figure 8.8 (d) this is the case. Few moderate
outliers, such as run 1, are thus tolerated. As was the case for the averaged
error plots, it can be seen, that the estimator was initialized conservatively,
but quickly converges.
8.3 State Estimation Evaluation
This publication is focused on increasing the estimation consistency of
monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination, in order
to improve the ability to recover the overall metric scale of the agent’s velocity
and its environment. In the previous chapters it was argued, that improving
the observability of the utilized agent and environment model may help to
increase the estimation consistency. Therefore, in this section the estimation
performance of the novel body-centric agent and environment model will
first be compared to its classic world-centric counterpart and then further
evaluated on its own.
8.3.1 Body-Centric vs. World-Centric Configuration
In this subsection the circular and the circular / linear scenario will be utilized
to compare the estimation performance of the body-centric configuration, as
depicted in Figure 8.1, and the world-centric configuration, as depicted in
Figure 8.2. In order to solely investigate the basic properties of the body-
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centric and world-centric configuration, bias estimation is omitted in this
subsection. The evaluation will be based on 100 simulated Monte-Carlo
runs, where the estimators are initialized with the true values of their state
components. The independent runs are averaged as outlined in Section 8.2.
Observability-Driven Consistency Improvement The basic consistency
improvement due to increased observability can best be shown with the
simple circular scenario as outlined in Subsection 8.1.2. Since it features
a constant acceleration, it should therefore render the body-centric agent
and environment model fully observable, as discussed in Sections 2.3 and
5.3. Furthermore, this scenario should permanently allow for recovering the
metric scale of the agent’s velocity as well as the landmark distances. Figure
8.9 provides the averaged velocity errors and the averaged landmark distance
errors, as well as the according averaged sub-NEES for
(a) / (b): the world-centric configuration, where those quantities are expressed
with respect to the world frame {I},
(c) / (d): the world-centric configuration, where those quantities are projected
from the world frame {I} into the body frame {B},
(e) / (f): the body-centric configuration, where those quantities are expressed
with respect to the body frame {B}.
Results for all other state components as well as the overall NEES and NIS
can be found in Figures C.4 and C.5 in Appendix C.2.
Figures 8.9 (a) and (b) confirm the results of the observability discussion
provided in Section 2.3. The velocity errors (dark blue) of the x- and y-
components increase and decrease periodically, due to the agent’s circular
motion. Furthermore, these errors are permanently larger, than the according
uncertainty (light blue). For the landmark distances this is also permanently
the case for all components. Furthermore, for both quantities the sub-NEES’
(dark violet) grow boundless way beyond the 95% probability regions (light
violet). Thus, these figures show, that neither the velocity nor the landmark
distances can be determined with respect to the world frame {I}, as is the
case in the world-centric configuration.
Figures 8.9 (c) and (d), however, provide a projection of these world-centric
estimates into the body frame. It can be seen, that the velocity errors
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(a) world-centric configuration:
velocity error ∆IvIB in m/s
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(b) world-centric configuration:
landmark pos. error ∆IrIL1 in m
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(c) world-centric configuration (projected):
velocity error ∆BvIB in m/s
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(d) world-centric configuration (projected):
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(e) body-centric configuration:
velocity error ∆BvIB in m/s
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(f) body-centric configuration:
landmark pos. error ∆BrBL1 in m
avg. estimation errors avg. NEES / NIS periods of landmark non-visibility
avg. ±3σ uncertainty regions avg. 95% probability regions
Figure 8.9: Comparison of the estimation results between the world-centric and the
body-centric configuration, for the circular scenario CI (Figure 8.3 /Table 8.3).
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(dark blue) are not completely off. Still, the estimate for the velocity’s x-
component is permanently larger than the according uncertainty (light blue).
The estimation for this component is thus overconfident, i.e. inconsistent.
However, the velocity sub-NEES (dark violet) stays mostly in the upper part
of the 95% probability region (light violet), which indicates that the overall
velocity estimation inconsistency is not severe. The positions of landmarks on
the other hand are only recovered consistently, while the according landmark
is visible and become inconsistent for periods of landmark non-visibility. This
is backed up by both, the estimation error plots as well as the sub-NEES
plot for the landmark positions.
In contrast to this, Figures 8.9 (e) and (f) highlight, that the body-centric
configuration allows for a fully consistent determination of the scaled velocity
of the agent expressed in the body frame, as well as the scale position of
landmarks expressed in the body frame. For both quantities, the estimation
errors (dark blue) stay below the estimation uncertainty (light blue) and the
sub-NEES’ stay close to the NEES mean which equals three.
These simulated experiments show that the estimation consistency is in-
deed influenced by the system observability, i.e. the utilized agent and
environment model.
Trajectory Dependency and Landmark Management In contrast to a
pure circular scenario, the circular / linear scenario, as outlined in Subsection
8.1.2, allows for investigating the impact of periods with no or weakly excited
motion on the estimation performance. In particular, this scenario features
periods with circular motion, i.e. sufficient acceleration for scale observability
and linear motion, i.e insufficient acceleration for scale observability.
0 20 40 60 80 100
t / s
off
on
ac
ce
le
ra
tio
n
circular motion linear motion
Figure 8.10: Acceleration profile for the circular / linear scenario CL as depicted in Figure
8.4 and specified in Table 8.3.
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Figure 8.10 provides the acceleration profile of the circular / linear scenario,
whose trajectory is depicted in Figure 8.4 and specified in Table 8.3. The
acceleration profile indicates the sequence of motion segments with circular
and linear motion. Specifically these are
• 2.5 full circles (20m radius),
• 4 times a straight line (300m) followed by a half circle (20m radius),
• 2 full circles (20m radius).
The estimation results for the circular / linear scenario are depicted in Figure
8.11. These plots indicate the acceleration profile (dark gray background)
and provide the averaged velocity errors, the averaged landmark distance
errors, as well as the according averaged sub-NEES for
(a) / (b): the world-centric configuration, where those quantities are projected
from the world frame {I} into the body frame {B},
(c) / (d): the body-centric configuration, where those quantities are expressed
with respect to the body frame {B},
(e) / (f): the body-centric configuration, where those quantities are expressed
with respect to the body frame {B} and the utilization of landmark
management as outlined in Section 5.4.
For the body-centric configurations results for all other state components,
the overall NEES and the NIS are given in Figures C.6 and C.7 in Appendix
C.2.
Figures 8.11 (a) and (b) highlight the impact of insufficient acceleration
on the estimation consistency, when utilizing the world-centric agent and
environment model. These sub-figures show the projection of the velocity
and landmark distance from the world frame {I} into the body frame {B}.
For the initial circular segment of the trajectory, the estimation results are
quite similar as the ones for the pure circular trajectory discussed in the last
paragraph. However, when the agent enters into linear motion the estimation
errors (dark blue) increase faster than the ±3σ uncertainty region (light
blue) for the velocity and the landmark position. Over the course of the first
linear segment also the sub-NEES (dark violet) grows well above its 95%
probability region (light violet). These inconsistencies rapidly decrease during
the following half circle (31 s < t < 34 s), but increase again during the second
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linear section (34 s < t < 48 s). At the end of this section the agent revisits
the area, which was previously observed before. This event is know as loop
closing in the SLAM community. As the agent reaches this point (t ≈ 48 s)
the landmarks become visible, which have not been visible (light gray lower
background) during the linear segments. Since their position estimate has
grown inconsistent in the meantime, the fusion of their appearance in the cur-
rent camera images does not lead to a valid state hypothesis. The estimation
completely diverges from this point on for 15 out of 100 Monte-Carlo runs, as
can be observed in Figures 8.11 (a) and (b) for the velocity and the landmark
position. Thus, the world-centric agent and environment model is not ap-
plicable for prolonged periods of insufficiently excited, i.e. accelerated, motion.
Figures 8.11 (c) and (d) show that the utilization of the body-centric agent
and environment model prevents the estimation from diverging. It can be
seen that the estimation errors (dark blue) for the velocity and the landmark
position also grow above the according ±3σ uncertainty region (light blue)
for linear trajectory segments. However, this inconsistency quickly decreases
if the agent enters into circular motion again. The loop closing (t ≈ 48 s)
still results in an inconsistency peak, which, however, does not result in
filter divergence. Most interestingly, when the agent enters into a prolonged
circular motion again (t > 85 s) the estimation becomes fully consistent again.
The gain in consistency and estimation performance of the body-centric
configuration over the world-centric configuration is supposed to stem from
the increased observability of the considered system states. This increase
of observability leads to a less degraded landmark position prediction for
prolonged invisible landmarks, which reduces the impact of loop closure.
Figures 8.11 (e) and (f) show, that the impact of loop closure on the esti-
mation consistency can even further be reduced. If the landmarks, included
in the estimators state, are managed as outlined in Section 5.4, prolonged
invisible landmarks will be discarded. Thus, there is no degraded position
hypothesis existent for revisited landmarks. Hence, neither the estimation
error plots nor the sub-NEES plots for the velocity and the landmark position
estimates show the stark peak, that is present without landmark management.
As a result, the velocity and landmark estimation performs very determinis-
tically: Linear motion segments still lead to a slowly growing inconsistent
state hypothesis, circular motion segments, however, quickly result in a fully
consistent hypothesis again. The drawback of this approach is, that only a
local map of the environment is provided in favor of estimation consistency.
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(a) world-centric configuration:
velocity error ∆IvIB in m/s
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(b) world-centric configuration:
landmark pos. error ∆IrIL1 in m
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(c) body-centric configuration:
velocity error ∆BvIB in m/s
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(d) body-centric configuration:
landmark pos. error ∆BrBL1 in m
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(e) body-centric configuration (managed)
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(f) body-centric configuration (managed)
landmark pos. error ∆BrBL1 in m
avg. estimation errors avg. NEES / NIS periods of landmark non-visibility
avg. ±3σ uncertainty regions avg. 95% probability regions periods with insufficient acceleration
Figure 8.11: Comparison of the estimation results between the world-centric and the
body-centric configuration, for the circular / linear scenario CL (Figure 8.4 /Table 8.3).
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The simulated experiments above show, that the body-centric agent and
environment model helps to improve estimation consistency and thus the
ability to recover the metric scale, even for prolonged periods with no or
weakly excited motion.
8.3.2 Body-Centric Configuration: Bias Estimation
The full body-centric agent and environment model, as introduced in Chapter
5, also incorporates IMU biases. The complete body-centric state consists of
• the agent’s velocity BvIB expressed in the body (local) frame,
• the down direction BdD expressed in the body (local) frame,
• the positions BrBLi of (currently visible) landmarks with respect to the
body (local) frame, expressed in the body (local) frame,
• and the intrinsic gyroscope and accelerometer biases Bbω and Bba.
As outlined in Section 2.3 and further discussed in Section 5.3, the full state
is only fully observable, if sufficient excited motion is applied. The fixed-wing
UAV loop scenario, as outlined in Subsection 8.1.2, features acceleration
and angular motion about at least two axes and should thus render the
body-centric state fully observable.
Figure 8.12 shows the averaged estimation results for all state components,
based on 100 Monte-Carlo runs. The estimator was again initialized with
the true values of the according state components and underconfident initial
covariances. After a brief transition period (t > 10 . . . 20 s) the averaged esti-
mation errors of all state components (dark blue) stay below their according
averaged ±3σ uncertainty region (light blue). Furthermore, all sub-NEES
plots confirm that the averaged sub-NEES’ (dark violet) converge consistently
to their mean well within their averaged 95% probability region (light violet).
Figure 8.12 (a) highlights that the velocity estimates consistently converge,
after the slightly inconsistent transition period. This transition period and the
convergence can also be observed for the down direction as depicted in Figure
8.12 (b). Figure 8.12 (c) indicates that the accelerometer bias has a quite
longer transition period. It is concluded, that the accelerometer bias is only
poorly observable and that its estimation relies heavily on sufficiently excited
motion. Indeed, experiments with less excited motion lead to inconsistent
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(c) accelerometer bias error ∆Bba in m/s2
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(d) gyroscope bias error ∆Bbω in rad/s
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Figure 8.12: Estimation results for the fixed-wing UAV loop scenario FL (Figure
8.5 /Table 8.5), utilizing the body-centric configuration with bias estimation and
without initial errors.
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accelerometer bias estimates. The gyroscope bias estimation errors, depicted
in Figure 8.12 (d), again quickly converge after a brief transition period. Fig-
ure 8.12 (e) provides the estimation errors for one exemplary landmark. The
landmark in question is observed five times throughout experiment. However,
it is only visible long enough to be initialized an utilized three times. This
plot thus indicates how the closed-form landmark initialization procedure,
as outlined in Section 7.1, allows for consistently initializing a landmarks
position, once a consistent overall state hypothesis is established (t ≈ 28 s
and t ≈ 54 s). During the initial transition period, the landmark position
estimation becomes slightly inconsistent. A more detailed evaluation of the
closed-form landmark initialization procedure is given in Subsection 8.5.1.
Figure 8.12 (f) provides plots for the overall estimation consistency. It
highlights, that the averaged full state NEES (dark violet) remains within
averaged 95% probability region (light violet). This is the case for the core
states as well as the landmark states. The NIS also behaves consistently.
Overall it can be concluded, that a consistent metrically scaled estimation of
the body-centric state components is possible for sufficiently excited agent
motion.
8.3.3 Body-Centric Configuration: Long-Term Stability
In this section the long term stability of the velocity and landmark position es-
timation with the body-centric configuration will be investigated. Therefore, a
single prolonged 500 s run of the fixed-wing UAV loop scenario was conducted.
Figure 8.13 provides the results for this experiment. It can be seen, that
the estimation of each component stays consistent throughout the entire run.
Once converged (t > 50 s) all state component estimates, but the accelerome-
ter bias, do not gain in estimated precision and remain mostly consistent.1
The covariance of the acceleration estimate, however, permanently decreases.
Thus, even prolonged operation with highly excited agent motion does not
lead to a full convergence of the accelerometer bias estimate. This backs
up the hypothesis from Subsection 8.3.2, that the accelerometer bias is only
poorly observable.
Even though each state component remains consistent throughout the pro-
1Note that NEES (dark violet) outliers outside the 95% probability region (light violet)
are tolerable for 5% of the evaluated samples.
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longed experiment, Figure 8.13 (f) shows that the NEES (dark violet) of the
core states (velocity, down direction, biases) slowly but steadily leaves its
95% probability region (light violet). This indicates, that the correlations of
the core states slowly diverge over time. However, one possible explanation
for this behavior are the characteristics of the fixed-wing UAV loop trajectory,
or any fixed-wing UAV trajectory for that matter. The requirements
• excited agent motion and
• observing features on the ground multiple times throughout subsequent
camera images
contradict each other. A turn with highly excited motion always results in
a banking motion where the greater area of a captured image covers the
empty space above the horizon. The fixed-wing UAV loop trajectory was
chosen because it combines both requirements quite well. Still, not every
possible motion mode is stimulated with this trajectory. A vertical loop for
example would completely change the local direction of gravity, which would
help to distinguish gravity and accelerometer bias further. Yet, depending
on the scenery, no features would be visible if the agent was upside down.
A more detailed investigation of this matter and the impact of alternative
motion patterns (e.g. rotor UAVs) or different camera/IMU calibrations
should be conducted in future work. At this point, this seams to be a basic
limitation of monocular-inertial velocity and landmark position determination
in combination with bias estimation, if applied to fixed-wing motion patterns.
However, it shall be noted here, that the observed inconsistency is still rather
small and could possibly be eliminated with conventional covariance tuning.
8.3.4 Body-Centric Configuration: Impact of Initialization Errors
In the previous subsections the estimation was initialized with the true values
for each body-centric state component. In this subsection the impact of
initialization errors on the estimation performance is evaluated. Again, the
fixed-wing UAV loop scenario, as defined in Subsection 8.1.2, is utilized. The
initialization errors are generated by randomly sampling the initial states
in 100 Monte-Carlo runs normally distributed with a quarter of the initial
covariance:
x̂init = xinit −∆xinit with ∆xinit ∼ N
(︃
0, 14 · P̂init
)︃
. (8.10)
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Figure 8.13: Estimation results for the extended fixed-wing UAV loop scenario FL
(Figure 8.5 /Table 8.5), utilizing the body-centric configuration with bias estimation
and without initial errors..
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Figure 8.14: Estimation results for the fixed-wing UAV loop scenario FL (Figure
8.5 /Table 8.5), utilizing the body-centric configuration with bias estimation and
with initial errors.
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The initial covariance P̂init of the core states was set to
P̂init =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
σ2v 0 0 0
0 σ2d 0 0
0 0 σ2a 0
0 0 0 σ2ω
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (8.11)
where standard deviations are
σv =
⎡⎢⎣10
m
s
1 ms
1 ms
⎤⎥⎦ , σd =
⎡⎢⎣0.10.1
0.1
⎤⎥⎦ , σa =
⎡⎢⎣0.03
m
s2
0.03 ms2
0.03 ms2
⎤⎥⎦ , σω =
⎡⎢⎣0.03
rad
s
0.03 rads
0.03 rads
⎤⎥⎦ .
With these standard deviations it is assumed, that the direction of travel and
the direction of gravity are roughly known and that some initial estimates
about the sensor biases are available.
Figure 8.14 provides the averaged results for all core state components
(velocity, down direction and biases) as well as an exemplary landmark. After
a brief transition period (t > 10 s) the averaged estimation errors of all state
components (dark blue), except the accelerometer bias, stay below their
according averaged ±3σ uncertainty region (light blue). Furthermore, the
according sub-NEES plots confirm that the averaged sub-NEES’ (dark violet)
converge consistently to their mean well within their averaged 95% probability
region (light violet). Again, the accelerometer bias estimates have a longer
transition period and stay permanently slightly inconsistent. This adds to
the hypothesis that the accelerometer bias is only poorly observable with the
monocular-inertial sensor setup and fixed-wing like motion.
The inconsistencies during the initial transition period, however, are more
severe than in the case without initialization errors. A possible and probable
cause for these initial inconsistencies is the naive uncertainty initialization
as defined in (8.11). Since only the diagonal of the covariance matrix is
initialized, no information about the cross-correlations between different
state components is available for the initial estimation process. During the
transition period these correlations are acquired by the estimator. This
effect could be avoided if cross-correlation information would be available for
the initialization of the estimator. The closed-form full state initialization
procedure, as outlined in Section 7.2 is intended to provide this information.
The applicability of this approach is discussed in Subsection 8.5.2.
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As discussed before, a major draw back of the body-centric agent end en-
vironment model is the high computational load, if utilized for the motion
propagation step in an estimation framework. In order to reduce this com-
putational load, the novel system concept for monocular-inertial egomotion
and landmark position determination incorporates the pseudo-world-centric
motion accumulation, as introduced in Chapter 6. The body-centric configu-
ration, as defined in Figure 8.1, incorporates the pseudo-world-centric motion
accumulation. The world-centric configuration, as defined in Figure 8.2, will
pose as a reference for the novel system concept.
The computational load of each of the investigated configurations was de-
termined through computation time measurements within the according
Matlab code. The experiments feature 10 s runs for the circular scenario
CI as defined in Subsection 8.1.2. Therein the computation times of
• the motion accumulation / state propagation,
• the state estimation and
• the landmark initialization
were captured individually. 25 Monte-Carlo runs were conducted for each
configuration and the according computation times were then averaged. The
time measurements were conducted with a 2014 Intel Core i7 PC. In order to
present the results in a more general manner, independent from the hardware
configuration and programming language, the computation times will be
given in relation to the world-centric reference configuration.
Figure 8.15 provides the comparison of the computational load for the
world-centric configuration and various implementations of the body-centric
configuration. As stated above, the world-centric configuration (a) is used
as the reference. For the classic world-centric configuration 71.9% of the
computational load are spent on state propagation, 12.5% of the computa-
tional load are spent on state estimation (i.e. the update step) and 12.5%
of the computational load are spent on the initialization of newly observed
landmarks. The combined computational load of all three of these compo-
nents is marked as reference in Figure 8.15. Additionally the on-time limit
for the utilized hardware/software setup is marked in Figure 8.15. If this
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limit is violated, the calculations for the egomotion and landmark position
determination take longer than the simulated experiment lasts.
Figure 8.15 (b) shows the computational load of a direct implementation of
the body-centric configuration. Instead of the novel pseudo-world-centric mo-
tion accumulation, it utilizes the body-centric agent and environment model
for state propagation. Most notably it can be seen, that the body-centric state
propagation is 10 times as computationally demanding as its world-centric
counterpart. As discussed in Sections 2.5 and 5.2, this stems mostly from
the complexity of the body-centric landmark kinematics. With 9.3% the
computational load for state estimation is slightly lower than the one of the
world-centric reference. Since the same closed-form landmark initialization
procedure was utilized for both configurations, the computational load for
landmark initialization remains the same.
If the pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation is utilized for the body-
centric configuration, the computational load for state propagation can be
reduced drastically. Figure 8.15 (c) shows computational load of the pseudo-
world-centric motion accumulation, when utilizing the numerical integration
of the pseudo-world-centric agent and environment model, as outlined in
Section 6.1. The state propagation then requires 125% computational load,
if compared to the world-centric reference implementation. The computa-
tional load of state estimation and landmark initialization naturally remains
unchanged.
The utilization of the pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation in the body-
centric estimation framework requires state transformations as introduced
in Section 6.2 and considered in the system concept presented in Chapter
4. For the body-centric configuration 3, depicted in Figure 8.15 (d), these
transformations were limited. The transformations were only conducted,
when camera images were available and the body-centric state estimation
was triggered. As a result the computational load for motion accumulation
could further be reduced to 87.5% of the world-centric reference.
In Subsection 6.1.1 an analytic solution to the pseudo-world-centric agent
and environment model was presented. In Table 6.1 a first comparison of the
computational load for the numerical integration and the analytical solution
was given. Therein a reduction by a factor of 30 was determined for the
pure motion accumulation. However, as stated above, the application of the
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on-time limit for the utilized setup
reference (world-centric configuration)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
15.6%
15.6%
15.6%
15.6%
15.6% 15.6%
12.5%
9.3%
9.3%
9.3%
9.3% 6.2%71.9%
700%
125%
87.5%
28.1% 25%
motion accumulation / state propagation state estimation landmark initialization
(a) world-centric config.: world-centric state propagation
(b) body-centric config. 1: body-centric state propagation
(c) body-centric config. 2: pseudo-world-centric motion acc. (numeric integration)
(d) body-centric config. 3: pseudo-world-centric motion acc. (numeric integration),
limited transformations
(e) body-centric config. 4: pseudo-world-centric motion acc. (analytic solution),
limited transformations
(f) body-centric config. 5: pseudo-world-centric motion acc. (analytic solution),
limited transformations,
landmark management
Figure 8.15: Computational load for various body-centric implementations in comparison
to the world-centric reference implementation (100r%), utilizing the circular scenario
CI (Figure 8.3 /Table 8.3).
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pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation requires transformations, which
demand considerable computational load. The effective benefit of utilizing
the analytic solution for motion accumulation is 59.4% of the computational
load utilizing the numerical integration. As depicted in Figure 8.15 (e), the
body-centric configuration with analytic motion accumulation and limited
transformations is almost half as computationally demanding as the world-
centric reference.
A minor additional performance improvement can be achieved if the land-
marks are managed as proposed in Section 5.4. Figure 8.15 (e) shows that
the computational load for motion accumulation reduces to 25% and the
computational load for state estimation reduces to 6.3%. The effort for
landmark initialization only increases minimally. However, it should be noted
that the effect of landmark management on the computational load is highly
dependent on the scenario.
In total the computational load for the body-centric configuration could
be reduced to less than half of the computational load of the world-centric
reference implementation. Pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation via
the analytic solution, limited state transformations and the observability-
driven landmark management indeed increase the performance of the novel
observability-driven system concept.
The concept of transforming the state to increase the state propagation
performance by simplifying the system kinematics could very well be gen-
eralized in future work. The impact of such measures, however, is greatly
dependent on
• the achievable simplification of the system kinematics,
• the computational load of the according transformations
• and the ratio of update rate and propagation rate.
Monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination and
SLAM in general benefit from this approach, without changing the estimation
result. More details on the estimation results for the simulated experiments,
presented above, can be found in Appendix C.3 in Figures C.8 and C.9.
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In Chapter 7 initialization procedures were presented, that are intended to
further improve the ability and consistency of the presented system con-
cept for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination.
Specifically, closed-form initialization procedures for the initialization of newly
observed landmarks as well as the full system state were derived. In the
following subsections these two approaches will be evaluated independently.
8.5.1 Landmark Initialization
During the operation of a body-centric state estimator as presented in Chap-
ter 5 and evaluated in Section 8.3, newly observed landmarks need to be
initialized and added to the overall system state. Especially, if landmarks
are dismissed from the system state, due to observability considerations, as
discussed in Subsection 8.3.1, reliable and consistent means for their reini-
tialization are required. It shall be noted that the closed-form landmark
initialization has already be utilized for the evaluation of the overall state
estimation as presented in Section 8.3. Its applicability for the presented
scenarios has thus already been evaluated implicitly. In this subsection, the
closed-form landmark initialization procedure as proposed in Section 7.1 will
be evaluated explicitly.
In addition to the core algorithm for closed-form landmark initialization
tests and metrics were presented in Section 7.1, that allow for tuning the
performance of the initialization result. These tests and metrics were
• a landmark plausibility test,
• a landmark distance/parallax test,
• means for landmark covariance limitation and
• means for landmark covariance inflation.
For the utilization of the landmark initialization the landmark plausibility
test should always be conducted. Thus, a landmark Lj whose initial distance
is determined with less than the focal length of the camera is not initialized.
Furthermore, the landmark covariance limitation should also be applied.
Thus, a landmark Lj whose trace of the initial covariance Plm,j is larger than
ρcov should also not be initialized. A value of ρcov = 1000m2 has proven
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to eliminate extreme landmark initialization outliers quite sufficiently. The
question that remains is how to set the distance/parallax ratio ρpar and the
covariance inflation factor ρinf , since not utilizing these tuning parameters
(i.e. ρpar =∞, ρinf = 1) leads to an unreliable landmark initialization (see
Figure C.10). Figure 8.16 provides landmark initialization results for different
settings of these parameters. Specifically, the averaged landmark position
initialization errors avg
(︂
∆BrBL1...j
)︂
of all newly observed landmarks L1...j
as well as the resulting estimation consistency values of the subsequent
body-centric state estimation are shown in Figure 8.16 for
(a) / (b): a distance/parallax ratio of ρpar = 10 and a covariance inflation
factor of ρinf = 1,
(c) / (d): a distance/parallax ratio of ρpar = 5 and a covariance inflation
factor of ρinf = 1,
(e) / (f): a distance/parallax ratio of ρpar = 5 and a covariance inflation
factor of ρinf = 10.
This comparison was conducted by utilizing the fixed-wing UAV loop scenario
as introduced in Subsection 8.1.2. Since a single simulation run contains
numerous landmark initializations over time for a great variety of conditions,
a single run is utilized for the evaluation of the closed-form landmark initial-
ization procedure. The full estimation results for the presented experiments
are provided in Appendix C.4.
Figure 8.16 (a) shows that a distance/parallax ratio of ρpar = 10 results
in an often inconsistent landmark initialization. Especially at 20 s < t < 25 s
the sub-NEES of the averaged landmark positions in Figure 8.16 (a) indicates
poor initialization consistency. Figure 8.16 (b) shows permanently poor NEES
values for the estimation consistency of the state estimation that utilizes the
landmark initialization. At 20 s < t < 25 s the overall estimation consistency
also worsens. During the simulation run frequently no landmark is initialized,
which is reflected by the gaps in graphs of Figure 8.16 (a). These gaps might
be caused by two phenomena: either there are no newly observed landmarks
during those periods or no landmark initialization result passed the tests
outlined above.
Figure 8.16 (c) shows that decreasing the distance/parallax ratio to ρpar = 5
results in larger gaps, i.e. less landmarks passing the landmark parallax
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Figure 8.16: Comparison of the landmark initialization results for the fixed-wing UAV
loop scenario FL (Figure 8.5 /Table 8.5) for different parallax factors ρpar and covariance
inflation factors ρinf (see Figures C.10, C.12 and C.13 for more details).
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test. Furthermore, the landmark initialization consistency as indicated by
the sub-NEES increases. The resulting overall estimation consistency as
provided in Figure 8.16 (d) also improves. Thus, it can be concluded that
the landmark parallax test provides capable means for increasing the quality
of the closed-form landmark initialization procedure.
However, as indicated by the NEES (core), i.e. the NEES of the core
system states (velocity and down direction), the estimation results are still
not fully consistent. A further reduction of the distance/parallax ratio does
not sufficiently improve the estimation consistency. Figure C.14 in the ap-
pendix shows that only a very small amount of landmarks pass the parallax
test for a distance/parallax ratio of ρpar = 1.
An effective approach to further reduce the landmark initialization con-
sistency, while assuring a sufficient amount of landmarks to be initialized,
is the utilization of the landmark covariance inflation. Figure 8.16 (e) and
(f) show the landmark initialization errors for a distance/parallax ratio of
ρpar = 5 and landmark covariance inflation factor of ρinf = 10. These settings
provide consistent landmark initializations as well as a good overall estimation
consistency. Essentially the covariance inflation adds some uncertainty to
newly initialized landmarks. This way the subsequent estimation filter will
give more weight to already observed landmarks, whose estimated position
already converged.
8.5.2 Full State Initialization
In this subsection the properties and the capabilities of the closed-form full
state initialization as presented in Section 7.2 are investigated. It may already
be noted that the overall applicability of this approach for the initialization
of the full filter state in a real life scenario is questionable. This conclusion
will further be discussed in the following paragraphs.
In order to highlight the ability of the closed-form full state initialization
procedure to determine the full body-centric state, Figure 8.17 provides ini-
tialization results, which originate from a single simulation of the fixed-wing
UAV trajectory without incorporating sensor noise. Initialization errors for
velocity as well as the average landmark position are shown for
(a) / (b): not applying gravity compensation and
(c) / (d): applying gravity compensation,
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as introduced in Subsection 6.3.1, based on the analytic solution of the
accumulated motion discussed in Chapter 6. The initialization errors for the
down direction are omitted in the following discussions, since these behave
in accordance with the velocity initialization errors. Figure 8.17 (a) / (b)
shows that systematic errors remain for the closed-form initialization, if the
gravity compensation is not applied. Figure 8.17 (c) / (d) highlights, that
applying the gravity compensation indeed allows for eliminating these errors.
Thus, if no sensor noise is present, the closed-form full state initialization
procedure allows for precisely determining the ego motion, i.e. velocity and
down direction, as well as the positions of currently visible landmarks. The
gaps in Figure 8.17 indicate periods where no landmark was visible at least
four times in order to solve the closed-form initialization equations for the
full state as discussed in Subsection 7.2.2.
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Figure 8.17: Comparison of the full state initialization results for the fixed-wing UAV
loop scenario FL (Figure 8.5 /Table 8.5) without sensor noise for
(a)/(b) not applying gravity compensation and
(c)/(d) applying gravity compensation.
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Figure 8.18 provides full state initialization results with noisy sensor mea-
surements, i.e. in accordance with the sensor parameters given in Table 8.1,
for
(a) / (b): neither utilizing the down direction norm test nor the keypoint
spread test,
(c) / (d): utilizing the down direction norm test but not the keypoint spread
test,
(e) / (f): utilizing the down direction norm test as well as the keypoint spread
test.
Figure 8.18 (a) / (b) shows that the closed-form initialization procedure is not
capable to reliably determine the full state throughout the considered time
span. However, segments with only small initialization errors exist, which
are t ≈ 2.5 s, t ≈ 6.8 s and t ≈ 8.0 s. In Subsection 7.2.4 metrics / tests were
introduced, which are intended to identify these sections during the initial-
ization process. As already mentioned above, these are the down direction
norm test and the keypoint spread test.
Figure 8.18 (c) / (d) provides initialization results for utilizing the down
direction norm test but not the keypoint spread test. It can be seen that
the number and size of the gaps in according error graphs increased. These
additional gaps are segments with large initialization errors, which were
rejected for full state initialization based on the down direction test. However,
segments with large initialization errors still exist.
In Figure 8.18 (e) / (f) additionally the spread of the keypoints was tested. It
can be seen, that utilizing the down direction norm test as well as the keypoint
spread test leads to an extraction of the segments with small initialization
errors.
While the results above may seem promising for evaluating the applicability of
the closed-form full state initialization procedure, the parametrization of the
metrics discussed above is rather tricky and their effect on the initialization
is quite trajectory dependent. For the simulated experiment presented in
Figure 8.18 the maximum down direction norm error was set to ρdown = 0.05
and the minimum keypoint spread was set to ρdown = 330 px. The utilized
maximum down direction norm error has proven to be a good and robust
value for ensuring the down direction norm of the full state initialization.
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Figure 8.18: Comparison of the full state initialization results for the fixed-wing UAV
loop scenario FL (Figure 8.5 /Table 8.5) with sensor noise
(a)/(b) without down direction norm test and without keypoint spread test,
(c)/(d) with down direction norm test and without keypoint spread test,
(e)/(f) with down direction norm test and with keypoint spread test.
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The utilized minimum keypoint spread, however, can not be considered a
generally applicable or universal parametrization. With ρdown = 330 px a
keypoint has to move almost across the entire image in both directions uC
and vC. This is a rather strict constraint on the agent’s motion. It has to
be excited enough in order to fulfill this requirement, but not too excited in
order to still allow for tracking features throughout subsequent images.
The evaluation and discussion above only covers the initialization of the
agent’s state, but not its covariance as introduced in Subsection 7.2.3. In
essence, while mathematically sound, the resulting covariance approximation
does not indicate the true uncertainty of the full state initialization. Figure
8.19 provides results for the full covariance initialization for utilizing the down
direction norm test as well as the keypoint spread test. These are the same
settings as utilized for the full state initialization results presented in Figure
8.18 (e) / (f). Even though these settings allowed for identifying trajectory
sections which allow for determining the full state with an moderate error,
the according covariance is disproportionally large.
Tkocz and Janschek (2014a) were able to determine an initial covariance
utilizing the same mathematical approach, however, a north direction mea-
surement was utilized. In this publication the north direction measurement
was omitted in order to reduce the hardware requirements for the monocular-
inertial egomotion and landmark position determination. This leads to an
increased number of the required successive camera images. Remember that
the required linearization step, outlined in Subsection 7.2.3, is quite complex.
Therefore, the large number of successive camera images supposedly results
in a large impact of linearization errors on the covariance approximation.
In conclusion it should be stated that the covariance approximation presented
in Section 7.2 does not produce satisfying results. While the determination
of the state itself is very well possible, the utilization of metrics is required,
which are rather tricky to tune and highly trajectory dependent. In summary
it can be stated, that the closed-form full state initialization procedures as
presented in this publication will most probably not be robust and reliable
enough for real life applications. This especially will be the case, if additional
error sources like sensor biases, latencies, etc. may impact the determination
process.
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Figure 8.19: Full covariance initialization results for the fixed-wing UAV loop scenario
FL (see Figure 8.5 and Table 8.5), with sensor noise and down direction norm test as
well as keypoint spread test, as in Figure 8.18 (e) / (f).
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The simulated reference scenarios as introduced in Subsection 8.1.2 also
contain an exemplary fixed-wing UAV travel scenario FT in a canyon like
environment. It features multiple turns at various heights above the ground,
as depicted in Figure 8.6. The parameters of this trajectory are specified in
Table 8.6. This scenario will be used as an application example and allows
for summarizing the benefits as well as the weak spots of the presented and
discussed observability-driven system concept for monocular-inertial egomo-
tion and landmark position determination. This example, however, holds
no claim for judging the real life performance of the presented approach. In
fact additional investigations and research is required to make this approach
applicable for real life scenarios.
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Figure 8.20 provides exemplary estimation results for a single simulation
run of fixed-wing UAV travel scenario FT in a canyon like environment.
It combines all aspects of the novel system concept for monocular-inertial
egomotion and landmark position determination, which are
• the novel body-centric agent and environment model, utilized for body-
centric state estimation,
• the novel pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation, utilized for motion
propagation,
• the closed-form initialization procedures, utilized for the initialization
of newly observed landmarks as well as the full initial system state.
The estimation evaluation in Figure 8.20 provides
(a) the velocity error ∆BvIB in m/s,
(b) the down direction error ∆BdD in 1,
(c) the accelerometer bias error ∆Bba in m/s2,
(d) the gyroscope bias error ∆Bbω in rad/s,
(e) the landmark position error ∆BrBL1 in m,
(f) the estimation consistency, with NEES’ and NIS values.
The state estimation was initialized utilizing the closed-form initialization
procedure presented in Section 7.2. During the initialization the agent is
conducting a turn similar to the fixed-wing UAV loop trajectory FL. This
allows for the initialization of the full system state as evaluated in Subsection
8.5.2. The resulting initialization errors can be seen in Figure 8.20 at t = 0 s.
The subsequent body-centric state estimation, as introduced in Chapter
5, however, converges quickly towards minimizing these initial errors at
t = 10 . . . 50 s. It can be seen, that the accelerometer bias estimation con-
verges quite slowly, due to its presumably weak observability, as was discussed
in Subsection 8.3.2.
The NEES plots of the individual state elements as well as the overall esti-
mation consistency plots in Figure 8.20(f) show, that the state estimation is
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Figure 8.20: Estimation results for fixed-wing UAV travel scenario FT with an exemplary
UAV trajectory in a canyon like environment (see Figure 8.6 and Table 8.3) and
utilizing the novel system concept for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark
position determination.
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performed consistently until t = 100 s. Afterwards the core-NEES, thus the
NEES of the core states (velocity, down direction and biases), slowly becomes
slightly inconsistent. This confirms the observations from Subsection 8.3.3,
where the long-term stability of the state estimation was investigated. Thus,
while the body-centric state estimation provides state estimation results with
quite high estimation consistency, conventional covariance tuning measures
are still required to ensure prolonged estimation consistency.
Newly observed landmarks are incorporated into the estimation seamlessly be
utilizing the closed-form landmark initialization as presented in Section 7.1.
The robust landmark initialization performance, as evaluated in Subsection
8.5.1, allows for a consistent egomotion and landmark position determination.
This especially is beneficial if landmarks need to be initialized continuously,
because previously observed landmarks are not revisited, as is the case for
the fixed-wing UAV travel scenario FT.
The pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation is performed for the prop-
agation of the egomotion and landmark positions. Therefore, the analytic
solution as derived in Chapter 6 is utilized. Figure 8.20 implicitly shows, that
this approach has no effect on the estimation consistency, while significantly
reducing the computational load, as evaluated in Section 8.4.
The evaluations presented in this chapter, with their strong focus on consis-
tency, provide Contribution 5 of this publication.
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As discussed in Chapter 1, the monocular-inertial sensor setup bears an
inherent scale ambiguity, which only allows for recovering the metric scale of
an agent’s egomotion as well as landmark positions, if sufficient motion, i.e.
non-zero acceleration, is applied. This initial hypothesis was discussed based
on a simple but intuitive gedankenexperiment for constant velocity motion
versus accelerated motion of an agent.
State of the Art An extensive review of the current state of the art, regard-
ing scaled egomotion and environment perception based on measurements
from an inertial measurement unit and a monocular camera, in Chapter
2 strengthened this hypothesis. This literature review also revealed, that
different approaches to monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark posi-
tion determination, also known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM), exist, which differ in their ability to recover the metric scale. First
and foremost a distinction between
• filter-based approaches and
• closed-form approaches
was made. It was concluded, that closed-form approaches can be utilized for
the initialization of filter-based approaches. Reviewing relevant publications
featuring filter-based approaches revealed that the choice of the system model
for the agent and its environment has a strong impact on the properties and
the performance of the filter’s estimation process. Two main approaches to
agent and environment modeling were identified, which differentiate with
regard to the utilized reference frame:
• classic world-centric agent and environment models and
• less common body-centric agent and environment models.
Reviewing the literature with a focus on system modeling gave insight into
significantly different properties of estimation filters utilizing world-centric
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and body-centric agent and environment models. It was shown that body-
centric agent and environment models, if compared to their world-centric
counterparts, offer increased
• system observability as well as
• estimation consistency.
Yet again, body-centric agent and environment models are only used sel-
domly for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination.
One main disadvantage of body-centric agent and environment models was
identified, which makes their application rather unappealing: The landmark
kinematics of body-centric agent and environment models are quite com-
plex, while their world-centric counterparts are trivial. That is, landmarks
are stationary with respect to the world frame, but not with respect to an
agent’s moving body frame. This results in severe computational load, if a
body-centric agent and environment model is utilized for state propagation.
System Concept In Chapter 4 an observability-driven system concept
for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination was
presented, which allows for utilizing the advantages of body-centric system
models, while eliminating their main disadvantage, i.e. computational load
during motion propagation. The underlying hypotheses that motivate this
system concept were stated in Subsection 2.5 as follows:
1. Body-centric agent and environment models assure system observability,
which for the monocular-inertial sensor setup is dependent on sufficiently
excited motion, in order to resolve the inherent scale ambiguity.
2. System observability improves the estimation consistency of filter-based
egomotion and landmark position determination.
3. Estimation consistency improves the ability to recover scaled infor-
mation about an agent’s egomotion and landmark position for the
monocular-inertial sensor setup.
This system concept itself is the first contribution of this publication. It
mainly consists of subcomponents for
• body-centric state estimation,
• pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation and
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• closed-form initialization procedures,
where each of these subcomponents is yet another contribution of this publi-
cation.
Body-Centric State Estimation Chapter 5 provided a body-centric agent
and environment model for the monocular-inertial system and sensor setup,
in accordance with the general problem statement given in Section 3.2. It acts
as a counterpart for classic world-centric agent and environment models, as
recapitulated in Section 3.5. A nonlinear observability analysis, following the
approach of Martinelli (2010), allowed for revealing the general observability
of the body-centric agent and environment model. Subsequently the body-
centric agent and environment model was utilized to define a Kalman state
update module, which is applicable for the proposed system concept. The
simulation based evaluation of the body-centric state estimation, as provided
in Section 8.3, has shown the superior consistency of this approach with
respect to its world-centric counterpart. The ability for estimating the
metric scale of the agent’s velocity and landmark positions was shown for
trajectories with sufficiently excited motion. Furthermore, the basic ability for
bias estimation could also be demonstrated. The accelerometer bias, however,
converges quite slowly, which indicates its weak observability. The approach
also has shown to be quite robust with regard to moderate initialization errors.
For prolonged utilization it was shown that the egomotion and landmark
position estimates slowly but steadily become slightly inconsistent. Notably,
the estimation of each sub-component remains consistent, while the cross-
correlation between the core state components appears to cause moderate
estimation inconsistency. It was concluded that the remaining nonlinearities
of the body-centric agent and environment model may be the cause of this
behavior. Conventional covariance tuning may help to resolve this behavior.
In general it can be concluded, that improving the observability of the system
model also improved the estimation consistency if utilized in an estimation
filter. The derivations and investigations on the body-centric agent and
environment model are the second contribution of this publication.
Pseudo-World-Centric Motion Accumulation The main drawback of body-
centric agent and environment models is their high computational load if
utilized for motion propagation. In Chapter 6 a pseudo-world-centric motion
accumulation approach was presented, that allows for a more efficient motion
propagation by ”freezing” the agent’s body frame during each propagation
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step, thus turning it into a pseudo-world frame. Transformations between
body-centric and pseudo-world-centric representations were derived in order
to make this approach applicable for the overall system concept. Furthermore,
an analytic solution to the pseudo-world-centric agent and environment model
was derived, that allows for an even more computationally efficient motion
propagation as well as gravity compensation for the open-loop integration of
inertial measurements. The properties of the pseudo-world-centric motion
accumulation were evaluated in Section 8.4. It was shown that the motion
propagation result is not affected by utilizing the pseudo-world-centric motion
accumulation, if compared to pure world-centric or pure body-centric motion
propagation. The computational load, however, was reduced significantly in
comparison to the aforementioned alternatives. Numerous measures were
presented that lead to the improved efficiency. Among those the utilization
of the analytic solution of the pseudo-world-centric agent and environment
model has shown considerable impact. It may be noted that this analytic so-
lution may also be utilized for purely world-centric motion propagation. The
derivations and investigations on pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation
are the third contribution of this publication.
Closed-Form Initialization Procedures As proposed initially, in Chapter
7 closed-form initialization procedures were derived, which complete the
observability-driven system concept for monocular-inertial egomotion and
landmark position determination. Based on utilizing the accumulated motion,
modules for the initialization for newly observed landmarks as well as the full
system state were derived. Both initialization procedures were accompanied
by a set of metrics, that were intended to assure their reliable and robust
application. In Section 8.5 these initialization procedures were evaluated
with regard to their applicability within the novel system concept. The
closed-form landmark initialization has shown to fulfill this expectation.
The initial landmark position and the according initial covariance could be
determined reliably for the simulated scenarios that were presented. The
closed-form full state initialization, however, has shown to be rather difficult
to apply. It was shown that the initialization of the full system state requires
conditions, which more or less contradict each other. Namely, the agent’s
motion has to be excited enough to resolve the ambiguities of the state
components, but not too excited in order to still allow for tracking features
throughout subsequent images. Means for determining the initial covariance
were presented based on the approach from Tkocz and Janschek (2014a).
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Their original approach featured monocular-inertial measurements as well
as magnetometer measurements. In Section 7.2 it could be shown that
omitting these magnetometer measurements is mathematically possible. The
resulting approximation of an initial covariance, however, does not reflect
the true uncertainty of the according approximated initial state. Supposedly
the linearizations involved for the covariance approximation are too severe.
In summary, the closed-form full state initialization can not be considered
suitable for real life application. The closed-form landmark initialization on
the other hand appears to be suitable for real life application. However, further
investigations on this are still required. The derivations and investigations on
these initialization procedures are the fourth contribution of this publication.
Consistency Focused Evaluation The consistency focused evaluations pre-
sented in Chapter 8 are the fifth and last contribution of this publication.
Their strong focus on consistency allowed for evaluating and judging the
potential performance of the novel observability-driven system concept for
monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position determination. In
essence it was shown, that this approach offers numerous improvements
if compared to the classic world-centric approach. The evaluations of its
subcomponents also revealed their distinct properties, as discussed above.
Outlook The properties of the observability-driven system concept may also
be generalized and could thus be beneficial for other applications. Namely
three conclusions can be drawn:
1. For the prediction step within a nonlinear estimator a system model
with stationary output reduces the computational load.
2. For the update step within a nonlinear estimator a system model which
is fully observable improves the overall estimation consistency.
3. Transformation interfaces can be introduced that allow for combining
such prediction and update steps.
The presented simulation based evaluation of the novel observability-driven
system concept for monocular-inertial egomotion and landmark position
determination basically provides a general proof of concept. In order to fully
judge its applicability, performance and true benefit for real life applications,
real experiments are indispensable and proposed as the next step for further
evaluating the novel system concept.
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A Mathematical Basics
In this chapter selected mathematical basics are recapitulated, which are
utilized in this publication. The recapitulations below are formulated in
compliance with the nomenclature rules outlined in Section 3.1 and therefore
allow for a direct application in the context of this publication.
A.1 Mean and Standard Deviation
In this section the definitions of the mean and the standard deviation of a
set of samples are recapitulated.
Mean The mean of a set of samples xi is defined as
x̄ = mean(x) = 1
N
N−1∑︂
i=0
xi. (A.1)
Standard Deviation The standard deviation of a set of samples xi is defined
as
std(x) =
⌜⃓⃓⎷ 1
N − 1
N−1∑︂
i=0
(xi − x̄)2. (A.2)
A.2 Attitude Parameterizations
In this section the definitions of different attitude parameterizations are
recapitulated.
Direction Vectors The attitude of frame {B} wrt. frame {I} can be ex-
pressed as a set of direction vectors
IDB =
{︂
IxB,
IyB,
IzB
}︂
. (A.3)
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The attitude of a frame {I} wrt. {B} thus is defined as
BDI =
{︂
BxI,
ByI,
BzI
}︂
=
{︂
BdN,
BdE,
BdD
}︂
. (A.4)
Rotation Matrix /Direction Cosine Matrix The attitude of frame {B}
wrt. frame {I} can also be given as a rotation matrix or direction cosine
matrix, by writing the direction vectors such that
I
BR =
[︂
IxB
IyB
IzB
]︂
=
⎡⎢⎢⎣
BxI
T
ByI
T
BzI
T
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
BdN
T
BdE
T
BdD
T
⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (A.5)
The attitude of frame {I} wrt. {B} thus is defined as
B
IR =
[︂
BxI
ByI
BzI
]︂
=
⎡⎢⎢⎣
IxB
T
IyB
T
IzB
T
⎤⎥⎥⎦ = [︂BdN BdE BdD]︂ . (A.6)
The rotation matrices for the attitude of frame {B} wrt. frame {I} and frame
{I} wrt. frame {B} are related through their transpose
I
BR
T = BIR,
B
IR
T = IBR
(A.7)
with
I
BR
T · IBR = IBR · IBRT = I. (A.8)
Rotation matrices are orthogonal matrices, i.e.
I
BR
T = IBR
−1
. (A.9)
Quaternions The attitude of frame {B} wrt. frame {I} and vice versa
can also be given by an axis e = Be = Ie and an according rotation angle
ϕ. According to standard literature like Farrell et al. (1999), this attitude
parameterization can be transformed in to a quaternion, which describes the
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attitude of {B} wrt. {I}:
I
Bq =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
I
Bq1
I
Bq2
I
Bq3
I
Bq4
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
ex sin (ϕ)
ey sin (ϕ)
ez sin (ϕ)
cos (ϕ)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (A.10)
Note that the axis e is independent from the frame it is expressed in, i.e. {I}
or {B}. The last component IBq4 is the real element of the quaternion and
is sometimes also written as the first element IBq0 in literature. A further
introduction of quaternions and their algebra is omitted in this publication.
The quaternion for the attitude of frame {I} wrt. frame {B} is defined as
B
I q =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
B
I q1
B
I q2
B
I q3
B
I q4
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
−e1 sin (ϕ)
−e2 sin (ϕ)
−e3 sin (ϕ)
cos (ϕ)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
−IBq1
−IBq2
−IBq3
I
Bq4
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (A.11)
An according rotation matrix can be calculated from a quaternion through
I
BR = R
(︂
I
Bq
)︂
=⎡⎢⎢⎣
1− 2IBq22 − 2IBq32 2(IBq1IBq2 − IBq3IBq4) 2(IBq1IBq3 + IBq2IBq4)
2(IBq1IBq2 + IBq3IBq4) 1− 2IBq12 − 2IBq32 2(IBq2IBq3 − IBq1IBq4)
2(IBq1IBq3 − IBq2IBq4) 2(IBq2IBq3 + IBq1IBq4) 1− 2IBq12 − 2IBq22
⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
(A.12)
A.3 Attitude Kinematics
In this section the kinematic properties of different attitude parameterizations
are recapitulated.
Angular Velocity The rotational velocity or angular velocity of frame {I}
wrt. frame {B} expressed in frame {I} is defined as
IωBI = − IωIB (A.13)
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The inverse rotation direction can be achieved by a multiplication with minus
one.
BωBI = − BωIB. (A.14)
The frame in which the angular velocity is expressed can be changed by
applying the according rotation matrices:
IωBI = BIR · BωBI,
BωBI = BIR
T · IωBI.
(A.15)
Direction Vector Kinematics If frame {B} rotates wrt. frame {I} with an
angular velocity IωIB, then the kinematics of the direction vectors expressed
in frame {I} follow
IẋB = IωIB × IxB,
IẏB = IωIB × IyB,
IżB = IωIB × IzB.
(A.16)
Similarly, for the rotation of frame {I} wrt. frame {B} expressed in frame
{B}
BẋI = BωBI × BxI = −BωIB × BxI,
BẏI = BωBI × ByI = −BωIB × ByI,
BżI = BωBI × BzI = −BωIB × BzI
(A.17)
holds. If the unit vectors of frame {I} are written as direction vectors, this
reads
BḋN = − BωIB × BdN,
BḋE = − BωIB × BdE,
BḋD = − BωIB × BdD.
(A.18)
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The left cross product with IωIB can be written as the cross product matrix
[︂
IωIB×
]︂
=
⎡⎢⎣ 0 −
IωIB,z
IωIB,y
IωIB,z 0 −IωIB,x
−IωIB,y IωIB,x 0
⎤⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
IΩIB
.
(A.19)
The left cross product with BωIB can be written as the cross product matrix
[︂
BωIB×
]︂
=
⎡⎢⎣ 0 −
BωIB,z
BωIB,y
BωIB,z 0 −BωIB,x
−BωIB,y BωIB,x 0
⎤⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
BΩIB
.
(A.20)
Since the direction of the rotation is represented by the sign of the angular
velocity, the according cross product matrix also follows
IΩBI = − IΩIB, (A.21)
BΩBI= − BΩIB. (A.22)
The frame in which the cross product matrix is expressed in can be changed:
IΩBI = IBR · BΩBI · BIR,
BΩBI = BIR · IΩBI · IBR.
(A.23)
Interestingly then the following holds:
IΩIB · IΩIB = IBR · BΩIB · BIR · IBR⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
I
·BΩIB · BIR, (A.24)
BΩIB · BΩIB= BIR · IΩIB · IBR · BIR⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
I
·IΩIB · IBR, (A.25)
thus
IΩIB2 = IBR · BΩIB2 · BIR, (A.26)
BΩIB2= BIR · IΩIB2 · IBR. (A.27)
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Quaternion Kinematics In accordance with Farrell et al. (1999) the quater-
nion kinematics are given as
I
Bq̇ =
1
2 ·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 BωIB,z −BωIB,y BωIB,x
−BωIB,z 0 BωIB,x BωIB,y
BωIB,y −BωIB,x 0 BωIB,z
−BωIB,x −BωIB,y −BωIB,z 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Q(BωIB)
·IBq. (A.28)
Rotation Matrix /Direction Cosine Matrix Kinematics The kinematics
of the rotation matrix can be written as
I
BṘ =
[︂
IẋB
IẏB
IżB
]︂
, (A.29)
where
I
BṘ =
[︄IωIB × IxB⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
IẋB
IωIB × IyB⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
IẏB
IωIB × IzB⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
IżB
]︄
. (A.30)
Replacing the left cross product with its according cross product matrix ana
a subsequent extraction yields in
I
BṘ =
[︂
IωIB×
]︂
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
IΩIB
[︂
IẋB
IẏB
IżB
]︂
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
I
BR
, (A.31)
I
BṘ = IΩIB · IBR. (A.32)
According to Hagedorn (2008) and provable by execution these kinematics
have the following interesting properties:
I
BṘ
T · IBR + IBRT · IBṘ = 0 (A.33)
and
I
BṘ
T · IBR = −IBRT · IBṘ = −
(︃
I
BṘ
T · IBR
)︃T
. (A.34)
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In this chapter some basics of control theory are recapitulated, which are
utilized in this publication. The recapitulations below are formulated in
compliance with the nomenclature rules outlined in Section 3.1 and therefore
allow for a better understanding of their application in the context of this
publication.
B.1 Extended Kalman Filter
A central element of this publication is the extended Kalman filter, which can
be utilized as a state observer for nonlinear systems. In standard literature,
like Bar-Shalom et al. (2001) or Thrun et al. (2005), various implementations
and variations of the extended Kalman filter are outlined. In this section the
approach utilized within this publication is provided.
Nonlinear System A nonlinear system shall be defined as a nonlinear
differential equation for the system state x, which follows the trajectory of
the system input u:
ẋ = f (x,u) (B.1)
The function f describes the nonlinear system kinematics. Furthermore, the
system output y can also be given as a nonlinear function of the system state
x:
y = g (x) (B.2)
Thus g can be called output function.
Propagation Step The state transition of a nonlinear system can be ap-
proximated by its linearization
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Ai =
∂f
∂x
⃓⃓⃓⃓
⃓
x=x(ti),u=u(ti)
, (B.3)
Bi =
∂f
∂u
⃓⃓⃓⃓
⃓
x=x(ti),u=u(ti)
, (B.4)
where Ai is the linearized continuous system matrix and Bi is the linearized
continuous input matrix at t = ti.
By discretization
Fi = exp (Ai · Ti) = I+ Ti ·Ai + T
2
i
2! ·A
2
i + . . . , (B.5)
Hi =
{︄
Ti · I+ T
2
i
2! ·Ai +
T 3i
3! ·A
2
i + . . .
}︄
·Bi (B.6)
the linearized discretized system matrix Fi and the linearized discretized
input matrix Hi can be determined.
The state estimate of the nonlinear system can be predicted through numerical
or analytical integration, i.e.
x̂−(ti+1)
numerical or analytical←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
integration
ẋ = f (x,u)|x=x(ti),u=u(ti) . (B.7)
The covariance estimate of the nonlinear system can be approximately pre-
dicted through
P̂
−(ti+1) = Fi · P̂−(ti) · F Ti +Hi ·N ·HTi . (B.8)
Update Step Based on a predicted state estimate of the nonlinear system,
the output of the system can be predicted though
ŷ(tc) = g
(︂
x̂−(tc)
)︂
. (B.9)
The linearization of the output function through
Cc =
∂g
∂x
⃓⃓⃓⃓
⃓
x=x̂−(tc)
(B.10)
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allows for determining the Kalman gain as
Kc = P̂
−(tc) ·CTc ·
(︃
Cc · P̂−(tc) ·CTc + W̃
)︃−1
. (B.11)
This allows for updating the estimated system state
x̂+(tc) = x̂−(tc) +Kc · (ỹ(tc)− ŷ(tc)) , (B.12)
as well as the estimated system covariance
P̂
+(tc) = (I −Kc ·Cc) · P̂−(tc) · (I −Kc ·Cc)T +Kc W̃ Kc (B.13)
based on output measurements ỹ available at t = tc. The covariance update
was written in the so-called Joseph form.
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B.2 System Observability
In this section means for determining the observability of a given system are
recapitulated.
B.2.1 Observability Analysis for Linear Systems
According to Lunze (2012) and other standard literature the observability of
a linear continuous system
ẋ = A ·x +B ·u,
y = C ·x (B.14)
can be determined by calculating the according observability matrix through
Olin =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
C
C ·A
C ·A2
...
C ·Anx−1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (B.15)
and determining its rank. The condition for the observability of the linear
continuous system then is
rank(Olin) = nx. (B.16)
For a linear continuous system it can be stated that the system is not
observable if the condition above is violated.
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B.2.2 Observability Analysis for Nonlinear Systems
According to Hermann and Krener (1977) and as stated in standard literature
like Adamy (2009) the observability of a nonlinear continuous system
ẋ = f (x,u) ,
y = g (x)
(B.17)
can also be determined by calculating an according observability matrix.
Under the assumption of a constant system input, i.e. u̇, . . . ,u(nx−1) = 0,
this observability matrix is calculated by utilizing the Lie derivatives
y = L0fg = g (x) ,
ẏ = L1fg =
∂L0fg
∂x
f (x,u) ,
ÿ = L2fg =
∂L1fg
∂x
f (x,u) ,
y(3) = L3fg =
∂Lnx−1f g
∂x
f (x,u) ,
y(4) = L4fg = . . . .
(B.18)
The observability matrix for the nonlinear continuous system is then deter-
mined through
Onon =
[︄
∂L0fg
∂x
∂L1fg
∂x
∂L2fg
∂x
∂L3fg
∂x
. . .
]︄T
. (B.19)
The nonlinear system is observable if
rank(Onon) = nx. (B.20)
For a nonlinear continuous system it cannot be stated that the system is not
observable if the condition above is violated.
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B.2.3 Observability Analysis for Input-Affine Nonlinear Systems
According to Martinelli (2010) the Lie derivatives for an input-affine nonlinear
continuous system
ẋ = f0 (x) +
nu∑︂
i=1
f i (x) ·ui,
y = g (x) .
(B.21)
can be written as
y = L0g = g (x) ,
ẏ =
nu∑︂
i=0
L1f ig =
nu∑︂
i=0
∂L0g
∂x
f i,
ÿ =
nu∑︂
i=0
⎛⎝ nu∑︂
j=0
L2f if jg
⎞⎠ = nu∑︂
i=0
⎛⎝ nu∑︂
j=0
∂L0f ig
∂x
f j
⎞⎠ ,
y(3) =
nu∑︂
i=0
⎛⎝ nu∑︂
j=0
(︄
nu∑︂
k=0
L2f if jfkg
)︄⎞⎠ = nu∑︂
i=0
⎛⎝ nu∑︂
j=0
(︄
nu∑︂
k=0
∂L0f if jg
∂x
fk
)︄⎞⎠ ,
y(4) = . . . .
(B.22)
Again the system input is assumed to be constant, i.e. u̇, . . . ,u(nx−1) = 0.
The according observability matrix for the input-affine nonlinear continuous
system
Oian =
[︄
∂L0g
∂x
. . .
∂L1f0g
∂x
∂L1f1g
∂x
. . .
∂L1fnug
∂x
. . .
∂L2f0f0g
∂x
∂L2f0f1g
∂x
. . .
∂L2f0fnug
∂x
. . .
∂L3f0f0f0g
∂x
∂L3f0f0f1g
∂x
. . .
∂L3f0f0fnug
∂x
. . .
∂L4f0f0f0fnug
∂x
. . .
]︄T
(B.23)
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The input-affine nonlinear continuous system is observable if
rank(Oian) = nx. (B.24)
For an input-affine nonlinear continuous system it cannot be stated that the
system is not observable if the condition above is violated.
Exemplary Matlab code for extracting the input independent terms f0
and the input dependent terms f i of a standard nonlinear system formulation
is given in Matlab Code B.1.
f u n c t i o n [ f ] = e x t r a c t I n p u t A f f i n i t y ( dx , u )
% dete rm ine number o f i n p u t s
nu = l e ng t h ( u ) ;
% t r an s f o rm the system k i n ema t i c s f i n t o i t s i n pu t a f f i n e form
f o r i = 1 : ( nu+1)
% p r epa r e e x t r a c t i o n o f f 0
i f i == 1
f ( : , i ) = dx ;
% remove f 0 f o r e x t r a c t i n g f i w i th i = 1 . . . n u
e l s e
f ( : , i ) = s i m p l i f y ( dx - f ( : , 1 ) ) ;
end
% e x t r a c t f 0 and f i w i th i = 1 . . . n u
f o r j = 1 : ( nu+1)
% e x t r a c t f 0 by e l l i m i n a t i n g a l l te rms wi th i n pu t dependenc i e s
i f ( i == 1 && j > 1) | | ( j > 1 && j ~=i )
f ( : , i ) = subs ( f ( : , i ) , u ( j - 1 ) , 0 ) ;
end
% e x t r a c t f i by e l l i m i n a t i n g terms wi th i n p u t s j ~= i
% and by e l l i m i n a t i n g i npu t j == i
i f j > 1 && j ~= i
f ( : , i ) = subs ( f ( : , i ) , u ( j - 1 ) , 0 ) ;
e l s e i f j > 1 && j == i
f ( : , i ) = subs ( f ( : , i ) , u ( j - 1 ) , 1 ) ;
end
end
end
end
Matlab Code B.1: Symbolic extraction of input affine terms
Exemplary Matlab code for determining the observability of an input-affine
nonlinear continuous system is given in Matlab Code B.2.
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f u n c t i o n [ ] = d e t e rm i n eOb s e r v a b i l i t y ( f , x , y , maxLieOrder )
% dete rm ine the number o f s t a t e s , a f f i n e t r a n s f o rma t i o n s and ou tpu t s
nx = s i z e ( x , 1 ) ; n f = s i z e ( f , 2 ) ; ny = s i z e ( y , 1 ) ;
% i n i t i a l i z e data a r r a y s
LieName = c e l l ( [ 1 , maxLieOrder ] ) ;
L i e D e r i v a t i v e = c e l l ( [ 1 , maxLieOrder ] ) ;
CurrentRank = 0 ;
% compute 0 - th o r d e r L i e d e r i v a t i v e s
f o r i = 1 : ny
% e s t a b l i s h the name o f the c u r r e n t L i e d e r i v a t i v e
LieName {1 ,1}{ i , : } = [ ' y ' , num2str ( i ) ] ;
% compute the c u r r e n t L i e d e r i v a t i v e
L i e D e r i v a t i v e {1 ,1}( i , : ) = y ( i ) ;
% augment the o b s e r v a b i l i t y mat r i x
Ob s e r v a b i l i t yMa t r i x ( i , : ) = j a c o b i a n ( L i e D e r i v a t i v e {1 ,1}( i , : ) , x ) ;
% check i f the rank o f the o b s e r v a b i l i t y mat r i x has i n c r e a s e d
i f rank ( Ob s e r v a b i l i t yMa t r i x ) > CurrentRank
CurrentRank = rank ( Ob s e r v a b i l i t yMa t r i x ) ;
d i s p ( LieName {1 ,1}( i , : ) ) ;
end
end
% compute h i g h e r o r d e r L i e d e r i v a t i v e s
f o r j o = 2 : maxLieOrder
f o r j y = 1 : s i z e ( L i e D e r i v a t i v e { jo - 1} , 1 )
f o r j f = 1 : n f
i nd ex = ( jy - 1 )∗ n f+j f ;
% e s t a b l i s h the name o f the c u r r e n t L i e d e r i v a t i v e
LieName {1 , j o }( index , : ) = . . .
{ [ LieName {1 , jo -1}{ j y , : } , ' f ' , num2str ( j f - 1 ) ] } ;
% compute the c u r r e n t L i e d e r i v a t i v e
L i e D e r i v a t i v e {1 , j o }( index , : ) = . . .
j a c o b i a n ( L i e D e r i v a t i v e {1 , jo - 1} ( jy , : ) , x ) ∗ f ( : , j f ) ;
% augment the o b s e r v a b i l i t y mat r i x
Ob s e r v a b i l i t yMa t r i x ( end +1 , : ) = . . .
j a c o b i a n ( L i e D e r i v a t i v e {1 , j o }( index , : ) , x ) ;
% check i f the rank o f the o b s e r v a b i l i t y mat r i x has i n c r e a s e d
i f rank ( Ob s e r v a b i l i t yMa t r i x ) > CurrentRank
CurrentRank = rank ( Ob s e r v a b i l i t yMa t r i x ) ;
d i s p ( LieName {1 , j o }( index , : ) )
L i e D e r i v a t i v e {1 , j o }( index , : )
end
% te rm i na t e c a l c u l a t i o n i f o b s e r v a b i l i t y i s g i v en
i f CurrentRank == nx
r e t u r n ;
end
end
end
end
end
Matlab Code B.2: Matlab code for determining the observability of an input-affine
nonlinear continuous system.
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B.3 Estimation Consistency
In this section metrics for determining the consistency of an estimate con-
taining of a state estimate x̂ and a covariance estimate P̂ are recapitulated.
The according definitions originate from Bar-Shalom et al. (2001).
B.3.1 Normalized Estimation Error Squared
Based on the estimation error
∆x = x − x̂ (B.25)
the Normalized Estimation Error Squared (NEES) can be calculated through
ϵe,x = ∆xT · P̂−1 ·∆x. (B.26)
The NEES should ideally be equal to the dimensions of freedom of the state
vector:
E (ϵe,x) = nx. (B.27)
An in-depth discussion of the NEES is given in Section 8.2.
B.3.2 Normalized Innovation Squared
Based on the innovation residual
∆y = ỹ − ŷ (B.28)
and the innovation covariance
Ŝ = C · P̂− ·CT + W̃ (B.29)
the Normalized Innovation Squared (NIS) can be calculated through
ϵi,y = ∆yT · Ŝ−1 ·∆y. (B.30)
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The NIS should ideally be equal to the dimensions of freedom of the state
vector:
E (ϵi,y) = ny. (B.31)
B.3.3 Consistency Regions and Consistency Bounds
Both, the NEES and the NIS, should be X 2 distributed.
The lower X 2 bound of a probability region with Plow and n dimensions
of freedom can be defined as
ϵn,low = X 2inv (Plow, n) . (B.32)
The upper X 2 bound of a probability region with Pup and n dimensions of
freedom can be defined as
ϵn,up = X 2inv (Pup, n) . (B.33)
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In this chapter some extended evaluation results are given. These mainly
allow for a more detailed analysis of the condensed results presented in
Chapter 8.
C.1 Evaluation Setup
Figure C.1 shows an exemplary screenshot of the evaluation environment
Scaling Solutions which was developed and used for the evaluations presented
in this publication. It shows parameter and algorithm selection interfaces for
general settings, simulation settings, measurement settings and navigation
settings.
Figure C.1: User interface of the evaluation environment Scaling Solutions, showing
parameter and algorithm selection interfaces for general settings, simulation settings,
measurement settings and navigation settings.
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World-Centric Motion Propagation The world-centric configuration as
outlined in Section 8.1.1 performs motion propagation in accordance with
Figure C.2.
egomotion &
landmark pos.
estimates
propagated
egomotion &
landmark positions
inertial
measurements
x̂world(tc),
P̂world(tc)x̂world(tl),
P̂world(tl)
P̂world(tc) = Fworld · P̂ (tl) · FTworld · · ·+Hworld · Ñ ·HTworld
ũ (ti) ,
Ñ
t = [tl, tc]
x̂world(tc)
num.←−−−
int.
ẋworld = fworld (xworld, ũ (ti))
Figure C.2: World-centric motion propagation
World-Centric Kalman Update The according Kalman is depicted in Fig-
ure C.3.
propagated egomotion &
landmark positions
egomotion & landmark
position estimates
known keypoints t = tc
ŷ(tc) = gworld
(︁
x̂−world(tc)
)︁
x̂+world(tc), P̂
+
world(tc)
x̂−world(tc), P̂
−
world(tc)
ỹ(tc), W̃
P̂+world(tc) = (I −K ·Cworld) · P̂−world(tc) · . . .
K = P̂−world(tc) ·CTworld · . . .
x̂+world(tc) = x̂
−
world(tc) +K (ỹ(tc)− ŷ(tc))
. . .
(︁
Cworld · P̂−world(tc) ·CTworld + W̃
)︁−1
. . . (I −K ·Cworld)T +K W̃ K
Cworld = ∂gworld∂xworld
⃓⃓
xworld=x̂
−
world(tc)
Figure C.3: World-centric Kalman update
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C.2 State Estimation
Observability-Driven Consistency Improvement With Figure 8.9 in Sub-
section 8.3.1 the observability-driven consistency improvement was discussed
based on through a set of estimation results. Specifically, velocity estimation
errors and landmark estimation position errors were presented for
(a) / (b): the world-centric configuration, where those quantities are expressed
with respect to the world frame {I},
(c) / (d): the world-centric configuration, where those quantities are projected
from the world frame {I} into the body frame {B},
(e) / (f): the body-centric configuration, where those quantities are expressed
with respect to the body frame {B}.
Hence, in each case only a subset of the estimation results for each of these
configurations were presented. The full estimation results for the world-centric
configuration (a) / (b) are given in Figure C.4. Figure C.5 provides the full
estimation results for the body-centric configuration (e) / (f). A repetition of
the projected velocity and landmark errors from the world frame {I} into the
body frame {B} as in (c) / (d) is omitted here.
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Figure C.4: Full estimation results for the circular scenario CI (Figure 8.3 /Table 8.3),
utilizing the classic world-centric configuration.
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Figure C.5: Full estimation results for the circular scenario CI (Figure 8.3 /Table 8.3),
utilizing the novel body-centric configuration.
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Trajectory Dependency and Landmark Management The discussion on
trajectory dependency and landmark management in Subsection 8.3.1 was
conducted in reference to Figure 8.11. Again, only velocity estimation errors
and landmark estimation position errors were provided for
(a) / (b): the world-centric configuration, where those quantities are projected
from the world frame {I} into the body frame {B},
(c) / (d): the body-centric configuration, where those quantities are expressed
with respect to the body frame {B},
(e) / (f): the body-centric configuration, where those quantities are expressed
with respect to the body frame {B} and the utilization of landmark
management as outlined in Section 5.4.
The full estimation results for the body-centric configuration (c) / (d) without
landmark management are given in Figure C.6. Figure C.7 provides the full
estimation results for the body-centric configuration (e) / (f) with landmark
management. A repetition of the projected velocity and landmark errors
from the world frame {I} into the body frame {B} as in (a) / (b) is omitted
here.
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Figure C.6: Full estimation results for the circular / linear scenario CL (Figure 8.4 /Table
8.4), utilizing the novel body-centric configuration for egomotion and landmark position
estimation without landmark limitation.
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Figure C.7: Full estimation results for the circular / linear scenario CL (Figure 8.4 /Table
8.4), utilizing the novel body-centric configuration for egomotion and landmark position
estimation with a managed limit of 50 landmarks.
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C.3 Motion Accumulation
In Section 8.4 the computational load of different motion accumulation /
state propagation approaches were investigated. Specifically, these were:
world-centric config.: world-centric state propagation
body-centric config. 1: body-centric state propagation
body-centric config. 2: pseudo-world-centric motion acc. (numeric integra-
tion)
body-centric config. 3: pseudo-world-centric motion acc. (numeric integra-
tion), limited transformations
body-centric config. 4: pseudo-world-centric motion acc. (analytic solution),
limited transformations
body-centric config. 5: pseudo-world-centric motion acc. (analytic solution),
limited transformations, landmark management
A summary for the computational load of these configurations was provided
in Figure 8.15. Figure C.8 provides the computational load over time for each
of these configurations independently. Figure C.9 depicts the consistency
plots for these experiments, showcasing that their estimation performance.
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(a) world-centric configuration: with world-centric motion propagation
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(c) body-centric configuration: with pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation (numeric
integration)
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(d) body-centric configuration: with pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation (numeric
integration), limited transformations
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(e) body-centric configuration: with pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation (analytic
solution), limited transformations
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(f) body-centric configuration: with pseudo-world-centric motion accumulation (analytic
solution), limited transformations, landmark limitation
motion accumulation / state propagation state estimation landmark initialization unused
Figure C.8: Comparison of the computational load for various system setups, utilizing
the circular scenario CI (Figure 8.3 /Table 8.3).
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world-centric motion accumulation (nu-
meric integration)
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(e) body-centric configuration: with pseudo-
world-centric motion accumulation (an-
alytic solution), limited transformations
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(f) body-centric configuration: with pseudo-
world-centric motion accumulation (ana-
lytic solution), limited transformations,
landmark limitation
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Figure C.9: Comparison of the consistency for various system setups, utilizing the circular
scenario CI (Figure 8.3 /Table 8.3).
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C.4 Initialization Procedures
In Section 8.5 the closed-form-landmark initialization procedure introduced
in Section 7.1 was evaluated. Therein different tuning metrics, like
• a landmark plausibility test,
• a landmark distance/parallax test,
• means for landmark covariance limitation and
• means for landmark covariance inflation
were discussed. Figure C.10 showcases that not utilizing the distance/parallax
ratio ρpar and the covariance inflation factor ρinf (i.e. ρpar=∞, ρinf=1) leads
to an unreliable landmark initialization.
In Figure 8.16 a comparison for different parameterizations of these tuning
parameters was presented. Specifically, the landmark position initialization
error and the resulting estimation consistency of the subsequent estimation
filter was show for
(a) / (b): a distance/parallax ratio of ρpar = 10 and a covariance inflation
factor of ρinf = 1,
(c) / (d): a distance/parallax ratio of ρpar = 5 and a covariance inflation
factor of ρinf = 1,
(e) / (f): a distance/parallax ratio of ρpar = 5 and a covariance inflation
factor of ρinf = 10.
Figure C.11 provides the full estimation results for case (a) / (b), Figure C.12
for case (c) / (d) and Figure C.13 for case (e) / (f).
Additionally, Figure C.14 showcases that a further reduction of the dis-
tance/parallax ratio (ρpar=1, ρinf=1) would lead to an insufficient amount
of initialized landmarks in the considered scenario.
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Figure C.10: Landmark initialization and estimation results for the fixed-wing UAV
loop scenario FL (Figure 8.5 /Table 8.5), without utilizing the parallax test as well as
covariance inflation (ρpar=∞, ρinf=1).
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Figure C.11: Landmark initialization and estimation results for the fixed-wing UAV loop
scenario FL (Figure 8.5 /Table 8.5), utilizing a parallax factor of ρpar = 10 together
with a covariance inflation factor of ρinf = 1.
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Figure C.12: Landmark initialization and estimation results for the fixed-wing UAV loop
scenario FL (Figure 8.5 /Table 8.5), utilizing a parallax factor of ρpar = 5 together
with a covariance inflation factor of ρinf = 1.
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Figure C.13: Landmark initialization and estimation results for the fixed-wing UAV loop
scenario FL (Figure 8.5 /Table 8.5), utilizing a parallax factor of ρpar = 5 together
with a covariance inflation factor of ρinf = 10.
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(f) estimation consistency
estimation errors avg. initialization errors NEES / NIS
±3σ uncertainty regions avg. init. ±3σ uncertainty regions 95% probability regions
Figure C.14: Landmark initialization and estimation results for the fixed-wing UAV
loop scenario FL (Figure 8.5 /Table 8.5), utilizing a parallax factor of ρpar = 1 for the
initialization of landmarks together with a covariance inflation factor of ρinf = 1.
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